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Preface

The inherent harmony of periodic motions as well as of symmetry has exerted
its own fascination, as it seems, ever since the dawn of thought. Today, such a
"harmonia mundi" is at least hoped for on just about any possible scale: from
elementary particle physics to astronomy. I

In search of some harmony let us ask naive questions. Suppose we are given a
dynamic l systern with some built-in symmetry, Should we expect periodic motions ,
which somehow reflect this symmetry? And how would periodicity harmonize with
symmetry?

These almost innocent questions are the entrance to a labyrinth of intricacies.
Probing only along some fairly safe threads V'~e are lead from dynamics to topology,
algebra, singularity theory, numerical analysis, and to some applications. A global
point of view~will b6 one guiding theme along,o'ur way: we are mainly interested
in periodic motions far from equilibrium.

For a method we rely on bifurcation theory, on transversality theory, and on
generic approximations. As a reward we encounter known local singularities. As a "
central new aspect we study the global interaction and interdependence of these
local singularities, designing a homotopy invariant. As a result, we obtain an index A.

N which evaluates only information at stationary solutions. Nonzero k implies ,
global Hopf bifurcation of periodic solutions with certain symmetries. Putting it
emphatically, ), harmonizes symmetry and periodicity . Curiously, ,V need not be .'.

homotopy invariant.It is one of my favorite speculations that this obstruction may
hint at chaotic motions.

Cyclic motions relate to cyclic groups. Phrasing this relation between dyna-
mics and algebra less sloppily: the symmetry of a periodic solution of a dynamical
system is related to a cyclic factor within the group of symmetries of that system.
Curiously, some period doubling bifurcations relate to the number 2, acting by
multiplication on such a cyclic group. The multiplicative order of 2. relates to the
number of possibly different indices M for a given system.

Symmetry, though beautiful, causes numerical difficulties. Basically, groups
with irreducible representations of higher dimensions entail higher local singula-
rities which are not very well understood. This is an obstacle to numerical path- .
following algorithms. We will give a complete list of the easier, lower-dimensional
generic bifurcations. Avoiding cyclic loops in the associated global bifurcation dia-
grams by a suitable homotopy invariant will be a central issue in our theoretical
analysis. Both aspects are essential prerequisites for an efficient numerical path-
following method in dynamical systems with symmetries.

In real applications, as in real life, the lofty regions of harmony, periodicity,
and symmetry are always confronted with the abysmal danger of destabilization.
Surprisingly, there are still some applications where periodicity and symmetry is
observed. We will concentrate on chemical waves as a model example below, though
the theory is general. We obtain rotating waves (spirals) in continuous geometries,
and phase-locked oscillations in discrete geometries.

'7:L



Because it may not at all be easily detected by the reader, let me confess here
a guiding principle for this research. Like so many others, I have tried to dismiss
difficulty for beauty.

I happily say my thanks to everyone who has helped me. In particular, I
would like to mention J. Alexander, G. Auchmuty, T. Bartsch, A. Brandis, S.-
N. Chow, R. Cushman, R. Field, S. v. Gils, M. Golubitsky, W. JThger, P. Kun-
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Typesetting the whole manuscript in TEX was a laborious and unpleasant task. It
was performed by M. Torterolo with great patience, diligence, and efficiency.
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§1. Introduction

§1.1 The question

We would like to find time-periodic solutions x(t) of a nonlinear autonomous dynamical
system

i(t) = f(A, x(t)), x E X :=R N, feC' (1.1)

In applications, such systems always contain parameters (coefficients). Let A E A := R denote
one of them. Finding periodic solutions is usually more difficult than finding stationary, i.e.
time-independent solutions z(t) = xo. Stationary solutions (A0, x0) satisfy

0 = f(Ao,Xo). (1.2)

Hopf bifurcation draws conclusions on periodic solutions of (1.1) from information on sta-
tionary solutions (1.2); and here and below we mean "nonstationary periodic" when we say
periodic.

To describe local Hopf bifurcation suppose for a moment that f(A, 0) = 0, for all real A.
Assume that the linearization D.f(A, 0) at the stationary solution (A,0) has a pair of simple
eigenvalues

A±i (>), 0A)>0 (1.3)

for small 1AI. Then at least the linearized equation, at A 0,

= Dzf(0, O)y (1.4)

has periodic solutions y(t) of minimal period 2r/o(0). If ±if(0) are the only purely imaginary
eigenvalues of Df(0,0), then the local Hopf bifurcation theorem, e.g. [Cra&Rab2], states
that (1.1) with f E C 2 has periodic solutions near A = 0, x = 0. In fact, these periodic
solutions form a continous branch and their minimal periods are close to 21r/fl(0). Without

a parameter A, i.e. for fixed A = 0, such a result could not hold in general.
The result above is called "local", because it only finds periodic solutions in some possibly

very small neighborhood of A = 0, x = 0. Global Hopf bifurcation finds periodic solutions

which may be far away from this neighborhood, where they originated. The first result in
this direction is due to Alexander & Yorke fAle&Y1], see §1.3 and in particular (1.29) for

more details. Global Hopf bifurcation is our main concern here. Of course, global bifurcation
implies local bifurcation.

Global as well as local bifurcation results require essentially some change of stability. Let
us explain this with our previous example, f(A, 0) = 0. Denote

E(A) : the number of eigenvalues of D f(A, 0) with strictly positive (1.5)

real part, counting algebraic multiplicity.

In other words, E(A) is the unstable ("expanding") dimension of the stationary solution
(A, 0). Then assumption (1.3) on the crossing of the pair of eigenvalues A ± if(A) through
the imaginary axis implies that E(A) changes by 2 as A increases through zero. We call this

a "change of stability". Our principal goal will be an index X which evaluates changes of

stability in such a way that M $ 0 implies global Hopf bifurcation.
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However, we are interested in dynamical systems (1.1) with symmetry. Throughout we %a.

assume
r' is a compact Lie group, acting orthogonally on X .= RN by a (1.6a)
linear representation p.

In other words: p: r--+ 0(n)o,

is a homorphism from the compact Lie group F hto the group O(N) of orthogonal N x N-
matrices. See e.g. [Bre, Br5&tD, Sat&Wea for generalities on Lie groups and representations.
For practical purposes, we may assume that p(-y) = id only for -y = id. This allows us to view
F as a closed subgroup of 0(N). A short-band notation for the action of r is "Yz .= p(-Y)X,
for -1 EF, z E X. To tie up the group Ir with our system (1.1), we require f to be equivariavtt
with respect to the action p of r, i.e.

f(A,-I=)=yf(A,z), foral-yEI', AER, xERN. (1.6b)

Then (1.1) remains unchanged, if we replace x by -yx. Thus, if x(t) is a solution of (1.1),
then 7z(t) is also a solution, regardless what -v E r we choose. See e.g. fSatl, Van1] for a
reference on bifurcation theory for equivariant f.

If x(t) is a periodic solution of system (1.1), then - x(t) may describe the same trajectory
as x(t) for suitably chosen Y E F. In fact 7 could leave each point of zx() fixed, individually.
Or I could leave the periodic orbit { (t)[ R) -fixed, as a set, possibly phase-shifting the
individual points on it. In both cases we say that -y belongs to the symmetry of the periodic
solution x(t). For more precision see §1.2, definition 1.1. This notion of symmetry leads us
to our principal question:

How can we find periodic solutions with prescribed symmetry7? (1.7)

-For linear equivariant equations like (1A), where D.f(O, 0) has purely imaginary eigenvalves,
we might find periodic solution and their symmetry explicitly, knowing the representation
of r on the eigenspace. For results on local Hopf bifurcation for nonlinear systems with
symmetry see e.g. JGo&StJJ.

We approach question (1.7) from a global point of view, here. We design an index

H0 K0 (1.)

such that nonzero N implies global Hopf bifurcation with certain possible symmetries. Again,

M evaluates changes of stability of stationary solutions via purely imaginary eigenvalues in
certain representation subspaces of X. For some more details see §1.4. A complete recipe is
given in our main results: theorems 2.9 and 2.10 below.

Let us consider a first typical, but simple example: three identical, mutually coupled
oscillators. Such examples go back to Turing [Tul. With z = (zoz, z2), -i E If, x E "

our example may be written as

0

. . . . - "."
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Fig. 1.1 Three coupled oscillators

:0= 1(Zo) + (X,, - 2zo + x1)

= f(zi) + (Xo - 2 x (1.9)

= (i2) + (XI - + x0).

We suppress the parameter A, here. In fig. 1.1. we depict system (1.9) as an equilateral
triangle. The vertices stand for the oscillators io =,zi =,iX2 =, and the sides represent
"diffusive " coupling. System (1.9) remains invariant under any permutation of the indices
{0, 1, 2}; the right hand side is equivariant under r := $3 , the symmetric group (permutations
of three elements). From fig. 1.1 we see that S3 is isomorphic to the dihedral group D3 , the
group of orthogonal maps in the plane which leave an equilateral triangle invariant. System
(1.9) could oscillate periodically in various ways: homogeneously (zo(t) = xl(t) Ez 2 (t)), with
reflection symmetry (xo(t) 0 x(t) - ( x2t)), with fixed phase-shifts over one third period
between adjacent x3 (t), or without any noticeable relation between the z2 (t). Answering
question (1.7), our index ;' will allow us a detailed global analysis of these phenomena, cf.
§8.1. The first global results on such rings of coupled oscillators are due to Alexander &
Auchmuty (Ale&Au2j. They rely on a topological result on global bifurcation of zeros of
mappings with several (two) parameters (Alel, Ale&Fitz].

Our approach to question (1.7) is more geometrically inclined. Motivated by the "snakes"-
paper of Mallet-Paret & Yorke IM-P&YI,21 we use generic, but somewhat equivariant appro-
ximations to the original problem (1.1). This will have the advantage that only a few types
of bifurcations occur, and global bifurcation diagrams can be understood systematically. We
discuss this in §1.S and, in excessive detail, in §§3,5-7,10. In [M-P&Y1,2I, only the case of no
symmetry, I = {id}, was considered. Another root for our approach was the elegant geome-
tric treatment of local equivariant Hopf bifurcation by Golubitsky & Stewart [Go&Sch&St,
Go&Stll. It inspired the very question (1.7), as well as our definition of symmetry of a
periodic solution, and is behind the scene of most of our technical set-up.

Why should anyone be interested in a question like (1.7) ? Our motivation is both "pure"
and "applied". Symmetry prevails in many applied problems, e.g. oscillations in networks,

S ~ 
4
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Fig. 1.2 A (clockwise) rotating spiral wave. courtesy of [Mii&Ple&Hess].

in fluid dynamics, and in chemical reaction diffusion systems. A spectacular example are the
rotating spirals in the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction, see fig. 1.2.

We devote §8 to such applications. Another "applied" goal is the development of quick,
flexible tests which detect oscillations and give some indication of their form in large distri- .%

buted systems. Paradoxically, global results apply more easily than local results (but do not:
allow conclusions on stability, direction of bifurcation, etc.). As a "pure" consequence we

obtain local bifurcating branches for situations which could not be treated in [Go&Stl], see
theorem 9.1.

But local bifurcations, local singularities have been studied for quite a while now, even
in equivariant settings. Our analysis adds a significant global feature: we investigate the
interplay of these local singularities in global bifurcation diagrams. We believe that this
global feature can and should be incorporated into other contexts as well. Our problem of
global Hopf bifurcation with symmetry just serves as a model case.

Understanding the interplay of local singularities in global bifurcation diagrams usually un-
covers some topological relations and restrictions, like homotopy invariant indices. Knowing
these global restrictions, as well as the basic local singularities, is in turn a prerequisite to
a sucessful numerical homotopy method for concrete applications. The simplest example is
the monitoring of signs of determinants of the linearization, i.e. of Brouwer degree, to detect
stationary bifurcation points; see e.g. (Deu&Fie&Kun]. This closes the circle of "pure" and
"applied" motivations.

%
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§1.2 Symmetry of periodic solutions

Let us pin down what we mean by the symmetry of a periodic solution x(t) of the F-
equivariant differential equation (1.1). First we have to discuss "symmetries" of point.: x C. X.
Given x E X the isotropy group r, of z is defined as

r. {-EFI 7r z) (1.10)

For example, consider the coupled oscillator system (1.9). If x = (x,, i, x2) with 2 XI

z2 then F F= $ . Ifx, 4 z = z,,, then I, = {id, (1 2)) =: ((1 2) Z, /2,.

Conversely, given a subgroup K of F we may define the fixed point subspace X h° of X by

XK := {x E XKz = . (. )

So X h consists of all elements T o X with isotropy F at least K. In the example (1.9) we
have z C X r iff z, z , and X~' l 2)) ifz x = x2. This last example shcows that
XK may actually contain points z with F2 > K.

Throughout, we are interested in this typical case of a non-free group action where F may
depend on the choice of z 5 0.

For solutions of (1.1) one would like to know r,. The significant property of the li:,'Ir ..
subspaces X K , on the other hand, is their flow invariance:

z(0) E X K  implies z(t) E XK, for all t. (1.12)

Indeed, X E XK implies i X K , because

= Kf (A, z) = y(A, Kx) f(A, x) =.

Now let us consider a periodic solution z(t) of (1.1) with minimal period p > 0. Let C
{x(t)! t E R} C X denote the trajectory of x(t). Then two relevant groups come to mind:

H := {yE r I-C= c) (I.13.a)

K r.) = (-Y E r Iyx() = z(t). (1.13.b)

Note that F3r(t ) is in fact independent of t because, by flow invariance of the spaces X K ,

x(0) E XrZ(1) and X(t) E Xrz(O), i. e. F(0) > r.(t) and rF(t) ,> r.(o). Thus K is well-

defined. Obviously, K is a subgroup of the closed group H. For any h E H, x(t) E C, we
have

h x(t) = x(t + e(h) p). (1.13.c)

Note that e(h) E RI// is defined independently of t. In fact hz(t) solves the same differential
equation (1.1) as x(t) and the trajectories coincide as sets, by (1.13.a). Thus hx(t) coincides
with x(t), up to a phase shift.

The obviously continuous map

e: H--R/Z "
h e(h)

Si
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from H to the (additive) group R/i is a homomorphism. Indeed

z(t + e(h, h2) -p) = hh 2 x(t) = hi x(t + e(h 2) . p) =

= X(t + (e(h,) + e(h2 )). p), i.e.

(h1 h2) = (h) + 9(h2 ) (mod Z),

because T, is the minimal period of x(t). By definition, ker9= K. By the homomorphism
theorem !vdW, Lang', K is a closed normal subgroup of the Lie group H and

H/K t- im (1.15)

may be viewed as a closed subgroup of F//&, cf. [Brb&tD, §1.4]. Let

0I n-1
7,. .. ,--}</1/ ', for n<oon n (1.16.a)

denote the closed additive subgroups of R/. The cyclic groups &,, should not be mixed
up with the isnnrphic groups

Z(n) := { n, 1,..., - 1} = (Z/,6

With this notation, (1.15) implies that

H/K Z ,, for some n < o, or (1.17)
Z.o

1.1 Definition
Let z(t) be a periodic solution of system (1.1) with minimal period p > 0. We call the

triple (H,K,e), defined by (1.13.a - c) above, the symmetry of x(t).

Referring to (1.17) above, we call x(t) a

concentric wave if H = K

discrete wave if H/K Z 7,, 1 < n < oo

rotating wave if H/K Z.,)

Let C C X be a set of stationary solutions of f(A, -), i.e.

f(A, x)= 0 for all x E C. (I.18.a)

We call C a frozen wave, if there exists z0 E C and subgroups K :=,F < H < r such
that the following two conditions hold:

C = H (1.18.6)

K = Fo is normal in H and H/K - . (1.18.c)

- ..
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We call the triple (H, K, ±+) the symmetry of the frozen wave C, if e : H -- R/ Z is any
surjective homomorphism with kernel K.

We comment on definition 1.1. First of all, it seems redundant to include K = kere
explicitly in the triple (H,K,O) which defines symmetry. Indeed, H and e alone would
suffice. Discussing secondary bifurcations it will be convenient to nevertheless keep track of
K explicitly.

In the symmetry (H, K,-±) of a frozen wave, the homomorphism 9 is determined only
up to a sign. Indeed, 9 induces an isomorphism H/K - R /7, and the only continuous
automorphisms of R/Z are given by multiplication with ±1.

Condition (1.18.c) suggests that frozen waves are a pendant to rotating waves. Indeed, let
R be the infinitesimal generator of the action of H/K on XK. In detail: we represent this
action by orthogonal matrices, and obtain an isomorphism

t ,-,eXP(Rt).

For some real a, consider the transformation

y(t) = exp(-a~t) (t) (1.20)

on X K . Then y solves the equation

(t) = -,R y(t) + f(A, y(t)) =: f(A, y(t)). (1.21)

Choosing a = I/p, it turns out that x(t) is a rotating wave for f iff H. x(0) is a frozen
wave for f. The transformation (1.20) tells us that a rotating wave "freezes", if viewed in a
suitable rotating coordinate frame.

Conversely, let us start from a frozen wave x E C with symmetry (H, K, ±9). Then the
transformation (1.20) yields a rotating wave y(t) with symmetry (H, K, 9) or (H, K, -9),
depend;' on the sign of a. Viewing this as a perturbation result we may say that a rotating
wave freezes and then starts rotating in the opposite direction, cf. definition 5.3 of a freezing,
and theorem 5.11.

Viewed still differently, (1.20) and (1.21) tell us that (A, x(t)) is a rotating wave if and
only if zo = z(O) with Rz 0 € 0 solves

0 = -a~xo + f(A, ro) (1.21)'

for some a -4 0. On the other hand, Hz 0 is a frozen wave if and only if x0 with ,z 0 54 0
solves (1.21)' for a = 0

Let us reinterpret symmetry of periodic solutions in an operator setting which is frequently
used in global Hopf bifurcation. We rescale the minimal period p of z(t) to 1, defining

S(r) :=z(pr) (1.22)

Then z(t) solves (1.1) iff solves

F(f, p, A, ) := - +f(A, ) = 0 (1.23)
P
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Denoting the Banach spaces of continuous resp. once continuously differentiable functions
with (not necessarily minimal) period 1 by e0 resp. C1, we may view F(f,.,.,) for fixed f
as a map

F(f,.,.,.) x R x -(1.24)

Fixing also T,, A, the map F(f, p, A,-) is equivariant with respect to the action of : F x S1

on E 05o or el defined by

0)0(0 := )( - 0), (1.2)

where we write S 1 for the additive group R/Z.

We claim that x has symmetry (H, K,e) iff , defined by (1.22), has isotropy

= H6' := {(h,o(h)) I h E H). (1.26)

As before, it is understood that K := kere. To prove the claim, we follow the reasoning in

[Go&Stl, §61. Applying the definition of symmetry of z, it is sufficient to show that/r = H"'
for some subgroup ft of F and some homomorphism 6 : --. S I . Let r : F x s1 -, r
denote projection onto the first coordinate and define H := 7r(/). Then J' n kerr= {id},

because has minimal period 1. Thus / 4  H, and we may hence write / as if'-' as was
claimed above. Following [Go&Stl, §61 we call HO a twisted subgroup of F x S1 with twist
e.

Fixing an isomorphism from Z,, to H/K, we may represent the twist e by an integer
(mod n). Indeed, let hK generate H/K - 2,n (assuming n < oo) and fix i to be

: - H /K (.27
I hK.

Then
e(h) = (e o)( ) = /n

for some * E &(n). We will frequently identify h with 1/n and e withe* E E(n), writing

e(h) = e.h. (1.28)

Using the isomorphism (1.19) instead of (1.27), the case n = oo is treated similarly. Repre-
senting e by integers is particularly convenient for treating secondary bifurcations of periodic
solutions, where 9 may change, cf. §5.

We illustrate our symmetry terminology with the triangle of coupled oscillators (1.9), see
fig. 1.1. Concentric waves, e.g., are periodic solutions z(t) with zO(t) = Xt X2 (t). Their
symmetry is (H,K,9) = (JI,O) where r = S3. They satisfy io = 1(xo), and diffusive
coupling can be ignored altogether. Another example is given by zO(t) z1 (t) z 2 (t) with
H = K = ((1 2)), e = 0. Such solutions satisfy

i0 = f(xo) + 2(x, - xo)

i- = f(z,) + (XO - Z,)

!. n\ -. " "% .. %, "*= °-. ° . ","." " . .. °%-% " . °- 2. ° % " .A" . .Z. . . . .. .- % '
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and represent two asymmetrically coupled oscillators. A discrete wave may have symmetry
H = ((1 2)),K = {id}, and e = 1, which means z 2 (t) = zi(t - E) and xo(t) = zo(t- )"
Such solutions are sometimes called standing waves. Another type of discrete waves satisfies
H = ((0 1 2)), K = {id}, and e = 1, which corresponds to

X2 (t) =j(t - ) o(t- L,

i.e. to fixed phase-differences between adjacent cells. Applying (1 2) E S3 to this solution we

obtain a discrete wave with 9 = 2 =- -1 (mod 3), i.e. rotation in the opposite direction. For
examples of rotating and frozen waves see §8.2.

§1.3 Some references

The literature on bifurcation problems is vast. We give some standard references to the
field. Then we follow some of the threads to global bifurcation, concentrating on Hopf bi-

furcation. A more detailed attempt to put our results in perspective has to be postponed to
§9. As a general reference to local bifurcation theory we mention the books by Chow & Hale
IChow&Ha, Golubitsky & Schaeffer [Go&Sch], Guckenheimer & Holmes [Gu&Ho], Iooss &
Joseph [Io&JoI, as well as parts of Arnol'd [Arn3, ch.6], and Smoller [Smo, ch.131. Bifurcati-
ons for iterates of maps are discussed e.g. in [Io1. Bifurcation theory for zeros of maps viz.
stationary solutions with several parameters is known as singularity theory or catastrophe
theory, see e.g. [Arn4, Arn&G-Z&Var, Go&Gui, Thom].

More specifically, local Hopf bifurcation is named after E. Hopf. In [Hopf], 1942, he proves
the result which we have discussed in §1.1, assuming x E RN and analytic f. His main
motivation, though, was hydrodynamics. Hopf himself mentions Poincar6, who has considered
the planar analytic Hamiltonian case being mainly motivated by periodically forced systems
in celestial mechanics, cf. [Poi, ch.XXX[, 1899. The general planar case was discussed
extensively by Andronov and coworkers since 1929, see e.g. [And&Chai, And&Leo&Gor&Mail

and the note in [Arn3, p.271]. In 1977 a proof covering the infinite-dimensional case was given
by Crandall & Rabinowitz [Cra&Rab2l in an analytic semigroup C 2 -setting. They just relied
on the implicit function theorem. Other modern accounts of local Hopf bifurcation, three of
them based on center manifolds, are given e.g. in the books of Chow & Hale [Chow&Ha,
§§1.1.4, 3.4, 9.5, 9.6], Hassard & Kazarinoff & Wan [Has&Kaz&Wan], Iooss & Joseph [Io&Jo],

and Marsden & McCracken [Mars&McCr].

The first global bifurcation result, concerning stationary solutions, is due to Rabinowitz
[Rab]. Returning to the setting f(A,0) = 0 with unstable dimension E(A), as in (1.5), a
version may be phrased as follows. If E(A) changes by an odd number, as A increases from
-oo to +oo, then an unbounded continuum of stationary solutions bifurcates from the trivial

solution. The proof relies on degree theory, and we give a subjective version of it in §3; see
also (Chow&Ha, §5.8] and [Smo, ch.13].

As we have mentioned above, the first result on global Hopf bifurcation without symmetry
is due to Alexander & Yorke jAle&Y1]; see also Ize [Izel]. They both introduce period p
explicitly as a parameter. In the above setting, suppose Dxf(O,0) is nondegenerate, and

% %.1m
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Df(A, 0) has some purely imaginary eigenvalues for A = 0 but not for small 0 < JAf < e.
Assuming that

I(E(c) - E(-c)) is odd, (1.29)
2

they obtain a global bifurcating continuum C of periodic solutions, by topological arguments
involving stable homotopy theory. "Continuum" refers to the triple (p,,A, ), and "global"
means that C is unbounded or returns to some other bifurcation point on the trivial branch.
Using Fuller degree [Ful], Chow & Mallet-Paret & Yorke [Chow&M-P&YI] later relax con-
dition (1.29) to

I(E(e) - E(-c)) 0 0. (1.29)'

These results have one obvious and one subtle drawback. Obviously, we might not want to
call 6 "global", if it remains bounded and just terminates at some other Hopf bifurcation
point. It is a more subtle aspect to construct examples of continua in (p, A, ) which are
unbounded, though A, and minimal periods remain bounded. A concrete example for this
important subtlety was constructed by Alligood & Mallet-Paret & Yorke [AlI&M-P&YI], cf.
§3.4 and fig. 3.3 below. This is possible because p in the operator setting (1.23) does not
necessarily stand for minimal period. In fact, if (p, A, 4) is a solution then (p, A, Ck) is likewise
a solution, if we define

k,):= k)

For a detailed discussion see §,3 and 9.3.

Both drawbacks have been circumvented at th.- expense of introducing the notion of "virtual
periods", cf. definition 1.2 below and §4. For generic nonlinearities f(A, X) the drawbacks
were fully remedied by Mallet-Paret & Yorke [M-P&YI,21, who follow continua ("snakes")
in (A, x) and simultaneously keep track of minimal period. Virtual periods, as introduced by
Chow, Mallet-Paret, Yorke [M-P&Y2, Chow&M-P&Y2], arise if one approximates f in (1.1)
by generic nonlinearities. Following [Fie2], we give a detailed outline of this no-synmetry
theory in §3 because it will be basic to our symmetry results.

Including symmetry, the books of Golubitsky, Schaeffer, Stewart [Go&Sch, Go&Sch&StJ,
Sattinger [Satl,2], and Vanderbauwhede [Vanl,51 treat local bifurcations extensively. For a
detailed study of local symmetry-breaking in elliptic equations see [Smo&Wal-3, Van3, Van5].
Concerning local Hopf bifurcation with symmetry we have mentioned [Go&Stl]. Rotating
waves were also discussed, e.g., in [Au, Sche, Van2J.

Global results are few in number. Globally-minded bifurcation of stationary solutions
with symmetry was achieved by Cerami Cer], Cicogna [Cic], and Pospiech [Pos]. They all
essentially pick a subgroup K of r and proceed along the global result of Rabinowitz [Rab]
within the f-invariant subspace XK. We could imitate this for periodic solutions, because
XK is invariant under the flow (1.1) and the no-symmetry theorems from [Ale&Yl, Chow&M-
P&Y1, Izel, Ize2, Fie2] readily apply. For concentric waves (H = K, cf. §1.2) this approach
is certainly appropriate, but it is not for H > K : all information on H and the action of
e along the periodic solution will be lost completely. We are aware of only two previous
results on global Hopf bifurcation with symmetry, which address this problem. Both are due
to Alexander & Auchmuty: see [Ale&Aul] for rotating waves in a reaction diffusion system,
and [Ale&Au2] for discrete waves in coupled oscillators.



However, these results are obtained via an operator setting similar to (1.23). They prescribe
some symmetry (H, K, 6) for the periodic solutions z(t), roughly as in definition 1.1, i.e.

h z(t) = x(t + e(h)f), for all h E /, (1.30)
but they do not know whether P is the minimal period p of z(t), or just some multiple kp of

it. This way they obtain H > if, but no information on 9. In fact one can only conclude

that

e(h)= k e(h) (mod 1) (1.31)

for some unknown k. For example, if imo " i/k is finite then e may be identically 0,
picking k = 1H/RK.

We are aiming at results which keep control of e and, at the same time, remedy the two
drawbacks of the topology approach mentioned earlier. We return to a comparison with the
results of Alexander & Auchnmuty in §9.4.

§1.4 Virtual answers

The key to our main results, summarized in theorems 2.9 and 2.10, is our notion of virtual
symmetry. "Mostly" virtual symmetry will coincide with symmetry, cf. definition 1.1. It is
defined as follows.

1.2 Definition : Let x = x(t) be a stationary or a periodic solution of

i(t) =- f P, 40t)) (1. 1)

We call q > 0 a virtual period of x, and (ff, k,&) a virtual symmetry of x, if there
exists a solution y of the linearized equation

j (t) = D.f(A, z(t)) y(t) (1.32)

such that the pair (x(t), y(t)) has minimal period q and symmetry (ftK,0) in the sense of
definition 1.1; in particular

p(h) r(t) = z(t + 6(h) q) (1.33)

p(h) y(t) = y(t + 6(h) .q) 
(.3

for all h E Hf. Similarly, suppose f(A, x) = 0 and y E kerDf(A, x) is such that the pair (z, y)
lies on a frozen wave ff (x, y) with symmetry H k, ±6) in the sense of definition 1.1, i.e.
kf = r(_.,,) := f n fr is the isotropy of the pair (x, y). Then we also call (H, K?, ±e) a

,' virtual symmetry of x.

Let us comment on this definition. The notion of virtual period is due to Chow, Mallet-
Paret, and Yorke, see [M-P&Y2, Chow&M-P&Y2]. To be precise we should call q a "virtual
period of z with respect to f(A,.)" etc., but for brevity we don't. Also, A is fixed in definition
1.2 and we might as well omit it.

a',

*5*
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Note that the minimal period p > 0 and the symmetry (H, K, e) of a periodic solution
x(f) are always a virtual period and a virtual symmetry of z, just putting y E 0 or also
y = i. If i and its scalar multiples are the only periodic solutions of the variational equation
(1.32), then the minimal period is the only virtual period, and the symmetry is the only
virtual symmetry of x. In particular this is the case if the periodic solution x is hyperbolic.
In general z may have several, but finitely many, virtual periods and virtual symmetries. For
stationary solutions x0 the above remarks apply analogously. Note however, that a stationary
solution x0 has some virtual period and some virtual symmetry iff Df(A, z0 ) has some purely
imaginary nonzero eigenvalues, cf. lemma 4.8. Otherwise (r, y) is necessarily stationary and
its "minimal period" q is not positive. For a thorough discussion of virtual symmetry see §4.

Next we describe at least the general flavor of our main results, theorems 2.9 and 2.10. For
F-equivariant systems (1.1) we first fix any two closed subgroups Ko :5 Ho of r such that
Ko is normal in Ho and Ho/Ko 5! is cyclic, n < oo; the notation follows (1.16.a) above.
A priori, these subgroups HU, K 0 need not correspond to any symmetry (H, K, e) of any
periodic solution at all. Next we pick a certain subset d of Z(n), a so-called "binary orbit", cf.
definition 2.4 and table 2.2. The set d describes some maximal orbit in Z(n) under iterated
multiplication by 2. Then we evaluate changes of unstable dimensions E(A) along stationary
solution branches as A increases from -co to +oo, in reminiscence of conditions like (1.29),
(1.29)'. These changes are counted in certain representation subspaces of H)/K Z,
acting on X Kh. These representations are related to the binary orbit d. This information is
condensed in our integer-valued, global equivariant Hopf index

Ho.Ko

cf. definition 2.8.

The principal conclusion is that

0Ko 0 => global Hopf bifurcation of periodic so- (1.34)
lutions with virtual symmetry at least
(Ho, K,e), Ko :_ K < Ho, 9 Ed.

Here we work in the subspace XKO, where the cyclic group Ho/Ko acts canonically, and the
homomorphism e : Ho/Ko - S 1 is represented by an integer e E d as in (1.28).

By "global" we mean that there exists a continuum of periodic solutions in A x XKo which
is unbounded, or contains arbitrarily large virtual periods, cf. theorem 2.10. By "at least"
we mean that some virtual symmetry (f4, k, 6) satisfies

H > Ho and 6IH0 = 0. (1.35)

Thus, by the isomorphism theorem [Lang, §1.4], Ho/K is isomorphic to a subgroup of I/k
because

Ho/K = HoI(Ho n k) - (Ho . k)/ < ft/lk.

For rotating waves, i.e. for Ho/Ko - Z,, and 9 # 0, there even exists an unbounded
continuum in A X XKO. Periods do no enter, except that frozen waves have to be included
in that continuum, cf. theorem 2.9. The theorems hold analogously for analytic semigroups,
cf. corollary 2.13, and for integral equations, cf. the techniques in [Fie4]. For examples see
§8, and §9 for further discussion. The discussion includes a proof that local Hopf bifurcation

40"
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with maximal isotropy (in the sense of Golubitsky & Stewart [Go&StlI) always occurs, cf.
theorem 9.1 in §9.1.

Commenting on our main result (1.34) we resume our discussion of virtual symmetry.
Suppose that z(t) is periodic and the minimal period p is the only virtual period. We repeat,
that this assumption is expected to hold for "most" periodic solutions. As a consequence,
the symmetry (, K,e) of z extends any virtual symmetry ( , 6,) of z, i.e.

R > 61H~=&

cf. lemma 4.11. For such solutions x we may thus drop the word "virtual" in the statement
(1.34) of our main result. We hasten to add, that this need not be true for virtual symmetries
associated to non-minimal virtual periods.

Anyhow, there may exist suitable choices of H, Ko and homomorphisms e 5 0 such that
the triple (Ho, K, 9) cannot be extended, for group theoretic reasons. We give examples in
§8. Then at least "at least" can be dropped in (1.34). Note how important it is, here, to
control 9 such that it remains nonzero, because & 0 extends trivially to any group ff > H. J.

1P

§1.5 Generic approximations

We obtain our results by generic approximation rather than by topological techniques. In
this context genericity means the following. Fix closed subgroups Ko :_ H(, of the compact
Lie group r such that K0 is normal in Hu and Ho/Ko , is cyclic, n < oc, as before in
§1.4. Note that H0 leaves XKo invariant. In fact, the normalizer N(KO) of Kt, leaves XKh "

invariant, and H0 is just a subgroup of N(Ko). Still, we choose to ignore any synnetry
above HO, defining %

7: the space of f E C'(A x XhK",XK(i) which are equivariant (1.36)
in the sense of (1.6.b) with respect to the representation of
H0 on XKo .

We endow jr with the topology of uniform convergence on bounded sets. This makes ." a
Baire space [Di, Hirl], i.e. the countable intersection of open dense sets is still dense.

1.3 Definition

A subset 9 of jr is called generic, if it contains a countable intersection of open dense
subsets of jr. The elements of 9 are also called generic. A property is called generic, if it
holds for a generic subset of 7.

In §§5,10 we will prove that generically, i.e. for f in a generic subset g of 7, only certain
types of Hopf and secondary bifurcations can occur, cf. theorem 5.11. Just as the classical
Kupka - Smale theorem [Kup, Small, the proof relies on transversality theory or, more .
fundamentally, on Sard's theorem [Ab&Ro]. The complete classification is possible only
because all local singularities, reflecting just Ho/Ko - Z,, equivariance, are completely
understood. This is the reason why we fix the groups Ko, Ho, a priori, possibly at the %
expense of ignoring symmetries above H0 .

..% ..
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The advantage of the technically somewhat involved genericity result is obvious. We obtain
a clear geometric picture of all possible global bifurcation diagrams. In particular, we call
keep track of minimal periods and of symmetries (within Ho/K) at bifurcation points. We
may even follow branches such that the minimal period jumps discontinuously, e.g. at period
doubling bifurcations. This way we are much more flexible than any pureiy topological
approach.

As a second step we construct a homotopy invariant index 0 for periodic solutions, see
definitions 6.1 and 6.4. This index tells us which branches we may select to find a global
bifurcating continuum of periodic solutions, in the generic case, cf. theorems 2.6, 2.7, and
§6. Also the index 0 carries information which describes the global interaction of the local
singularities.

On the generic level, minimal periods and symmetries can still be controlled precisely. The
notion of virtual period and virtual symmetry comes in if we want results for general, not
necessarily generic, nonlinearities f. We have to approximate f by generic gi,

gi - f

and get corresponding approximating periodic solutions

Xi -* X.

It turns out that the limit of minimal periods and the limit of symmetries need not be a
minimal period and a symmetry of the limiting x. Rather they are a virtual period and a
virtual symmetry of x, cf. corollary 4.6.

For more details we refer the reader to §§3, 7. In §3 we give an extensive description of
the genericity approach in the case of no symmetry (r = {id}). For a concrete, geometric
study of the dynamic effects of a generic approximation on local Hopf bifurcation with F =
0(2), Ho = SO(2), K0 = {id} we recommend the interesting paper of v.Gils & Mallet-Paret
& Takigawa [vG&M-P&Tak]. Of course, our generic approximations are more general but
much less explicit.

§1.6 A grasshoppers' guide

In §1 we give an introduction which is basic to all the rest. It should be read first, and
completely.

The main results are stated in technically precise form in theorems 2.9 and 2.10. The basic
definitions and assumptions are referenced there, to make these results directly accessible.
For examples one may then skip §§3-7 and 10 looking at §8, instead, and in particular at
§8.3. It is also possible to jump directly into the discussion in §9. For open questions, see
especially (9.7) and (9.13).

Another non-technical section is §3. We survey generic approximations in the case of no
symmetry, indicating the analogous symmetry steps which occupy §§5-7 and 10. Our account
of virtual symmetry, §4, can be read independently. But it is used freely in §§5-7 and 10,
which constitute the technical center piece.

V' . . . - . . .
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In §5, we develop the complete list of generic secondary bifurcations for Ho/Ko Z,
equivariant vector fields, cf. theorem 5.11 and table 5.2. Proofs are deferred mostly to §10
where some transversality machinery is applied to establish genericity. The generic global
theory is then developed in §6. It includes the index P of periodic solutions, which describes
the global interaction of local singularities. Taking theorem 5.11 for granted, §§O,7 can again
be read pretty much independently of §§5,10. The approximation to nongeneric f is carried
out J, §7. Virtual periods and virtual symmetries enter crucially, there.

For a fairly brief summary of some of the results we also refer to [Fie5]. We wish all
grass-hoppers an enjoyable "hap(f)".
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§2. Main results

§2.1 Outline

In this section we summarize our main abstract results in a technically precise setting. For
our general philosophy, we refer f ) §1, and in particular to §1.4. We recall our distinction
between generic nonlinearities f and general " nongeneric" f, see § 1.5, as well as the notions of
concentric, discrete, rotating, and frozen waves with their symmetries (H, K, e), cf. definition
1.1. The four arising cases are treated according to table 2.1. For example, our main result
on rotating/frozen waves for nongeneric f is contained in theorem 2.9.

rotating and frozen waves any waves
f generic, §2.4 theorem 2.6 theorem 2.7
f nongeneric, §2.5 theorem 2.9 theorem 2.10

Table 2.1: Guide to main results

Before we can state these results, we need a definition of a global equivariant Hopf index Yd

and, more basically, of the sets d of integers which keep control of e along global branches.
The sets d are introduced in §2.3, definition 2.4. For Nd we give separate definitions for
generic f with only cyclic equivariance group G = 7Z, n < o : §2.4, definition 2.5)-d
and for nongeneric f with any compact equivariance group r' (N:,.K: §2.5, definition 2.8).
We conclude this section in §2.6 with some preliminary remarks on variants of our main
results, postponing a more thorough discussion to §9.

Throughout §2 we fix two closed subgroups K0 _< H0 _< F such that K0 is a normal
subgroup of H0, and

Ho/Ko 2 Z. = G, n<co, (2.1)

is a cyclic factor. We identify G with Ho/Ko. We are interested in global Hopf bifurcation
in XKo, and G acts on XKo. To align the nongeneric case (HO, KO) with the generic case G,
notationally, it is convenient to consider

i = f(A,X) (2.1)

restricted to the invariant subspace z E XKO and denote XKO again by X. This way, we
have the cyclic group G = ZZ, n < oo acting on X in both the generic and the nongeneric
case. However, we explicitly write the global equivariant Hopf index as IoK below for
the sake of clarity.

.. . .. . . %. . . Yh 
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§2.2 The generic center index

Throughout §2.2-2.4 we fix the following setting. Let G = Z7,, n < o, be a cyclic group
with orthogonal representation p on X = RN. For the nonlinearity f in (1.1) we assume

f E j, (2.2)

where the space 7 was defined in (1.36) and is understood with HO = G, Ko = id. This
means that f E C 4 is G-equivariant with respect to X E X. The highest regularity C4 will
not be used before §2.4, entering via §§5,10 into the main generic results. In §2.2-2.3, f E C 3

would be sufficient.
We begin to investigate generic local Hopf bifurcation by defining centers and generic

centers. The term "generic" center will be justified later (theorem 5.2): for generic f only
generic centers occur.

2.1 Definition :
Let H be a closed subgroup of G -= Zn. We call (Ao,zo) an H-center if f(A0,zo) =

0, xo E XH, and Df(Ao,xo) has some purely imaginary nonzero eigenvalues. In other
words- (Ao, x0) is a stationary solution, invariant under H (at least), with some virtual
period (cf. definition 1.2).

Suppose (AO, xo) is an H-center satisfying the following three additional conditions (2.3.a -
c)

Dxf(AO,zo) has only one pair {± ifl(AO)} of purely imaginary
eigenvalues and these eigenvalues are simple. (2.3.a)

In particular, 0 is not an eigenvalue and the stationary solutions near (Ao, x0) form a local
C4 -branch (A, x(A)) with continued eigenvalues a(A) ± i/3(A) of D_ f(A, z(A)); of course a, fl
are real, 83 > 0. The usual transverse crossing condition for local Hopf bifurcation then reads

D\a(Ao) $ 0, (2.3.b)

where Dka(Ao) is the derivative of a(A) with respect to A at A0 . These two conditions ensure
that local Hopf bifurcation occurs: there exists a local C3 -branch

s '- (A(s), X(so .), P(s)), 0 < s < C

of periodic solutions z(s, .) near zo with minimal period p(s) near 2ir/fl(Ao) and with ( z(s, t)-
Zo )Is approaching, for s --+ 0, an eigenfunction which corresponds to the eigenvalue ifl(Ao) of
Df(Ao, xo); for a reference see e.g. [Cra&Rab2]. This branch contains all periodic solutions
near (Ao, xO). We finally require the curvature condition

D2 A(0) $ 0 (2.3.c)

for the bifurcating branch. This condition ensures that periodic solutions are hyperbolic for
Isi small JCra&Rab2J.

% |
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2.2 Definition

We call (A, xO) a generic H-center if it is an H-center satisfying the additional conditions
(2.3.a - c). We call (AO, zo) a generic center if it is a generic H-center for some H.

Given an H-center (AO, xo), the group H acts on the joint generalized eigenspace of purely
imaginary eigenvalues. Given a generic H-center, H acts on the real two-dimensional eigen-
space of { ±i21(Ao) }. We may identify this eigenspace with C in such a way that solutions y
of the linearized equation

= Dhf(A, 0,xo) y

in this eigenspace are given by

Y -t) = ei; (Aolt y(O), (2.4.a)

in complex notation. The action p of H on this eigenspace then takes the form

p(h)y = e27rirh y, for all h E H < Zn < R/Z', (2.4.b)

where the integer r (mod n) characterizes p. Note that our choice of P(Ao) > 0 already %

determines the complexification of the eigenspace by (2.4.a) and hence r is determined uni-
quely (mod n if n is finite) by (2.4.b) despite of the representations r and -r being (real)
equivalent, cf. [Ser]. It turns out easily (cf. lemma 5.1 below) that the symmetry of the
periodic solutions bifurcating from a generic H-center (AO, xO) is given by (H, K, e) with

e = r (mod [HI),

locally, provided that H = Go is the full isotropy of xo. Here e is represented by an integer
as was explained in (1.28).

This way the representations r enter into our definition 2.5 of the global equivariant Hopf
index Md. As a first step, we extract the relevant information on a change of stability,
associated to this representation r, by a generic center index [

For simplicity, we specialize to the case that (Ao.xo) is a generic G-center, i.e. a generic
H-center with H = G. As before, let (A,x(,)) denote the corresponding local stationary
branch with simple eigenvalues a(A) ± ifl(A), a(AO) = 0 < #(Ao). The space XG is invariant
under the G-equivariant linearization DJf(,\O, xo). Denote

E°(Ao) : the number of eigenvalues of Dzf(Ao, xo) Ixc with positive (2.6)
real part, counting algebraic multiplicity,

lim,o sign (a(Ao + r) - CAo - r)), for r = r,
xrT (AO) :=O, for r' i r, (2.7)

where r denotes the representation associated to t(,) ± ift(A) as in (2.4.b) above. So the local
crossing number Xr(,\O) is +1 (resp. -1) if the pair a(A) ' i8(A) crosses the imaginary axis
from left to right (resp. from right to left).

e. W
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2.3 Definition
For a generic G-center (Ao, xU) we define the center index by

'(AU, 0) := (-1)E°oX"(AO), for0< r' < n. (2.S)

Note that r 0, unless r' = r is the representation of G associated to (Ao,xU).

In case G = {0}, and hence r = 0, this center index reduces to the "no-symmetry" center
index [ which was introduced by Mallet-Paret & Yorke jM-P&YI,2]. Recall that a brief
account of the theory without symmetry will be given in §3.

§2.3 Binary orbits

The set d in X/±d N comes in through 2 ("period doubling"), acting by multiplication
on Z(n) = Z/n&:

2 : l -- 7 /n & (2.9)
r k". 2r.

This is motivated as follows. At a generic center we have e9 r by lemma 5.1 below. But at
secondary bifurcations the symmetries (G, K, 9) and (G, K, &) on the primary and secondary
branch may differ from each other. In fact

e - or 26 (mod n) (2.10)

in the relevant cases; see §5 and especially corollary 5.13, (5.15) for more details. Seen from the
centers, (2.10) describes some global interaction between generic centers with representations
r, r' differing by a power of 2 (mod n). We now give a formal definition of those subsets
d C Z/nZ for which a global equivariant Hopf-index , will be defined below.

2.4 Definition
We define a relation - on Z(n) = Z/n7Z as follows: rj - r2 'ff there exist nonnegative

integers )l,j2 such that
2 r 212r 2  (mod n). (2.11)

The relation - is an equivalence relation. The set D(n) denotes the set of equivalence classes.
Equivalence classes d E D(n) are called binary orbits.

So binary orbits d are maximal (forward and backward) orbits under iterates of the mul-
tiplication map (2.9). Below, each choice of d will give rise to a global Hopf index )4 and to

a global result, separately, cf. our main results and our summary in §1.4, (1.34). Ther fore
we digress now to clarify the algebra of D(n) and to compute ID(n)I. We are indebted to A.
Brandis for helpful discussions on this aspect.

Decompose n into primes

n = 2v n = O p 1° . p  Pk,

where n' is odd and the pi are distinct primes; p(: 2 and vo := v. Correspondingly, we
have a ring isomorphism

I - Z(2 x--... x Z(p)

p' ' i % . -p% . - % -% . . . . .. . . . . . . . . %- - . %
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from ,'(n) to the direct product of the E(pv'), see e.g. [Hasse, ch.4.21. The projection onto

'(p"') is given by

r (mod n) * r (mod p/").

Of course, the isomorphism i induces a canonical bijection

D(n) - D(2 ' ) x D(p ") x ... x D(p'k)

Note that D(2" ') = {E(2')} consists of a single element, and may thus be omitted. In
particular

ID(n) = = D(p")J.... JD(p )J. (2.12.a)

It remains to determine ID(p j)! for odd primes pj. Consider vj = 1, first. Obviously

Pj - I
ID(pl- 1 + ord;,, (2)

where ord;,,(2) denotes the order of 2 in the multiplicative group (Z(pj)) = 1,2,... ,p - 1}.

Any nonzero class d has ord, (2) elements, in that case. The Artin conjecture claims that

JD(rvJ attains its lower bound 2 for infinitely many primes; cf. e.g. [Sha, §§32 and 67].
Using [Hasse, ch.2.5] it is possible to prove that for odd prime numbers pj

1= j -"I -~p I± + gdU'p ) (2.12.b)
_ or d; (2) gp.

where ; is chosen such that

21,-1 = (p. -+ 1i, mod p',

and gcd denotes the greatest common divisor. If the prime number pj is such that

2P -  1, mod pp

then formula (2.12.b) simplifies to

ID(p")I = 1 + vj(p - 1)/ord;,(2) = 1 + v,(ID(p)J - 1), (2.12.b)'

because ; is prime to pj, in that case. If 2P - I = 1 (mod p ) then p. is called Wieferich
square. Computer studies have shown that the only Wieferich squares with pi < 3 -10are
given by 10932 and 35112, cf. ISha, §§39 and 69]. For a relation of Wieferich squares to the
restricted case of Fermat's Last Theorem see [Sha, §52]. In general, we may only estimate

k

ID(n)J _ H(I + vi. (pj - 1)/ord,(2))

k

H +fl i).
j=1
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In particular JD(n)j gets arbitrarily large. We omit proofs of (2.12.b), (2.12.b)' for brevity.
Instead, we refer to table 2.2. Some elements of Z(n) are represented by negative integers
there.

For a concrete example, pick n = 1986 = 2. 3 331. By table 2.2:

ID(1986)1 = ID(3)1 . [D(331)1 = 2- 12 = 24.

n JD(n)j d E D(n)
1 1 (0)
3 2 (0) (±1)
5 2 (0) (±I, ±2)
7 3 (0) (1,2,4) (-1,-2,-4)
9 3 (0) (±I,±2,±4) (±3)

11 2 (0) (±1, ±2, ±3, ±4, ±5)
13 2 (0) (±I, ±2,±3,±4,±5,±6)
15 5 (0) (1,2,4,8) (-1,-2,-4,-8) (±3,±6) (±5)
17 3 (0) (±1,±2,±4,±8) (±3,±5,±6,±7)
19 2 (0) (±1, ±2, ±3, ±4, ±5, ±6, ±7, ±8, ±9)
25 3 (0) (±1,±2,±3,±4,±6,±7,±8,±9,±11,±12) (±5, ±10)

127 19 (0) (1,2,4,8,16,32,64) etc.
331 12 (0) (±1, ±2, ±4, ±8, ±16, ±31, ±32, ±62, ±64, ±75, ±83,

-124, ±128, ±150, ±166) etc.
oo 00 (0) (2' r)j>O, for any odd r E 7

Table 2.2: Some binary orbits

?I

1) .I
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§2.4 Generic global results

For a given n we now define ID(n)[ possibly different global equivariant Hopf indices k;
one index for each d E D(n). We strengthen assumption (2.2), f E 7r, requiring genericity:

f C 7 is a generic, G-equivariant nonlinearity with only a (2.13)

finite number of G-centers.

Here G = n _</ /I, n < oo, as before. For our notion of genericity see §1.5 and in
particular definition 1.3.

2.5 Definition :
Let genericity assumption (2.13) hold, and choose any binary orbit d E D(n). Ther, thy,

generic global equivariant Hopf index )(,1 of the generic vector field f is defined to be

-n , (2.14)
rEd

where the sum ranges over all G-centers (cf. definition 2.1) and the center index S" is defined
for generic G-centers (cf. definitions 2.2 and 2.3). For generic f, all G-centers are generic
C-centers, cf. theorem 5.2 below. For binary orbits see definition 2.4.

Using the terminology of definitions 1.1-1.3, 2.1-2.5 freely, we can now state our two main
results on global G-equivariant generic Hopf bifurcation.

2.6 Theorem:
Let the genericity assumption (2.13) hold for the cyclic group G = E R/Z. Assume

that

0d + 4d $0 (2.15)

for some nonzero binary orbit d E D(oo) \ {0).
Then there exists an unbounded continuum Z C A x X consisting of generic G-centers,

with representations r C d U (-d), and of rotating and frozen waves with symmetry

(G, K, e) and e E d U (-d). (2.16)

2.7 Theorem:
Let the genericity assumption (2.13) hold for the cyclic group G = Z, n being finite or

infinite. Assume that
Yd 0 0 (2.17)

for some binary orbit d E D(n).

Then there exists a global continuum Z C A x X consisting of generic G-centers, with
representations r E d, and of periodic solutions with symmetry

(G, K,e) and e E d. (2.16)'

""
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Here global means that

Z is unbounded, or (2.18.a)

Z contains periodic solutions with arbitrarily large minimal period. (2.18.b)

The proof of these two results has to be postponed to §6 because it requires some insight
into generic local bifurcations which will be accumulated in §§5,10. But an account of the
case of no symmetry (i.e. n = 1), at least, will be given in §3 already.

At this stage, let us just compare the two generic results superficially. Theorem 2.7 is
reminiscent of the "snakes" result by Mallet-Paret and Yorke (M-P&Y2, theorem 4.11 - ex-
cept for the control on symmetry , of course. In particular minimal periods may become

unbounded, with Z remaining bounded in A x X. For a discussion of this prominent aspect
(2.18.b) of global Hopf bifurcation see §9.4 and the references given there. The assumption
G = Zo, d 6 (0} of theorem 2.6 singles out the case of rotating waves. In that case, theorem
2.7 of course still holds for either d or -d but periods might blow up. And then symmetry

keeps control: the only way that period may blow up for a rotating wave is by decreasing its
speed of rotation down to zero-it becomes a frozen wave, cf. §1.2. Theorem 2.7 will not carry
us beyond the frozen wave: at this point the continuum Z already becomes global because
(minimal) period blows up. But theorem 2.6 continues across the frozen wave. Changing A
further, e.g., the frozen wave may start rotating again in the opposite direction. This way,
centers with representations r and -r might interact. Therefore we consider the sum of the
indices Rd and X;od in assumption (2.15). Without anticipating the discussion in §9 we note
here already, that rotating waves behave somewhat more like stationary solutions than like
periodic solutions, globally, because period blow-up (2.18.b) can be circumvented.

§2.5 Nongeneric global results

We now turn to the case of general, "nongeneric" f E C1, fixing new assumptions. Recall
that f is assumed to be equivariant with respect to the compact Lie group r, cf. (1.6.a, b),
and Ho/Ko Z, , n < oo, is a cyclic factor of r, cf. (2.1). We are aiming at periodic
solutions with (virtual) symmetry at least (H0 , K, e), K 0 :5 K < HO. Such solutions can
bifurcate only from Ho-centers (AO, xO), i.e. from centers xo E XH° , cf. lemma 4.8. We need
some assumptions on the restricted linearizations

LKo , Dff(A,x)JXxo E £(XKo,XKo) (2.19)

at stationary solutions (A, z) E A x XKO. We require

the set of stationary solutions in A x XKo consists of a finite (2.20.a)
number of branches

(A,(A)) EA xXHO, = o,..:,

which are globally parametrized over A E A, and the eigen-

values of the linearization L K,(A) at (A, z'(A)) are always
nonzero;

the set of HO-centers (with respect to LKO) is bounded and (2.20.b)
is contained in the union of these stationary branches;

L% ".%
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the linearization L1 
0(A) depends analytically on A near (2.20.c)

centers.

The restrictive aspect of assumption (2.20.a) is discussed in §9; cf. also remark 2.11. But
assumptions (2.20.b, c) are not particularly aggravating in applications, cf. §8. The analyticity
assumption (2.20.c) will be motivated in §4 (cf. lemma 4.10).

Defining the global equivariant Hopf index N.+d for nongeneric f requires some prepara-Ho .Ko

tion. Recall that Ho/Ko 0 - Zn = G acts canonically on XKO, and any LKO commutes with
this action. Identifying real two-dimensional spaces with C, the real inequivalent irreducible
types P, of real representations of Zn are given in complex notation by

pr(h)z = e2 ffirhz, h E Z, z E C, (2.21)
r E Z, 0 < r < n/2.

Of course, the cases r = 0, r = n/2 (for n even) should be read for scalar real z, to be
irreducible. For a background on these easy representations see again [Ser]. Mapping z into Z,
we note that P-r is real equivalent, but not complex equivalent, to Pr. These representations
decompose XU 0 uniquely into real representation spaces r

XKO = ® xK°' (2.22)
O<r<n/2

the representation on Xr ° being given by a couple of copies of pr. Again L1 °(A) restricts
to each X()

We denote unstable dimensions Er(A) and net crossing numbers X" as

E[(A) : the number of eigenvalues of L'(,\) with positive (2.23)
real part, counting algebraic multiplicity,

XV:= lir 2(E[(A) - E[(-A)). (2.24)

Note that E,(A) is defined consistently with (2.6) since XG - XH, in the setting of §2.1.
The net crossing number X counts how many conjugate complex pairs of eigenvalues of
L'(A) cross the imaginary axis from left to right as A sweeps through R. By assumptions
(2.20.a, b), X" is a well-defined finite integer.

Comparing the net crossing numbers X from (2.24) with the local crossing numbers ,X(Ao)
from (2.7), a slight discrepancy arises which involves real versus complex representations.
Suppose we are in a generic case, i.e. only generic G-centers, G = Ho/Ko, occur in XKO
along our branches (A, x'(A)). Then

X1 Xt ( O) + x-(Ao) (2.25)
branch I branch I

where the summation runs over all centers (A0, z'(Ao)) on the branch (A, z1(A)). The reason
is that we had to take real representations for the net crossing number X, while for the
local crossing numbers Xr(Ao) a natural complexification was selected by the linear flow on
the purely imaginary eigenspace, cf. (2.4.a,b). This natural complexification allowed us to
distinguish between X" and X-r, l3cally, in contrast to the nongeneric case.

We can now define the global equivariant Hopf-index for nongeneric f.

% P J
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2.8 Definition %

Let f E C 1 be F-equivariant (cf. (1.6.a,b)), Ho/Ko -- n, a cyclic factor of r (cf. (2.1)),
and assume that (2.20.a, b) hold. Choose any binary orbit d E D(n) (cf. definition 2.4 and
table 2.2). Then the global equivariant Hopf-index N:d is defined as

H0Ko= (-1)Eo (2.26)
1=0 rEdu(-d)

where Ef(A), X4 are defined as in (2.23), (2.24), and (-I)EO °O) is independent of the choice
of A0 E A = Ri by assumption (2.20.a). -

In the setting of §2.1, with Ho/Ko - G = Z,, the generic index Md (definition 2.5) on
XKO relates to the nongeneric index N:" (definition 2.8) byHo.Ko

-]-d

Ho.ho = Mg + n, (2.27)

due to (2.25), if we approximate f by a generic G-equivariant nonlinearity on XKO. Such a
definition by generic approximation, which is common place e.g. in Brouwer degree theory
[Dei, Chow&Hal and which relates to the question of homotopy invariance of the index k, is -1
discussed more in-depth in §9.4. We can now state our main results for nongeneric f, at last,
recurring to the terminology of definitions 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.4 and 2.8.

2.9 Theorem: .

Let f E C' be F-equivariant as. in (1.1), (1.6.a,b), Ho/Ko Se Zoo = R/Z a cyclic
factor of r as in (2.1) and assume that (2.20.a,b) hold. Choose any nonzero binary orbit
d E D(oo) \ (0}. Finally, assume that the corresponding global equivariant Hopf index

X± d defined in (2.26), satisfies

M:1d $ (2.28)

Then there exists an unbounded continuum C C A x XKo consisting of H0 -centers, of
rotating waves, and possibly of frozen waves, with virtual symmetry at least

(Ho, K, 1), and e E d U (-d) (2.29) P

for each element of C.

%%
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2.10 Theorem
Let f E C' be F-equivariant as in (1.1), (1.6.a, b), Ho/Ko t Zn a finite or infinite cyclic

factor of F as in (2.1), and assume that (2.20.a - c) hold. Choose any binary orbit d E D(n).
Finally, assume that

MH.d K 0. (2.28)

Then there exists a global continuum C C A x XKO consisting of H0 -centers and of periodic
solutions, with virtual symmetry at least

(Ho, K, e), and eE d u (-d) (2 29)

for each element of C. The continuum C contains both (uncountably many) periodic solutions
and (at least) one center on one of the stationary branches (A, zt (A)).

Here global means that

C is unbounded, or (2.30.a)

C contains periodic solutions with arbitrarily large virtual periods. (2.30.b)

§2.6 Variants

We briefly discuss some variants of the preceding results which are useful in applications,
see §8.

2.11 Remark

The nondegeneracy assumption (2.20.a) on the global stationary branches (A, z(A)) can
be quite obnoxious, failing in applications. Sometimes it is more convenient to replace A x X
by an open subset Y C A x X, and work in Y, Y' n (A x XKo), etc., instead. Then theorems
2.9, 2.10 hold true if we replace the requirement for C C A x X to be unbounded by

C C Y is unbounded, or (2.30.a)'

the closure of C intersects the boundary of Y,

in theorem 2.10 and, analogously, in theorem 2.9. For example, this allows us to take

.' (A x X)\{ all annoying stationary solutions).

Or, if the set of H0 -centers is unbounded, contrary to assumption (2.20.b), we may take

Y (-c'C) X-

and let c become large. Or we may be interested in positive solutions x > 0 (component-wise)
and define 1/ accordingly. Or we may restrict attention to A > 0, etc., etc.

S
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2.12 Remark
In §8 we are going to apply theorems 2.9, 2.10 in an analytic semigroup setting

dix = A()x + f(A, z), (2.31)

cf. [Hienj for a technical background. Specifically, we assume the following.

A(A) is a C4-family of sectorial operators on a real Hilbert (2.32.a)
space X, with dense domain D(A(A)) which is independent
of A E E, and with compact resolvent. Further assume that
X, := D(A(A)'), equipped with the graph norm of A(A)',
is independent of w for some w E [0, 1).

Here differentiability is understood in the uniform operator topology £(V(A(O)), X), where
P(A(O)) is equipped with the graph norm of A(0). For f we require

f E C'(A x X,, X). (2.32.b)

The compact Lie group r comes in via its orthogonal representation on X. We assume

f and A(A) are equivariant with respect to r, i.e. (2.32.c)

f(A, "Ix) V "yf(A, X),

A(A)yx ="A(A)X,

for all -y E F, A E A, and x E X, resp. x E D(A(0)).

In case Ho/Ko " ,,. = R/Z, we require for the canonical representation p of Ho/Ko on
X K ° in addition that

_ = p(h)lh=o : X,, n XKO _ XKO (2.32.d)

is a bounded operator.

To express genericity in this framework, we define

jr : the set of f E C4 (A x (X, n XKo),X Ko) which satisfy

f(A, p(h)z) = p(h)f(A, x) (2.33)

for all hE HO/KO, A E A, and xE X, n XKO.

Again, we endow I with the topology of uniform convergence on bounded sets. In this
topology, I is a Baire space: countable intersections of open dense sets are still dense; cf.
e.g. [Di, theorem 12.16.11. Thus it makes sense to speak of generic subsets of .7. By
compactness of the resolvent, the local semiflow defined by (2.31) is compact for any small
positive time. Indicating any necessary modifications, we will model our proofs of the "finite-
dimensional" theorems 2.6, 2.7, 2.9, 2.10 to fit to this infinite-dimensional case. With the
obvious modification

L KO :(A(A) + Djf(A, ))IXKO (2.19)'
entering into the definitions 2.5 and 2.8 of the global equivariant Hopf index M we then arrive
at

2.13 Corollary:
Under the additional assumptions (2.32.a - d), theorems 2.6, 2.7, 2.9, 2.10 still hold true

for analytic semigroups (2.31).

%,-
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§3 No symmetry - a survey

§3.1 Outline

Most of this chapter is intentionally didactic in character. We explain our basic concepts
of proof on a purely intuitive level and in the simplest possible case: that of no symmetry,
r = {id}. For a technically complete treatment of this case see [AII&M-P&Y1,2, Chow&M-P,
Chow&M-P&Y2, Fie2, M-P&Y1,21. There are no lemma-lemma-lemma-theorem strings in
this chapter. Instead we refer the reader to the appropriate places in §§4-7 and 10 where the
respective arguments are carried out in the symmetry context. We only give some precise
definitions, for later reference.

This chapter is organized as follows. In §3.2 we give a very brief account of global stationary
bifurcation in one parameter. We base this account on generic approximations, to relate it to
our approach. In §3.3 we describe the generic secondary bifurcations for periodic solutions:
turn and flip doubling. Introducing an orbit index 0 in the case of no symmetry we finally
sketch a proof of the corresponding versions of theorem 2.7, in §3.4, and of theorem 2.10, in
F 3. .5.

§3.2 Global stationary bifurcation

The classical global bifurcation result for stationary solutions (no symmetry) is due to
Rabinowitz [Rab . We describe it in a special setting which is convenient for us. We want to
solve

S(A,X) = 0 (3.1)

say for A E A = R and x E X = RN, z E C2 (A x X, X). Assume that there is a trivial
branch of solutions

Z(A,0) = 0, (3.2)

and that, for JAI large, all eigenvalues of the linearization L(A) := Dz(A,0) are nonzero.
The Brouwer degree at (A,0), [Chow&Ha, Dei], is then given by

deg(A,0) = sgn detL(A) = (-1) N . (_1)E(.), (3.3)

where E(A) is the number of eigenvalues of L(A) with positive real part, similarly to our
definition (2.23) of ET (A). Let us finally assume that

deg(A,O) $ deg(-A,O), for large A > 0. (3.4)

In terms of crossing numbers (see (2.24), (2.26), (2.28)) this means that

lim (E(A) - E(-A)) is odd. (3.5)
A-oo

As in the proof of the Rabinowitz theorem [Rab, theorem 1.3] we may then conclude that
a global, i.e. unbounded, continuum of zeros (A, z) of z bifurcates from the trivial branch.
Ths result also follows from Ize [Izel, p.771.
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Let us sketch an idea of proof, taken from [Chow&Ha, §5.71, which indicates the method we
have in mind for the case of periodic solutions. As a start, let us assume that z is "generic".
Here, "genericity" will only mean that 0 is a regular value of z, i.e. z(Ao, xO) = 0 implies that
the total derivative

Dz(A o, xO) is surjective.

By Sard's theorem [Ab&Ro] "genericity" holds, if not for z itself, then at least for some
perturbations

Z(A, X) + C, (3.6)

with arbitrarily small constant vectors Ei. Note that the trivial branch may get perturbed,
or even get disconnected, by such a perturbation.

In case z is "generic", the solution set z-1(0) C A x X is an embedded one-dimensional
C 2 -manifold, i.e. a locally finite union of C 2 -curves

which are parametrized by arclength. Let us assign names to points on such curves, rigorously.

3.1 Definition :

We call a zero (AU, zO) of z x-regular if all eigenvalues of the linearization Dzz(A(o, z() of P
41z with respect to x are nonzero. 01

We call a zero (Ao, xo) = (A(so), x(so)) of z a turn, if the following conditions (3.7.a - c)
hold.

Dz(Ao, xo) is surjective, but (3.7.a)
D.z(Ao, xO) has a simple eigenvalue lo = 0.

In particular, the local stationary branch (A(s), x(s)) through (AO, xO) = (A(so), x(so)) satis-
fies DA(so) = 0 and Dsx(so) $ 0 is an eigenvector of Ao = 0. Let As(s) denote the local
continuation of uO to an eigenvalue of D.z(A(s), x(s)). We require a transversality condition

D,,u(so) $ 0. (3.7.b)

This condition turns out to be equivalent to the curvature condition

D2,A(so) 5 0. (3.7.c)

A turn is drawn in fig. 3.1 below. As a variant we define a turn (Ao, xO) of fixed points of a
map Z E C3 (A x X, X) for later reference. We just require (Ao, xo) to be a turn for

Z(A,X) Z(,X)-X,

and assume in addition

the spectrum of DZ(Ao,xo) on the unit circle consists of (3.7.a)'
only the simple eigenvalue 0.

or-
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Restricting our class of "generic" z even further, one can conclude that for generic z the
solution set consists only of x-regular points and (isolated) turns. From the definition (3.3)
of Brouwer degree deg it is obvious that

deg(A(s), x(s)) E {±i}

stays invariant near x-regular points and, by (3.7.b), changes sign at a turn. In [Chow&Ha,
§2.111 this observation is used to prove homotopy invariance of deg under the homotopy
parameter A.

We can now prove the Rabinowitz result, for generic z. Just orient the solution curves
(A(s), x(s)) at x-regular points such that

A deg increases (3.8)

along the oriented curves. By the above, we may extend this orientation consistently through
turns. By assumption (3.4), the curve segments (A, 0) for JAI large have opposite orientations
for A positive resp. A negative. Thus they belong to two different oriented curves. But
neither of these curves can remain bounded as we follow it inwards from JAI = oo. Indeed,
because they are embedded curves without boundary, they cannot pile up in any bounded
region. Thus each of these curves extends globally, away from A x {0}. Passing to a general,
nongeneric limit with these curves, one can then conclude existence of a global continuum
(not necessarily a curve) bifurcating from A x {0}. This is the Rabinowitz result.

The "usual" proof uses homotopy invariance of Brouwer degree directly. In constrast, we
introduce the generic (i.e. nondegenerate) version (3.3) of'Brouwer degree above in an ad-hoc
fashion to orient our generic curves. Simultaneously, we can conclude homotopy invariance
of Brouwer degree from its homotopy invariance at turns, as is done in [Chow&Ha, §2.11].
Of course, homotopy invariance of Brouwer degree can be established by other means. For
example we mention the algebraic topology approach [Do, Dug]. For periodic solutions we
favor the "generic" approach because it allows us to select curves along which the minimal
period jumps discontinuously, if we prefer. Alternatively one may also reconstruct the more
topologically minded Fuller degree for periodic orbits this way, see [Ful, Chow&M-P].

§3.3 Generic local bifurcations

We begin to describe the generic bifurcations of periodic solutions in the case of no symme-
try. Recall that generic Hopf bifurcation was specified in (2.3.a - c) already; these conditions
specialize verbatim to the case of no symmetry.

To treat secondary bifurcations of periodic solutions into other periodic solutions, we
employ the usual concept of a Poincar6 section with an associated Poincar6 map, see e.g.
[Ab&Mars, ch. 7.1]. Let (Ao, x0) be on a periodic solution zo(t) of (1.1). Then the Poincar6
section S = {x 0 ) + S ' is a local affine hyperplane through x0 of codimension 1 in X, such
that i0 points out of S (e.g. S := {x0} + (io\). The Poincar6 map H is defined on a suffi-
ciently small neighborhood of xo in S: it maps x into the point where the positive trajectory
z(t), t > 0, through x first hits S again. We write, a bit sloppily,

V.

nc 0,): - s.(3.9)

"S
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Obviously, bifurcation of periodic solutions (A, x(t)) from (Au, zo(t)) is equivalent to bifurca- ,1

tion of fixed points x of some iterate
(17(A .)ik

from (Ao, zo). Such bifurcations are indicated by the linearization of H. The eigenvalues of

DH(Ao, xo)

are called (nontrivial) Floquet multipliers of (Ao, x0).

3.2 Definition

Let H(A0, xo) = x0.Then (A0,x0) is called type 0 if no real or complex root of unity is
a (nontrivial) Floquet multiplier. We call (Ao, xo) a turn if it is a turn of the map Z := H.
We call (A0 , xo) a flip doubling if it is a flip of the map Z :=HI.

Replacing S by X, here (A0,z0) is called a flip of an abstract map Z E C3 (A x X, X) if
Z(Ao', zo) = z0 and conditions (3.10.a - d) below hold. We do not require Z to be a Poincar-
map, for later convenience, cf. §5. In detail, we assume

D;,Z(Ao, xo) has a simple eigenvalue jI(Ao) -1, with ei- (3.10.a)
genvector Yo, and this is the only eigenvalue on the unit
circle.

In particular, there is a unique local C3-branch x = xA of fixed points of Z(A,.) through
Xo = X)o. For the corresponding continuation A(A) of the eigenvalue jA0 = ,(Ao) -1 we
again impose the transversality condition

DA/u(Ao) 5 0. (3.10.b) .e--

Then [Cra&Rabl] implies a pitchfork-bifurcation of fixed points of [Z(A, .12 at (Ao, xo). The
unique bifurcating local C2-branch

(A(s), x(s)) E Ajc x sloc, I Il < 6 ::.

can be C2-parametrized such that

(A(), (0)) = ( Xo,o)

DA(O) = 0, D,x(O) = Yo (3.10.c)

A(s) = A(-$), Z(A(s),' X(S)) = X(-S).

We finally require the curvature condition (which does not follow from (3.10.b), this time)

LA_"0
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Ds x (so)  Y

Fig. 3.1 A turn Fig. 3.2 A flip

A flip is depicted in fig. 3.2.

Poincar6 rPoi, ch. XXXI discusses the turn bifurcation in the context of periodically forced
Hamiltonian systems with one degree of freedom. Note that a turn is called "type I" and a
flip doubling is "type 1 " in JM-P&Y2]. Below we will encounter sufficiently many "types"
to prefer a more descriptive terminology. For completeness we also note that a turn is called
saddle-node bifurcation if one half of the branch is stable, see [Ab&Mars, Chow&Ha, Gu&Ho,
Spa] and a flip doubling is called period doubling in [Gu&Ho, Spa] and also flip in [Gu&Ho].

The important thing about generic Hopf bifurcations, turns and flip doublings is that, for
generic one-parameter f, they exhaust the zoo of bifurcations which involve only stationary
and periodic solutions. All other periodic solutions are then of type 0. This result extends the
Kupka-Smale theorem (the no-parameter case) and can be found in IBru] for diffeomorphisms
(like IT), in [AII&M-P&Y21 and [Med] for ODEs, and in [Fie2I for analytic semigroups. Note
that type 0 solutions are not necessarily hyperbolic, so bifurcations e.g. to invariant 2-tori
may well occur. But they do not figure as bifurcations to periodic solutions, in our context.
So these bifurcations are ignored. Including symmetry enlarges our list of generic secondary
bifurcations, because various symmetry-breaking effects have to be included. This list is
developed in §5 and summarized in theorem 5.11; see also table 5.2.

It is rather cumbersome to establish this complete list of generic secondary bifurcations,
even in the case of no symmetry. The basic idea, however, is simple . Linearizing Poincar6
maps along a branch of periodic solutions we obtain generic one-parameter families, i.e.
curves, of matrices. Given a complex root of unity " V {+ 1, -1), we may certainly perturb
this curve such that the associated curve of eigenvalues avoids : the (real) codimension of
" in C is 2. But if E {+1,-1}, then we cannot avoid " as an eigenvalue. Indeed, we -
can not perturb a curve of (simple) real eigenvalues into the complex region, and the real
codimension of " in R is only 1. Still we may assume that eigenvalues, i.e. Floquet multipliers, %
cross " transversely giving rise to turns or flip doublings, respectively. A technically correct N

implementation of this idea relies on transversality theory, developed e.g. in [Ab&Ro], which
boils down to Sard's theorem. Complications arise already for the Kupka-Smale theorem:
the application of transversality theory requires a reduction to periodic solutions of certain

.

", .2,,, e''''2''' ,2,i, _'J , .. ', J ."..'.°, .... . .... ... . . . .- . . . . ."."."- "." . . .".' " : .":- ".f
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xtur

po12po 3po,4po,... P0 ,2Po,3P0 ,4Po,...

Fig 3.Z, The "jug-handle" of Alligood & Malet-Paret & Yorke [AII&M-P&Y1I.

minimal periods. For equivariant problems, we defer this whole topic of transversality to
§10.

§3.4 Global generic Hopf bifurcation

With the list of generic local bifurcations at hand we would now like to detect a global
branch of periodic solutions in the situation of theorem 2.7, but without symmetry, i.e.
G = (0}, n = 1. For a reference see [M-P&Y1,21. Similarly to the stationary case we would
like to follow branches of periodic solutions, orienting them globally. Obviously we need some
"degree", some "index": 0. But a problem immediately arises. At a flip doubling, three arcs
of periodic solutions join together, fig. 3.2. Following a global path of periodic solutions
beyond a flip doubling we have to decide which way to go. The index 0 should tell that.
But even worse, we might loop back onto a previously followed path at a flip doubling, as
an example of Alligood & Mallet-Paret &Yorke [All&M-P&Y1] with z E R 4 shows, cf. fig.
3.3. The classical "resolution" of this difficulty is to consider global Hopf bifurcation as a
two parameter problem, including period p as an additional parameter [Ful, Ale&Y, Izell;
for an equivalent setting see (1.23) and §1 3. Note that the "jug-handle", fig. 3.3, provides

an unbounded continuum in (p, A, z) beca',se the period p is not required to be the minimal
period. Indeed, suppose we enter the loop from the left with p = P0 being the minimal
period. Tracing out the loop counter-clockwise, the period p gradually increases to 2 po as
we return to the flip doubling point A. By continuity of p, we have to view A as a periodic
solution with (nonminimal) period 2p0. Following the same loop repeatedly, we arrive at A
with (nonminimal) period 4p0, 8 po and so on. Thus periods become arbitrarily large though
the example looks perfectly bounded at first sight. Because primary and secondary periodic

30solutions near a flip doubling are linked in R 3, the lowest possible dimension for such an
example is z E R; but see also [Ale&Y2].
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The orbit-index 4, constructed by Mallet-Paret & Yorke JM-P&Y2], resolves the "jug-

handle" difficulty as follows. Let a+ resp. a- denote the number of real Floquet-multipliers
of a type 0 periodic solution (A, z) in (1, co) resp. (-03, -1), counting algebraic multiplicities.
Then

' (-) ' +  if a- is even, (3.11)

( 0 if c- is odd.

is called the orbit index of (A, x). In other words,

0 = ((-1)" + (-1)"+ (3.11)'
25

The index 4 is in fact homotopy invariant. Choosing arcs with 0 $ 0 then tells us which
way to go at a flip doubling. Indeed, o- changes parity along the primary branch at a flip
doubling (AO, xo), by definition 3.2, (3.10.b). Thus 0 $ 0 to one side of (AO, zO), and 0 = 0
to the other side, on the primary branch. By homotopy invariance, 0 $ 0 on the secondary
branch. Consequently, branches with 0 :$ 0 extend to a unique path through Po' To).

Following branches with 0 54 0, we will never enter a loop as in fig. 3.3, and get trapped.

Indeed 0 54 0 on the secondary branch, by the above. By definition 3.2, or directly by
homotopy invariance, 0 changes sign at the turn but stays nonzero. Thus the whole loop
consists of solutions with 0 # 0 (except for the turn and the flip doubling). Consequently,
0 = 0 on the remaining half of the primary branch and it is impossible to get trapped in the
loop entering it with 0 $ 0 from outside.

For discrete cyclic symmetries, the orbit index 0 is introduced in definition 6.1. The proof

of homotopy invariance, proposition 6.2, covers a substantial part of §6.

For global bifurcation of stationary solutions we assumed some odd net crossing (a change
of degree) in (3.5). The analogous assumption for periodic solutions without symmetry is
given by (2.14), (2.17)

Z ~ $ 0. (3.12)
centers

We omit the binary orbit d = (0), n = 1, and r = 0 in this case. Recall definitions 2.2 and 2.3 4.

of the center-index E0of a generic center (Ao, xO) with bifurcating local branch (A(s), x(s, .)) of

periodic solutions. By exchange of stability, 4] of (Ao, xo) and 0 of (A(s), z(s,-)) are related
by

0 = r. sgn(A(s) - Ao), for small s, (3.13)

cf. (M-P&Y2, fig. 7.11. The symmetry analogue is proved in proposition 6.3.
(

With these preparations in mind we can now sketch a proof of our generic theorem 2.7 in
the case of no symmetry G = (0), n = 1. Analogously to the stationary case we may orient

(C°-)curves (A(s), x(s, .)) of periodic solutions of type 0 with 0 # 0, globally, such that

A • 0 increases (3.14)

along the oriented curve. By homotopy invariance of 0, we may extend this orientation consi-
stently through turns and flip doublings. Maximal oriented curves which begin or terminate
at some center are called "snakes" in [M-P&Y2]. Let S C A x X denote a snake which is

bounded together with its minimal period. Then S originates at some center (AO, zo) and,
by maximality and boundedness, terminates at some other center (A', x' if we follow the(. 0
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orientation of S. By exchange of stability (3.13), the center-indices 0resp. 0' at (A0, x()
resp. (A' , x') satisfy

= +1, '=-1. (3.15)

Note that 0+ $' = 0. Conversely, because 54 = -J$ 0 by assumption (3.12), there exists

a snake Z which is unbounded or contains arbitrarily large minimal periods. This proves
theorem 2.7 in the case of no symmetry. With all the ingredients at hand, the proof of
theorem 2.7 in the case G = R/ will actually be quite similar, see §6.6.

§3.5 Global nongeneric Hopf bifurcation

It remains to comment on the general nongeneric result, theorem 2.10, in the case of no
symmetry F = Ho = Ko = {id}. Brushing subtleties aside, for a moment, we approximate
the nonlinearity f by generic nonlinearities

gi - f. (3.16)

By assumption (2.28) we know k $ 0 for f, which implies k 0 0 for the gi. This yields global
snakes Zi for gi and we may put

C := "lim" Zi (3.17)
i

to obtain a global continuum C of periodic solution for f, as required in theorem 2.10.

Subtleties arise as follows. We have to make precise the "lira" in (3.17) and ensure C is
actually a continuum. This will be based on lemma 7.1 below, following [Why]. Then C will
indeed consist of (stationary and) periodic solutions for f. But note that the minimal period
of the limit might be only a fraction of the limit of minimal periods. In particular: why
should C be global with respect to periods, even if the Zi are? This is the place where the
notion of virtual period comes in. Indeed, the limit of minimal period is still a virtual period
of the limit [M-P&Y2, Chow&M-P&Y2]. Thus we will have arbitrarily large virtual periods
of C if the Zi stay uniformly bounded and have arbitrarily large minimal periods. On the
other hand, if the Z do not stay uniformly bounded then C will be unbounded. In any case,
C is then global. Is it, really? In principle, the Zi could collapse to a continuum C which
consists only of centers while virtual periods on C are unbounded. As in [Fiell, it requires
analyticity assumption (2.20.c) and a quite careful construction of the Zi, including continua
Zj' C Z of uniformly large virtual periods, to overcome this last subtlety.

Including symmetry complicates the situation by the notion of virtual symmetry. The de-
tails fill §4. The approximation problems are covered in §7. Note however that the appearance
of rotating and frozen waves in theorems 2.6 and 2.9 is special to SO(2)-symmetry and has
no counterpart in systems without symmetry. Curiously, these rotating/frozen waves appear
as a hybrid between the global results for stationary resp. for periodic solutions discussed
above. Indeed turns and flip doublings occur, generically (theorem 5.11). But we may ex-
tract bifurcating continua (of rotating/frozen waves) which are unbounded in A x XKo,
without caring about minimal or virtual periods too much. This is reminiscent of the global
one-parameter result of Rabinowitz. With this apparent synthesis we conclude our didactic
excursion into a world without symmetry.

' d *X
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§4. Virtual symmetry

§4.1 Outline

The notion of virtual symmetry, which we discuss in this section, is central to the idea
of proving global results by (generic) approximation fi - f. Any approximation faces the
following problem. Let i(.) be a sequence of periodic solutions, with minimal period pi > 0
rescaled to 1 and with symmetry (Ho, Ko, e.o) independent of i. The j thus satisfy

= i+f(i )- 0. (4.1)F Cfi, A, Ci, pi) .- 4.1)€
Pi

Assume fi - f, Ai --* A, pi p.. in the appropriate spaces. Then C is itself
a periodic or stationary solution, but its minimal period p need not be po,, and even if
P = p,, then the symmetry (H, K, e) need not be given by (H., Koo,49c). In general, T,',

is only some multiple of p, and even if pet = p then E. := H.9- is only a subgroup of

E := H( < r x S1 . In other words, minimal period and symmetry are not stable under
limits.

In §3.5 we have noted that virtual periods were introduced by Chow, Mallet-Paret, and %

Yorke [M-P&Y2, Chow&M-P&Y2! to remedy this problem, as far as minimal periods are
concerned. Below, we employ the notion of virtual symmetry to take care of the symmetry
aspect as well. In fact, it turns out that the whole idea of virtual period can be subsumed
under the symmetry point of view with no additional effort. In §4.2 we give a general
definition of virtual isotropy which looks rather "stationary", and then state stability under
limits in proposition 4.3. In §4.3 we observe that virtual symmetries and virtual periods are a
special case of virtual isotropies. As a consequence virtual symmetries and virtual periods for
periodic solutions are well-behaved under limits, cf. corollary 4.3. We conclude this section
with three lemmas which involve virtual periods and virtual symmetries and which are stated
for later reference.

§4.2 Virtual isotropy

We develop our concept of virtual isotropy in reasonable generality though we apply it
only in the special setting (4.1), later. Therefore we deviate from the established notation
to formulate definition 4.1 and proposition 4.3. Let -S, 5' be Banach spaces with continuous
actions of the group r on 5 resp. SE'. Here -S' does not denote the dual space of _E. Consider
a T-equivariant Cl-map

F: .E---E' (4.2)

such that
F(=) 0 (4.3.a)

for some E E -E, and such that DF( ) is Fredholn [Katol.

a-

• o . %. • %. . % % . % . ° . -. . . .. -. .. • . . % . • . % . %° • -.. .... .-. ... ...
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4.1 Definition
Let F(O) = 0 as above. A subgroup E of P is called a virtual isotropy of e with respect

to F if there exist elements y1 , y2 ., of - such that

DF() y' = 0, for all j, and (4.3.b)

r , ... . (4.3.c)

Here 2....):= n (Nfl? Ft,,) denotes the isotropy of ( ,yi,y 2,...) with respect to

the obvious diagonal action of F.

4.2 Remark
Certainly E < P , for any virtual isotropy E. Picking yj = 0 for all j we see that the

isotropy f' of is always a virtual isotropy of . But in general, it may depend on F whether

some given E < f is called a virtual symmetry or not. If PC acts trivially on ker DF(),

then E = Pc is the only virtual isotropy of . This holds in particular if ker DF(C) = {0}.

If, on the other hand, /C does not leave each element of ker DF( ) fixed then other virtual

isotropies besides P$ occur as well. Therefore we have to keep F in mind whenever we speak
of virtual isotropy. But for brevity, we will not mention F explicitly whenever the context is
definitive.

Infinitely many y3 are used in our definition above. Because DF(C) is Fredholm, finitely
many would actually be sufficient: we may put y' = 0 for j > dim ker DF( ). Indeed, we
may renumber the yj such that

span~yl . 1 < j < oo} = span{y[ II < j < dim ker DF( )}.

But then
0o dim ker DPF()0= Nfl,

j=1 j=1

proving our claim above.

4.3 Proposition :
Let P be a compact Lie group, and Fi a sequence of 1'-equivariant Cl-maps from S to H'

with F(&1 ) = 0. Assume that

F,- -,F0o ,

Cl-uniformly on some closed neighborhood V of o and that

DFoo( o)

is a linear Fredholm operator [Kato]. Finally assume

the fixed subgroup Eo of r is a virtual isotropy of . with (4.4)
respect to Fi, for each i.

Then '. is a virtual isotropy of ,o with respect to Fo.

N N
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Proof:
The proof consists of a careful application of standard Ljapunov-Schmidt reduction, and

proceeds along the lines of [Pos, theorem 3.2,11. There, the case r, = F, L'oo = / , was
considered in a slightly different technical setting. We are indebted to Christoph Pospieclh
for suggesting this approach.

Let P,Q denote projections onto ker DFoo(&), im DF..(oo,), respectively. Because F
is assumed compact , P and Q can be taken rf.-equivariant (cf. e.g. [VanlI). Choose

y!, y?,... E ker DF( i) such that

rlf -. eYS .... ZOO.

To simplify notation define

S:= P(i (id - P)(~i -

The following two claims will be proved below for large enough i:

, n rp, = r , for all j. (4.6)

Using (4.5) and (4.6), the proof can be completed as follows. Obviously, /, Z oo by

continuity and because rf, > Eo. This implies

PC. n (rin =p3 )

= 1',n E., E . (4.7)

By construction, 4 and all Py are in ker DFo(&). Thus E,, is a virtual isotropy of &,
a nd it remains only to prove (4.5) and (4.6).

To prove (4.5) we define the evaluation map

IP: C'(V, H) x Vo -. Q-'

Ip(F, 1, 2) :=QF(&O + + 2

where 1 := p( _ , (id - P)( - o and Vo V - o is V shifted to the origin.
By construction, IP is C 1 , PI . -equivariant in ( I, 2),

IP(Foo, 0, 0) = 0, and

DfC2 1(F,,,0): (id - P)_ -. Q.H'

5:4
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is an isomorphism. By the implicit function theorem, any solution of

P (, 1' 2)= 0

has the form
=

for F near FO, if V is chosen small enough. By uniqueness, 2(F,.) is / 0 -equivariant.

Because 2 = 2 (F, ) we thus obtain

and (4.5) is proved.

To prove (4.6) we note that DF( j)y = 0 and hence

QDF( )(id - P)yj = - QDF( )Py.

This equation can be solved for (id - P)yj. Indeed

QDFj(j): (id- P)E-. Q.',

being a small perturbation of QDFo( Oo), is an isomorphism for large enough 1. Thus

(id - Ply depends f~euvratyo y
te equivariantly on PYo s and (4.6) follows as (4.5) did. This completes

the proof of proposition 4.3.03

4.4 Remark
Below we will apply proposition 4.3 in the special case that

is the isotropy of j itself. Putting y4 = 0 for all i, j in the proof of proposition 4.3, and in

particular in (4.7), it is then clear that for i large enough

E.5-

is a virtual isotropy of w, with y : 1 and all other y3 = 0. Thus a single element of

ker DF(oo) is sufficient to represent the virtual symmetry ,oo.

Following [Fie4] we may arrive at global Hopf bifurcation results for integral equations

via two successive approximations: first a generic approximation with a nongeneric ODE-
result (this step is our main concern here) and then an ODE-approximation to the integral
equation. It seems impossible to achieve this by a single approximation step, say by passing
to a diagonal sequence. According to the proposition given above, we may then need two

elements of ker DF(o) to represent the virtual symmetries on the second (integral equation)

level. It is not clear at present whether there is a more natural concept of virtual isotropy,

stable under limits, which would involve only o and a single element yi of ker DFoo(eoo).

% %
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4.5 Remark
Compactness of the group P is used only in proposition 4.3. It enters into equivariance of

the projections P and Q. Indeed projections can be made equivariant using the Haar measure,
see [Vanl, theorem 2.5.91. If .F and E' are both Hilbert spaces with orthogonal action of r,
we may drop the assumption that 1 is compact. Just take orthogonal projections for P and
Q.

§4.3 Virtual symmetry

After these generalities on virtual isotropy we return to the specific problem of periodic
and stationary solutions in the setting (4.1). Recall our definition 1.2 of virtual period and
virtual symmetry: x(t) has virtual period q > 0 and virtual symmetry (H:, k, 6) if there
exists a solution y(t) of the variational equation such that the pair (X, y) has minimal period
q and symmetry (fH, K, 6). From proposition 4.3 we derive

4.6 Corollary
Let F be a compact Lie group and fi a sequence in C'(A x X, X), I-equivariant in z E X,

with nonstationary periodic solutions (Ai,xi(-)) of minimal period pi > 0. Assume that

Ai -+ Ao in A,

Pi - Poo in R,

S,() X0 in C°(R,X), and

fi ". foo,

Cl-uniformly on bounded subsets of X. Finally assume

(H,Ke) is the symmetry of xi(.), for all i. (4.8)

Then (fl, Kf, 6) is a virtual symmetry and p. is a virtual period of z().
Likewise, let (Ai, zi) be on a rotating or frozen wave of fi with symmetry (k, k, 6) or

(H/, K,+e), independent of i. Then (Ai, xi) satisfies

-- 04 i + fi(Ai, Xi) = 0, (1.21)'

as in §1.2. Assume
-i Aoo inA,

Oi -' a0 in I?,
Ci(') - Ozo in X, and

fA - f.

Cl-uniformly on bounded subsets of X.
Then zoo is

on a rotating wave, or (4.9.a)

on a frozen wave, or (4.9.b)

a center in XHt, or (4.9.c)

a stationary solution in XH with (4.9.d)

dim(XK n ker Df(A,,, zto)) 2.

Moreover, (HK,6) is a virtual symmetry of xZo in cases (4.9.a,c) and (/t, k, ±6) is a
virtual symmetry of x,, in case (4.9.b).
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Proof I
Consider the periodic case first. We apply proposition 4.3 to the setting (4.1). Define

(r) i ,(pir)

F : F(fi,, A, ,p,).

Then F, is a C'-map from E := C'(R,X) to (' 'C(R,X). In §1.2 we have already
mentioned equivariance of Fi with respect to I rF x S1 acting by

(-, )9 () := C ( - 0). (1.2)

Obviously our assumptions guarantee F,(.)}j = 0, € . o in C-'(I?,X) and F. - Fo, (-

uniformly on bounded subsets of C ' (R,X), if we define

& o ( Z O :=. -r( oo ) (4 .10 )
F. : F(foo,Ao, -, p).

Because Fi(-,) 0, (4.1) implies 1 j -- o even in C' (?,X). Note that F,, is Fredholim .

tVan1, §2.2 . Finally, .'"

is the isotropy of Ci, for each i, as was noted in (1.26). Thus E. is a virtual isotropy of %,.

By remark 4.4, a single y 1 E ker DF (.. ) suffices to represent this virtual symmetry:

It remains to reinterpret this virtual isotropy on the C.- level as a virtual symmetry of the
periodic solution z,. First note that p, > 0. Otherwise o and y/1 are both constants, by
(4.1), and consequently

(I d,/9) r ,>oJ) -

for some 19 E S' \ {0}. This is a contradiction, because , has minimal period 1. Thus po
is indeed positive. The same argument shows that the minimal period of the pair (oyl)
is 1. Rescaling this minimal period I by y(t) := y'(t/poo), to become p,o, identifies p,,, as a
virtual period and (f], f, 6) as a virtual symmetry of xz,. This completes the proof of the
periodic case.

Now consider the case of rotating and frozen waves. Passing to the limit in (1.21)' we get

-ao00Rzoo + f0o(Ao, zOO) = 0

If Rzoo -0, a00 -$ 0, then x:, is on a rotating wave:

zOO(t) - exp~Coo t)xo, (0) .

Likewise, the zi are on rotating waves for i large enough. In particular their minimal periods
are eventually bounded: P, < I1/ ,

.- -,-_,.,._,. .,..._.. ._.. , . ...,., . .. ,... . ,....... ............ . .. ]
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cf. (1.19). Passing to a subsequence, the Pi may therefore be assumed to converge. Then

the first part of corollary 4.6 shows that (H,K,e) is indeed a virtual symmetry of z., as
required in (4.9.a).

If Rx. 1 0, o = 0, then z. is on a frozen wave. Transforming the systems fi, fo with
some fixed E > 0 to

y~ t M- exp (- c]Zt) x t )

ii(P, Y) := - RY + f,(P, Y)

f. (A, y) Y- y + fo(A, y),

as in (1.20), (1.21), this case reduces to the previous one because y, becomes a rotating
wave, cf. case (4.9.b).

If )Zoo = 0, then ( = 0. Thus z, is a stationary solution in XH. We may
apply proposition 4.3 directly to

F,(z) :: -ax + f,(Aj, x)

with x - cX E ',this time. Because k is the isotropy of each xi, we conlude that

K is the isotropy of a pair (zoo, yo) with

-aooy(, + D.f.o(Ao, )yo 0.

In particular, this implies Ryo :$ 0. If aoo $ 0, then

y(t) := exp(aoo,, t)yo%

is a rotating wave solution of the linearized equation

y = Djf.(A., s.)y. S

Thus zo, is a center with virtual symmetry (ft, k, 0) cf. case (4.9.c). But if aoo = 0, then

yo and R yo 5 0 are linearly independent elements of XK n ker Df,,(A, x,,), cf. case
(4.9.d). This completes the proof of corollary 4.6. 0

4.7 Remark
Our notion of a virtual isotropy, of generalizes the notion of a virtual period of x in

the case of no symmetry r = {id). In fact, p > 0 is a virtual period of x if and only if

E := {(id,0)} < r" := r x S1 is a virtual symmetry of

('r) := X(Pr)

This follows directly from definitions 1.2, 4.1 and the following claim. Given yj E ker DF()
with

r,,.y...)= ((id,0)). (4.1.a)

there exists a single y E ker DF() such that

{(id, 0)}. (4.11.b)
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To prove this claim we may assume, by remark 4.2, that only finitely many y) are nonzero,
say those with j = 1,...,j. Defining

3,-

(4.11.b) holds for "most" ej. Indeed, suppose on the contrary that (4.11.b) does not hold.

Then the minimal period of the pair ( , y) is less than 1. Thus 1/k is a period of (C, y), for
some integer k > 1, i.e.

(l/k) = (O) and ([y(i/1k) - yi(0)] = 0. (4.12)
p'=1 ,

By (4.11.a), I/k cannot be a period of (y',. .,y-'). Thus the set of (1 ,5), for which

(4.12) holds, defines a hyperplane in IV of codimension at least one. Varying k E EV we
conclude that (4.11.b) holds for "most" ej, namely for all those (61, -.. ,f) which do not lie

on any of the countably many hyperplanes. This proves equivalence of (4.11.a) and (4.11.b).
Thus virtual isotropy generalizes virtual period. In particular, all previous results IM-P&Y2,
Chow&M-P&Y2, Fie4l on limits of minimal resp. virtual periods being virtual periods become
a corollary to our proposition 4.3.

Our next lemma tells how to determine all virtual periods and virtual symmetries of a
stationary center (Ao, x) in terms of its purely imaginary eigenvalues and of the group

action on their eigenspaces. This recipe is included for completeness and because it exhibits
an interesting structure. This time, we complexify the linearization D~f(Ao,zo) and the
representation p of r to X, := X (D iX in the usual way. For y E X' we denote by

r((y)' ) := {'I E r p(-y) (y' "- (y)')

:A

the set of those -y E r, which leave the space (y)', the complex span of y, invariant. This
should be constrasted with

= -yEfr I y }.

For later reference, the lemma also extracts the virtual periods (but not the virtual symme-
tries) of a periodic solution. In view of corollary 4.6, examples for virtual symmetries are
given by the many generic secondary bifurcations listed in §5, table 5.2.
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4.8 Lemma :
Let (A0 , z 0 ) be a stationary solution of (1.1) for which all eigenvalues of the linearization

Dzf(A0, zo) are nonzero. We denote the mutually distinct purely imaginary eigenvalues, if
any, by 2'Pj with 1 Iii < 1 and with the numbering 0 < Pj = -P-j for j > 0.

Then (A0o, zu) has a virtual period q > 0 and a virtual symmetry (A, k, ) if and only if
there exists a nonempty subset

J- {1l1 <j5
and eigenvectors yj E (XK)c of i/33, for j E J, such that conditions (4.13.a - d) below all
hold. We denote the symmetry of (xo, yj) by (Hi, Kj, &j). Obviously

t3  = Fxo((yj)c)
=i r(, jI

The conditions are the following:

q = 1cm{21r/3j I J}, (4.13.a)

where 1cm denotes the least common multiple;

Ht is the set of all h E "jlj Hj for which the congruences

q t9 e (h) (mod E) (4.13.b)
2 r/ 3  

.

admit a simultaneous solution t9 E R/, for all j E J;
e(h) 0 (rood Z) (4.13.c)

if t9 is such that (4.13.b) holds; and finally

k n K, (4.13.d)

jE J

In particular (Ao, xo) is an Ht-center because f < fr, by (4.13.b). Moreover, (Ao, xo) has
at most 23 distinct virtual periods, by (4.13.a).

Now let (.A0, xo) be a periodic solution of (1.1) with minimal period p. Then q is a virtual
period of (Ao, o) if, and only if, (Ao,zo) has primitive ej-th roots of unity, 1 < j _ j, as
Floquet-multipliers and q/p is the least common multiple of a subset of {ej : 1 < j}. In
particular, the minimal period is always a virtual period.

.%
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Proof:
First we consider a stationary solution (Ao, xo) assuning that (Ao, xo) has virtual period

q and virtual symmetry (H, k, 6). Then there exists y(t) E X with minima] period q > 0
satisfying

= Dzf(Ao, xo)y (4.14)

such that (zU, y) has symmetry (Ht, k,6). By L 2 Fourier decomposition we may write

Y() = Z 9kek , (4.15)
kEZ

and k 5 0 implies that
i/ = ik 27r/q

is an eigenvalue of D.,f(Ao, z 0 ) with eigenvector ik. Therefore we may rewrite (4.15) as

yN(t) y je ,l; (4.16)

In particular, the summation in (4.16) is finite. Define

7 := {j > o #Y, 0}.

.7 is nonempty because y $ 0. Noting that q > 0 is the minimal period of y(.), we obtain

q = 1cm{27r/lj I j E J)} (4.13.a)

from (4.16). Note here that y-j = 9j, because y is real.
To prove (4.13.b, c) let j E J be arbitrary and pick yj $ 0 as above. Note that

= f y(t) -it dt,

by Fourier decomposition; cf. also (4.15). Therefore, p(h)y(t) = y(t + tOq) holds for each
t E R if and only if

p(h)y = = eioio yj for all j E J. (4.17.a)

On the other hand we have for each h EflE JHi that

p(h)y. e2 i~ih)yi, for all j E J, (4.17.b)

because (Hj,Kj,,j) is the symmetry of (ZO,Yj).

Now suppose h E A, t := 6(h). Then (4.17.a) implies h fEj J .o((Yj)c) = fnjE H,.

Thus (4.17.b) applies, too, and

q e - o(h), (mod Z),
2 r/P,

for all j E J.

Conversely suppose h E fjEj H, and 6 solves all the above congruences. Then (4.17.b)

implies (4.17.a), and consequently h E A, O(h) - 0(modi). This proves (4.13.b, c).

-I
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From (4.13.b,c) we obtain

k = ker(e flkerej = fKj.

"EJ iEJ

This proves (4.13.d) and thus shows the one direction of the equivalence claimed for stationary
solutions in the lemma.

To show the other direction we just define y(t) by (4.16), putting yj = 0 for j J. Then
q is the minimal period of y(t), by (4.13.a), and hence it is a virtual period of z 0 . Defining

(fl, k, O) by (4.13.b - d), and (Hf, k, 6) to be the virtual symmetry of (A0 , x0 ) associated to

y, we see from the previous reasoning that fl = ft, k= k, and O = O. Thus (Au, X(,) has

indeed a virtual symmetry (H, k, 6).
The claims for the virtual period of a periodic solution (A0 , x0) are proved by linear algebra

similar to the stationary case, and we omit the details which are given e.g. in (Fie27. This
finishes the proof. C3

4.9 Remark
The previous lemma helps us to conceptually separate the geometric aspect from the dy-

namic aspect. Geometrically, we are given representations on eigenspaces, eigenvectors yj,
and their isotropies Hj = F.o((yj)C), Kj = r(,o.,,) . Even the symmetry (H1 , Kj, O3) of the

pair (Zo, yj) can be determined purely geometrically from

p(h)yj = ,
2 ri (9j h ) yj (4.17.t)

for any h E Hj , because yj is an eigenvector for the linearized flow. Taking linear combina-
tions y = yj the dynamics part, i.e. the eigenvalues ±i3j themselves, enter via (4.13.6).

Given the symmetries (Hj, Kj, Oi) of the pairs (x0 , yj), j .7, consider the homomorphisil"

e: n i H -. (R/)'I3

h - (ei(h))j

Obviously, ker 0 = n , K, =k. Moreover

/k s, im e

is a compact abelian Lie group. We may view im 6 as a lattice in the torus (I?/ )I, or even

in the covering space RI-11. Here we use the term lattice freely, to include the non-discrete
cases.

Now let kj - (K)jEJ Then

f1 Q 6-(span&) ,

by (4.13.b). Put differently,

IK - (span k) n im e_.
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Knowing the eigenvectors yj , the lattice im & is fixed independently of the values of the
f Varying the fj , we can adjust spank to be any subspace with rationally dependent

coefficients. The group ft varies correspondingly.

Fixing 9 and span k, and hence H, the vector k is determined uniquely by kj > 0 an-

tcm (l/ki )J.C = 1, cf. (4.13.a). Finally, this determines & by

k, 6 (h) - . (h),

for all j c .7, h E Hl.

In this way virtual symmetry is a synthesis between geometry, represented by &, and
dynamics, represented by k.

4.10 Remark
Let us briefly relate our result on virtual symmetries of a stationary solution (A0 , z 0 ) to the

work of Golubitsky and Stewart [Go&Stl, Go&Sch&Stl; for more examples in their direction
see [Go&St2,3, Mon&Rob&St, Rob&Swi&Wag]. Note that they are interested in sufficient
conditions for local equivariant Hopf bifurcation with symmetry (fl, k, 6) whereas lemma
4.8 gives necessary conditions for bifurcation. They consider the case of only one imaginary
pair ±i of eigenvalues () = J = 1, # := flj = 1, q = 2-r/13) at x0 = 0, F., = F. The
bifurcating branches of periodic solutions then arise from eigenvectors y of i'a in a fixed point

subspace of fl' under the action P of r = F x S1 on Xc. This action is given by

(-, "

Their crucial condition for bifurcation is that the space of such f/,/-fixed eigenvectors has

complex dimension 1. In our setting this requirement means that

o((f) = H

is satisfied for a unique complex one-dimensional subspace (yC of the eigenspace of i2. For

k := r.o ) fr , m := I/KI/i we obtain from (4.13.c) that

0 r (mod m) .-

where r is the representation of H/K ' Zm on (y)C.

By now it is time to remember that virtual periods and virtual symmetries come up in our
main theorems 2.9 and 2.10 on global equivariant Hopf bifurcation. Only the next lemma
uses the analyticity assumption (2.20.c) which enters into these theorems. In (2.20.c) the

linearizations L°1 (A), restricted to XK0 along the stationary branches (A, X'(A)) E A x XHO,
were required to depend analytically on A near centers. We will obtain a bound co on the
virtual periods, which is uniform on a dense subset of the set of centers on these branches.
This way, we will avoid that our global continua consist only of centers, cf. §7. Denote

VP(co) :the set of (A, xt(A)), 0 < I < l, A E A, such that (4.18)

all virtual periods q of (A, xt(A)) for virtual sym- B".

metries (f/, , 6) with /?> Ko satisfy

q < co

INN
~ .' .. %.
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4.11 Lemma
Let nondegeneracy assumption (2.20.a) and analyticity assumption (2.20.c) hold.
Then there exists a large co > 0 such that the set VP(cu) is a dense subset of the set of

centers

(A, xt(A)) 10 < I < , A E A, and L'K°(A) has imaginary eigenvalues }

Proof:
Let us work in XKo. Then the lemma and its proof reduces to [Fie2, lemma 4.8] and the

proof given there.[]

We conclude this section with a lemma relating the symmetries of a periodic solution x(t)
to its virtual symmetries, in case the virtual period equals the minimal period. It turns out
that the symmetry of x(t) extends the virtual symmetry, in that case. In some applications
we will encounter virtual symmetries which cannot be extended, for group theoretic reasons,
cf. §8. In those cases, virtual symmetry coincides with symmetry provided virtual period
coincides with minimal period.

4.12 Lemma
Let z(t) be a periodic solution of (1.1) with minimal period p and symmetry (H, K, e).

Let q = p be a virtual period of z(t) with virtual symmetry (H, k, 6). Then

H< H and e=OIH (4.19)

In other words
< H( (4.19)'

the symmetry extends the virtual symmetry.
In particular, /H = H implies (, k, 6) = (H, K, e).

Proof:
The proof is easy. It uses only definitions 1.1 and 1.2. Let y(t) represent the virtual

symmetry (fH, k, 6) and the virtual period q = p. Then for all h E H, t ER

(p(h)x(t), p(h)y(t)) = h (z(t), y(t)) = (x(t + e(h)p), y t + e(h)p))

HenceH < H. Because p is the minimal period of x and

p(h)x(t) x(t + (h)p) , for all h E H, t E R,

we also conclude 6(h) e(h) (mod Z), i.e. e = O1 . This proves (4.19). The remaining
claims follow trivially from (4.19) and the easy proof is complete. 0

In case q j p, lemma 4.12 need not hold. Examples with q = 2p are given by the period
doubling bifurcations listed in §5, table 5.2.
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§5. Generic local theory

§5.1 Outline

In this section we present a reasonably complete list of bifurcations of periodic solutions
for equations

: = f(A, x)

with f generic, but equivariant with respect to a cyclic group G = Z, n < 00. For compli-
cated groups G we are unable to give such a theory because complicated singularities occur
which are not sufficiently understood. Fortunately, cyclic equivariance is intimately related to
periodic solutions by their symmetry (H, K, 0); and the "reduction" to cyclic G ( H/K,)
was motivated in §1.5. Our results and proofs are much in the spirit of the Kupka-Smale
Theorem [Kup, Peix, Small and its one-parameter generalizations [Bru, Med, AII&M-P&Y2,
Fie2l, relying heavily on transversality theory.

We proceed as follows. In §5.2 we briefly state a simple result on generic local Hopf
bifurcation under Zn-equivariance, n < oo. Three types of secondary bifurcations of rotating
and frozen waves are then discussed in §8.3: turn, flop doubling, and freezing. In §5.4, discrete
waves provide us with even six cases: the turn, three doublings (flip, flop, and flip-flop), and

two pitchforks (flip and flip-flop). Fortunately Andr6 Vanderbanwhede noticed that two of
these cases are essentially equivalent, cf. lemma 5.12. Thus only five cases remain. Concentric
waves are a special case of discrete waves which reduces to the case of no symmetry discussed
in §3. Our generic results are summarized in §5.5, theorem 5.11 and table 5.2, postponing
genericity proofs to §10. In our treatment of discrete waves we favor Poincare maps, cf.
§3.3. For a very elegant treatment of secondary bifurcations in the operator setting (1.23) cf.

[Van4I. However, genericity is not discussed there.

§5.2 Generic centers

The term generic center was introduced in definition 2.2.

5.1 Lemma:
Let (Ao, xo) be a generic H-center with isotropy G. 0 = H < Z, and with representation

r of H as explained in §2.2, see-(2.4.b). Then the bifurcating branch (A(s), x(s, .), p(s)) of
periodic solutions has symmetry (H, K, e), independent of s near (Ao, xo), such that

e E r (mod JHI, if JH is finite) (5.1)

?o

%V
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Proof:
Of course we could give a direct proof just repeating [Cra&Rab2 in an H-equivariait

setting. Instead, we do a little exercise on virtual symmetry.
For s I > 0 small enough, the symmetry (H, K, 9) of (A(s), x(s, .)) is a virtual symmetry .f

(Ao,xo) by corollary 4.6. Because D:f(A0,x 0 ) has only one simple pair of purely imagihvi1r
eigenvalues ±i3 with eigenvectors y,9, cf. (2.3.a), we conclude that

p(h)y = e21ri(h)y, for all h E H.

Together with
p(h)y = e27rirh y, for all h E H (2.4.1,)

this implies
e . h e(h) r .h (modZ), for allhE H

where e is represented by an integer as was explained in (1.28). Now (.5.1) is immediate and
the proof is complete. D

As was promised in §2.2, the term "generic center" is justified by

5.2 Theorem:
Let G = Z,, n < oo. Then all centers are generic centers for f satisfying (2.13), i.c. f,-r

generic G-equivariant f .

For our notion of genericity see §1.5, definition'l.3 with Ho := G and K := {0}. Also
was defined there, see (1.36).

A proof of theorem 5.2 can be given directly by explicit perturbations or, more elegantly, _
by transversality theory, see §10.4. A particularly puzzling situation arises for G = Z,
and H-centers (Ao,z 0 ) with H = GCo discrete. At first sight this case seenis to contradict
theorem 5.2, because the group G would force D, f(Ao,z,) to have an eigenvalue 0. Indeed
x(0 is on a frozen wave. But generic frozen waves, i.e. freezings, will never be centers as wt.
shall see in the next section, cf. definition 5.3.

§5.3 Rotating and frozen waves

We begin to discuss secondary bifurcations of periodic solutions (A0,,z ()) with minimal
period p and symmetry (H, K, 6). As before we assume f C jr is G-equivariant, G = Z,,, n <
oo, cf. assumption (2.2). In this section we specialize to n = oo, to allow for rotating waves
(H = Z ., K discrete). In principle, H itself could be discrete though G = Z'o is not.
Geometrically, such solutions would provide invariant 2-tori which are foliated by periodic
solutions as well as by periodic group orbits. We exclude such solutions here, returning to.

them in §§8.4.8 and 9.6. The three generic types of secondary bifurcations of rotating and
frozen waves, H = G = Z.,, = R/Z and K discrete, are collected in definitions 5.3 and 5.5
below.

We derive an algebraic equation for rotating waves z(t). For any h c H IR/' we have

p(h)z(t) h z(t) z(t 19(h) p)

. .. .1 9 h,
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for some e E Z \ {}. Define infinitesimal rotation by

,Ro z " DhP(O)zo

cf. (1.20). Then (5.2) implies

'R (t) e i(t) 6 0.

Therefore z(t) is a rotating wave solution if and only if

-CRm) + f(A,z(,) = 0 (5.3)

for some xi= z(t,)) with Rxo $ 0 and a C R \ {0). Note that

S= (ep) - . (5.4)

Next suppose Hz0 is a frozen wave, i.e. f(A, 2
o ) = 0 and G, 0 is finite. Then Rxi 0 0 and

z,, satisfies the same equation (5.3) but with a = 0. This fits to p = oo in (5.4), and the
usually dreadful complication of period blow-up is resolved into discussing zeros of a. The
formulation (5.3) was already used by Auchmuty lAul, 1978.

For later reference (cf. P6 and 10) we briefly calculate the x-linearization, along a rotating
wave z(t) through x,,, of the flow vt(f,A,z) of (1.1). Obviously, y(t):= D,1 ,t(f, A0 ,x 0 )y0

sat ifies
1 (t) D,,f(A(,, x(t))y(t) (5.5.a)
v( o) = I/, . "

From equivariance of f we easily obtain the solution y(t) and, accordingly, W%

DVt(f, A0 , 'o) = p(at) ezp[(-a Rc + Df(A 0 , z0))t]. (5.5.b)

Secondary bifurcations are conveniently described in the setting (5.3) using Poincar6 maps
or, equivalently, Ljapunov-Schinidt reduction. Fix a Poincar6 section S = {z0} + S' in X =
R 'v, transversely to the group orbit Hz 0 of a (rotating or frozen wave) solution (ao,A o, X()
of (5.3), cf. fig. 5.1. It is particularly convenient to choose S' orthogonal to Rxo; this makes
S' invariant under the isotropy K = G_ 0 of zo. Let P denote orthogonal projection onto
s5; then Q := 1 - P is the orthogonal projection onto the tangent Rx0 of Hx0 . Thus the
projected equation

-aQ'RX + Qf(A, X) = 0 (5 .3 )Q

can be solved by the implicit function theorem for

a = a(f, A, x), (5.6)

locally near (ao,Au,zo), because QRzo = o 0 0. To find all rotating or frozen waves,
locally, it remains to solve

T(f, A, :) := P-a(f, A, z)Rx + f(A, z) = 0, (5.3)p

where
T : (1 x A x S) -. S'
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XO 0" AO R xO

-%

S

O (at)X

.,"

Fig. 5.1 Poincar6 section for a rotating wave

is equivariant with respect to the action of K on S'. Thus secondary bifurcations of rotating
and frozen waves are exactly the bifurcations of the zero set of T.

As a first example, we discuss freezing (generic frozen waves), aiming at definition 5.3
below. As we have indicated heuristically in §1.2, at a freezing a rotating wave slows down
its speed of rotation and then starts rotating in the opposite direction, reversing the sign of
e. In view of (5.3), (5.4) this will correspond to a simple zero of a along the solution path
of (5.3)p.

Let Hzo be a frozen wave of f(A0,-) with symmetry (H, K, ±i) and Poincar6 section S
as described above. Assume

the spectrum of Df(\O, zo) on the imaginary axis consists (5.7.a)
of only a simple eigenvalue 0.

The corresponding eigenvector is Rx0, of course. Equivalently to (5.7.a) we may require

D 7(f, Ao, zo) : S' -" S is hyperbolic. (5.7.a)'

By (5.7.a) the stationary solution (Ao, zo) is not allowed to be a center. By (5.7.a), solutions
of (5.3)p near (AO, zO) lie on a differentiable branch (A, z,\), by the implicit function theorem.
We obtain a corresponding map A --+ a(f, A, x,). We require

A -. c(f, A, zA) has a simple zero at A = A0  (5.7.6)

%. %
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Then the local branch (A, x.%) consists of rotating waves, for A 0 Ao, rotating in opposite
direction for A on opposite sides of Ao. This follows from (5.4) because a changes sign at a
simple zero. Moreover, 9 just changes sign as A passes through A0 . Indeed, r,, = K is inde-
pendent of A near A0 by virtual isotropy proposition 4.3 and hyperbolicity assumption (5.7.a).
Denoting the symmetry of xA by (H, K, ex) we conclude that IQIx = JKI is independent of
A. Thus 9 just changes sign at A0', because a does.

5.3 Definition
Let Hzo be a frozen wave of f(AO, "). We call (Ao, zo) a freezing if conditions (5.7.a, b)

above hold; cf. fig. 5.2.

Fig. 52 A frezins

Can period doublings of rotating waves conceivably occur? Denote solutions, minimal
period and symmetry on the primary resp. secondary branch by

X, p, (H, K, 9) resp. ii f, (Hl, k, 6)

'.

Then a period doubling as in definition 3.2 would imply

H =ZH,=

because we have rotating waves, and

because &=flis close to a = i9p, f is close to 2p > 0, and e,96 E Z. Thus K=ker9 =

{h E R/I je .hE Z < K and

fK:K 2,

'p

1P,

F*g. 5.2 A free.in.5"'.

%. %
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i.e. K has index 2 in K, IKI = ei j 2101 = 21Ki. Thus period doubling of rotating waves
can only occur if isotropy breaks from K to k. We consider such a symmetry breaking
abstractly in definition 5.4 below, calling it a flop. Definition 5.5 will apply this to rotating
waves: we obtain a flop doubling.

In the abstract definition, suppose we are given a K-equivariant map z E C3 (A x X, X)
with K = ,'k and k even. Let z(AO, zO) = 0 and suppose K is the isotropy of zo. We assume

the spectrum of D.z(Ao, xO) on the imaginary axis consists (5.8.a)
of only a simple eigenvalue u(Ao) = 0.

Let Yo denote the eigenvector of u(Ao), and (Yo) the eigenspace. By equivariance, K leaves
(Yo) invariant. Because K = {0, 1/k,... , (k - 1)/k) has even order there is exactly one
nontrivial representation p- of K on (Yo), given by

p-(1/k)y o = o .

Assume
K acts on the eigenspace of 1t(Ao) by p- . (5.8.6)

Then the restriction
DXz(,Ao,XO)jXK : XK -, X K

is invertible, and we get a primary branch (A, xA) E A x X K of zeros of z for A near A0.
Along this branch, the eigenvalue 1s(Ao) continues as a real eigenvalue U(A) of D z(A, xx).
We impose the transversality condition

D,\jA(A0) 0 0. (5.8.c)

By the usual local bifurcation theorem [Cra&Rablj, (5.8.a, c) imply bifurcation of a local,
unique secondary branch

(A(S), i(s)) , Ifs < 6,

of zeros of z. Via (5.8.b), our virtual symmetry proposition 4.3 (or directly: equivariant
Ljapunov-Schmidt recudtion) implies that this branch has isotropy

K = = 0,1k, (k-1)/k)

with k = k/2. Thus the secondary branch is a pitchfork, i.e. it can be parametrized such
that A(s) is even in s, and

p(1/k) i(s) = i(-s). (5.9)

We finally require a curvature condition

D,A(0) 0 (5.8.d)

for the secondary branch; cf. fig. 5.3.
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5.5 Definition
A turn of rotating waves is a turn of zeros of z(A, z) T(f, A, z) which are rotating

waves, cf. (5. 3 )p and definition 3.1. Applying virtual symmetry proposition 4.3 as for the
freezing, the symmetry (H, K, e) remains unchanged near a turn of rotating waves.

A flop doubling of rotating waves is a flop of zeros of z(A, x) := T(f, A, x) which are
rotating waves with symmetry (H, K, 6) on the primary branch and with symmetry (H, k, 6) .

on the secondary branch. In particular K = Z1,9 with e even, K = Z 161/2, and e = e/2;
cf. fig. 5.4 and definition 5.4.

I..

E.

secondar

Fig. 5.4 A flop doubling of rotating waves. k =j0 .

§5.4 Concentric and discrete waves

Secondary bifurcations of discrete waves provide the largest number of distinct cases. We

consider f E 7, G-equivariant, G = Z, cf. assumption (2.2). Except for the next definition
where n = o, we assume in this section that n is finite.

Consider concentric waves with H = G = Zo first. Such waves have symmetry (H, K, 9) =

(Z,,, Zoo,0). They lie entirely in X G , where G acts trivially.

%e
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5.6 Definition
We call a concentric wave (Ao, x0) in XG,G = Z, a turn resp. a flip doubling if it is a

turn resp. a flip doubling in the sense of definition 3.2 for the flow restricted to XG. But in
addition, we require that the Floquet multipliers of (A0, x0) on the unit circle, with respect

to X, equal those of the restriction of the flow to XG, with equal multiplicities.

The additional assumption guarantees that any bifurcating periodic solutions remain in
X 0 , remaining concentric waves.

Now we consider finite G and discrete waves. For a geometric classification, as well as
for genericity proofs we introduce the following notation, suppressing the parameter A for a
moment. For a periodic solution x0(t) with minimal period p and symmetry (H, K, e), G =

H = , h ) K, {o,, -1, e} Z (mo d h) we trivially observe

k - for m := IH/KI. (5.10)

As before, we choose a Poincar section S = {z0 + S to x(t) at say x0 := x(O), such that K

leaves S invariant. This certainly holds if S' = (±o) -L. Next we may choose h E H such that

h generates H, and (5.lI.a)

9(h) = 1/r. (5.11.b)

In particular 9(h) generates im e, and

ho := mh generates K = ker9. (S.l.c) I- L

Note here that G is written additively, while the representation p is written multiplicatively;
e.g. p(mh) = p(h)m. Later on it will become important that h is not at all uniquely
determined by conditions (5.11.a,b), see lemma 5.12 below. For the moment, however, we
consider h as given and fixed. Applying h to our Poincar6 section S we now define further
Poincar6 sections Sj to the same solution xo(t) by .:.

sj := 0<j5m.

Obviously So Sm S, because K leaves S invariant. These sections yield "Poincar maps"

mapping z E Sj to the point where its positive semiorbit first hits Sj+ , as usual (cf. fig.
5.5). This occurs after a "Poincar6 time" rj = irj(x). Let

1 : tloc * S

denote the usual Poincar6-map and put

70 := p(h)-'fo Soe S 5 (5.12)

Z.

w
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h S1  A

~~.

S2  Ai

A

iml

Fig. 5.5 Poincar6-maps for discrete symmetry

5.7 Lemma

With the above notation we obtain

17 =p(ho)H7',

where HO' = Ho o... o ITo denotes the m-th iterate.

Proof:
From G-equivariance of the flow (1.1) we get

17, - p(h)'Jfop(h)-y = p(h)j+']1 op(h)-i.

On the other hand

H = AI, 0 _o/m-2_ floofto =

= p(h)mjop(h)-(m-l)p(h)(m ) 1op(h)-(m-2 ) o . .o p(h)2 H op(h)-'p(h)Ho =

= p(h)'nH," p(ho) pp,

%p
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which completes the proof. 0

Note that Hu is K-equivariant. We will prove in §10 that the only generic bifurcation of 17("
are turns, flips, flops, and flip-flops (see definition 5.8 below). This is formulated in lemma
5.9. Via 17 = p(ho)ll " we then obtain a complete list of bifurcations for the Poincar6 map
17 (and its iterates 1i) because the sets "Fix" of fixed points satisfy

U FixW = U FixH(o ..
iEIN i'EIV

We work out the details and summarize our claims in §5.5, see theorem 5.11 and table 5.2.
To define a flip-flop bifurcation let Z E C3 (A x X, X), K-equivariant with respect to z,

have a fixed point (Ao, xo) G A x XK:

Z(A o, o) = Zo..

We think of Z as a "PoincarP" map 170, but give an abstract definition. To account for the V
"flip" (definition 3.2) we assume

the spectrum of DZ(Ao, xo) on the unit circle consists of (5.13.a)
only a simple eigenvalue /(AO) -1.

Thus we may hope for fixed points of Z(A, Z(A,.)) to bifurcate at (Ao, xO) from the local
primary branch (A, x,\) E A x X K of Z-fixed points. To account for the "flop", we assume
that K = Zk with even k and

K acts by p- on span {Y0}, (5.13.b)

where p- is the nontrivial scalar representation of K as in (5.8.b). For the continuation /s(A)
of y(Ao) along (A, x,\) we again impose the transversality condition

DA( O) 5 0. (5.13.c)

As usual, [Cra&Rabl] then implies a pitchfork at (Ao, x0) with a bifurcating local, unique
branch

(A(s), z(S)), Isl < C

of fixed points of Z(A, Z(A,.)). Again, we may parametrize the secondary branch over span
{Yo} such that

p(1lk)x(s) = (-s),

Z(A(s), (s)) = (-S).

In addition, we require a curvature condition

D2,A(O) $ 0 (5.13.d)

for this secondary branch; cf. fig. 5.6.

I,..:
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~Yo

Fig. 5.6 A flip-flop doubling.

5.8 Definition
Let (Ao,:o) E A x XK be a fixed point of a K-equivariant map Z E C3 (A x X, X).
We call (Ao,zo) type 0, turn, or flip, if it is type 0, turn, or flip, respectively, for the

restriction of Z to A x X K , cf. definition 3.2. But in addition, we require that the spectrum
of D.Z(Ao, zo) on the unit circle equals that spectrum of the restriction of D"Z(Ao, xo) to
X K , with equal multiplicities . In particular, this excludes symmetry breaking bifurcations
of fixed points of Z and its iterates.

We call (Ao, zo) a flip-flop, if conditions (5.13.a-d) above hold.

Utilizing also our definition 5.4 of a flop of Z 170, we can now express genericity for the
"Poincari" map go, defined in (5.12).

5.9 Lemma I
Let (Ao, zo) be on a periodic solution (Ao, z(t)) of f. Then, for generic f, one of the

following holds for the fixed point (Ao, zo) of Z = 17o:

Case c.0 (AO, xO) is of type 0

Case c.1.1 : (AO, zo) is a turn

Case c.1.2 : (Ao, zo) is a flop

Case c.2.1 : (Ao, zo) is a flip

Case c.2.2 : (Ao, Zo) is a flip-flop,

where K G_0 in definitions 5.4 and 5.8 above.

-is ,' ' " . -" a . - " ° " " . " " "- ' "' " -' " " -"" "" . . . . . """ " -" ' " a "
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The proof of this lemma requires transversality theory and is deferred to §10.
Let us return to the original (full) Poincar6 map H which relates to 170 by

T = p(ho)170

(lemma 5.7), where h0 = mh generates K as in (5.1L.a- c). Our classification of bifurcations
of Ho leads to a corresponding classification of bifurcations of 17.

5.10 Definition
We introduce a terminology for periodic solutions (Ao, zo) of(1.1) with symmetry (H, K, 0),

viewing (A0, x0 ) as a fixed point of its Poincar6 map 11. Given the type of (A0, x0 ) as a fixed
point of H70 , and given m = IH/KI, a name is assigned to (Ao,xo) according to table 5.1.
These names are justified in theorem 5.11 and in table 5.2 below.

Case To 17
c.O type 0 type 0
c.1.1 turn turn
c.1.2 flop flop doubling
c.2.1 m odd flip flip doubling
c.2.1 m even flip flip pitchfork
c.2.2 m odd flip-flop flip-flop pitchfork
c.2.2 m even flip-flop flip-flop doubling

Table 5.1: Terminology of generic secondary bifurcations of discrete waves.

§5.5 Generic secondary bifurcations

After the admittedly lengthy explanations and definitions for rotating, frozen, concentric,
and discrete waves we can now state the main result of generic local theory for cyclic groups
G = ,, n < oo. The main result, theorem 5.11, embraces many cases, all listed in table
5.2.

Let us explain table 5.2. We consider a periodic solution (Ao, xo) with symmetry (H, K, e).
Various possibilities of generic bifurcations arise. Case (a) summarizes those for which K =

H = G = 'oo. Case (b) considers rotating and frozen waves, i.e. K # H = G = Zo. And
case (c) considers H < G = Z,,, n < oo. We skip the possibility that G = Zoo while H .,
is finite, i.e. IG/HI = O. This one remaining case would lead to invariant tori which are
foliated periodically by G-orbits. We postpone a discussion to §§8.3.8 and 9.5.

Each of the cases (a-c) splits into several subcases, and we specify the names of the
respective bifurcations indicating the numbers of the appropriate definitions and figures.
The following columns denote the jumps in minimal period and symmetry from the primary
branch to the secondary branch with minimal period f and symmetry (Ht, Kf, O). The quo-
tient f /p is understood as the limit at the bifurcation point, of course. Because (H, K) are
subgroups of H,K we just give their index IH : Hl] resp. JK : k], to indicate symmetry
breaking. Redundantly we include m/in = IH/KI/IHl/KI = jH : I]/K : R], in case m
and in are finite. The final two columns indicate the subtletes of symmetry breaking in
case G= Z, is finite. As in (5.11.a-c) we choose h, generating H, such that e(h) I/ M-,

.4-
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analogously to h. We relate e to 6 in two ways. First we give 6(h) or, if [H H = 2, 6(2h). a

This defines the phase shift induced by the generator h or 2h on the secondary branch. Then
we supply an h, in terms of h, which induces a minimal phase shift of 1/ih on the secondary
branch. To do this, we decompose IKI = k as

k=2 - k' with k'odd.

5.11 Theorem
Let assumption (2.13) hold for f E .7, i.e. f is generic G-equivariant, G = Zn, n < 0o. Let

(AO, xo) be any periodic solution of (1.1) with symmetry (H, K, e). Assume GIH is finite.
Then either (Ao, xO) is of type 0 (cf. definition 3.2), or (Ao, xo) occurs among the bifurcation "

types listed in table 5.2.
It is not particularly difficult to derive normal forms for turns, flops, flips and flip-flops of "

Ho, using e.g. the results in [Vanil, [Go&Sch]. After a glance at the perturbation results on
170 in §10, this provides examples for each of the less obvious bifurcations listed in table 5.2 a,

(c). They all occur, and they are all claimed to be generic. For nonlinear Z 2-action (n = 2)
the cases of a turn and of a flip pitchfork are discussed in IKlit]. a

To prove theorem 5.11 we have to establish that table 5.2 gives a complete list of generic
bifurcations of periodic solutions. Again, this is deferred to §10 so that our line of reasoning
is not interrupted by a pile of technicalities. For now we only consider case (c), taking the
generic bifurcations of Ho for granted as given in lemma 5.9. The reason for this is two-fold:
from a transversality point of view lemma 5.9 is the thing to prove (rather than case (c) of
table 5.2), and deriving ca.e (c) from lemma 5.9 will be a nice warm-up for §6.

Proof of theorem 5.11, case (c)
Given the bifurcation for 17o at (A0, x) and the action of ho = mh on the secondary

branch, the bifurcation for 7 is completely determined because H7 = p(ho)7' by lemma -.

5.7. Applying lemma 5.9, it remains to verify the information contained in table 5.2(c) for
each of the cases (c.1.1-2.2) of lemma 5.9 and definition 5.10.

Case c.1.1, (Au, xO) is a turn
Then we have a turn of H0 within X K .Thus

7(A,x) = p(ho)IHo )i(x) = x

for the H0-fixed points (A, x) of the turn of Ho through (AO,:c). These x) constitute all
fixed points of any iterate of H. Thus H, K, e, m remain unchanged.

P'via

I..
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For the periodic solution z(s, t) through z(s) = z(s, O) this implies .
4-

S.

p(h)x(s, 0) oC170(A(s), 7(A(s), x(s))) =

= x s,---S---+ 2m ]- . -.

and we conclude that

e(h) +2m 2-.

It remains to verify that h (k m + 2)h satisfies conditions (S.lI.a,b) for H := H and
in := Ii/kl = IH/KI = m replacing H and m. Indeed, k'm + 2 and Jil = H =KI

IH/KI = 2'k'm are relatively prime:

(k'm + 2, 1t) = (k'm + 2, 2' k'm) =

= (k'm + 2,k'm) = "m

= (2, k'm) = I

all because k'm is odd. Here (,) denotes the greatest common divisor. Thus there exists j
such that j (k'm -1 2) - l(mod 1H3), and consequently h generates H = H:

h = jh E (h).

This verifies (5.11.a). To verify (5.11.b) we calculate (mod Z)

(-) (k'm + 2)e(h) = (k'm + 2)(- +
2 m 2

k'( + )+ + m 1 
2 2 m m

using that m is odd. .'.

".'

Cas e.2.2, m even, (A(0 , zO) is a lip-flop
Reversing only the sign

p(hu)z(s) = z(-s) $ z(s), for s 54 0,

this case is sufficiently analogous to the previous one, that we may skip the details.

,i
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Case c.2.2, m odd, (Ao, xo) is a flip-flop
Because IO is a flip-flop, the secondary branch satisfies

170(A(s), x(s)) = z(-s) z(s) and

p(ho)x(s) x(-s) # x(s) ,for s $0.

This implies
7(A (s), x(s)) = p(ho)[I7o(A(s), .)]m(x(s)) -

= x((-1)m+ls) = z(S)
and 7 sees a pitchfork of fixed points. Therefore

p(h),(s) = ftoC,(s), x(-s))

does not lie on the periodic solution x(s, t) through x(s, 0) = x(s). But

p(h) 2X(S) = p [h)[ITo(A (s), .)2 (X(s))

Sfl, (,\(S), fto(,(s), (S)))

does lie on the periodic solution x(s, t). Hence HI is generated by 2h and [H Hj = 2; [K

f= 2 and in = m are obvious. This time, the Poincar6 time ro +71 of (A(s), x(s)) associated

to f/ 1 (A(s), .) o H/o(A(s), .). is given by

7- + -rl = (s)/(m/2)

and H takes a Poincar6 time of f(s). For x(s, t) this implies

p(h)2 (s,O) = f(A (s),f/(A(s),J(s) =

2
x z(s,rO+r) = x(s,- f())m :

and we conclude
6(2h) - 2

It remains to verify our claim on h. First suppose (k'm + 1)/2 is odd. Then

(k'm + I, jHj) = (k'm + 1, 2'k'm)

(k'm+1, 2) 2,

because K > 1 (IKI = k = 2'k' is even, cf(S.8.b)). If on the other hand (k'm + 1)/2 is even,
then (3k'm + 1)/2 is odd. Still

(3k'm + 1, HI) = (3k'm + 1,2" k'm) =

(3k'm + 1,2-) = 2

as before. Thus, there exists j such that j (k'm + 1) =_ 2 (mod JHI) resp. j (3k'm + 1)

2 (modIHj). In any case, h generates H = (2h) because

2h Eh C () £,%

which verifies (5.11.a). To verify (5.ll.1) we calculate (mod Z) for h := (in - l)h with
appropriate i C 1, 3} as above

-(2h) l(ik'm 4 1)/rn .

/ I /in..

"..

....... U

S U .. "
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Case c.2.1, m even, (Ao, z0 ) is a flip
This case is analogous to, but simpler than, the previous one. The simplification arises

because H breaks but K does not, so that ih = m/2 and we may simply take h = 2h.
Omitting all further details, the proof is complete.E

Following a hint of Andr6 Vanderbauwhede [Van4j we should now wonder whether any
generic bifurcation orbit (A0, x0) corresponds to exactly one case from table 5.2, or whether
different cases may in fact be equivalent geometrically. Obviously, the geometries of turns,
pitchforks and doublings, as well as the geometries of concentric (H = Zoo ), rotating, frozen
and discrete waves are mutually distinct. Investigating secondary symmetries k, k' of discrete
waves we discover that the only possible candidates for equivalent bifurcation orbits are the
flop doubling and the flip-flop doubling, when m is even.

5.12 Lemma
Let f be generic as in theorem 5.11, case (c) and let m be even. Then flop doubling

and flip-flop doubling of (Ao, x() are geometrically equivalent. More precisely, let h satisfy
(5.1I.a-c) and suppose (Ao,xu) is a flop doubling. Then there exists h' satisfying (5.11.a-c)
such that (Ao, xc) becomes a flip-flop doubling if we replace h by h'. And vice versa.

Proof:
First suppose that (A(, x) is a flop doubling. Let h E H generate H H if/with &(h) -/m

and 0(h) = 1/2m. It is sufficient to construct h', generating H, such that

e(h') I , and (5.14.a)

09(h') -- 4 -
2m 2

To achieve this, we first write IKJ = 2' k' with k' odd, 'H = 2'k'm, and observe that

(k'm + 1, H) (k'm * 1,2' k'm) -

= (k'm4 1,2c) = i,

where (,) denotes the greatest commiion divisor, as before. Thus there exists an integ.'r
RV such that

j (k'm -€ i) - 1 (mod H;)

Define
h' " (k'm 4 1)h

Then h' generates H (h, because

h j(k'm 4 1)h )h' h'

NI,,r,-.v,-r w,. mt(4a1 i, ,1 Z

(h' , I) + 1 , I -I. :111d

W +k' I I I
2 2" 2"I "i
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Thus (5.14.a,b) are proved.
Vice versa, we may define

h jh',

to turn a flip-flop doubling for h' into a flop doubling for h. This completes the proof.s3

In loose terms, lemma 5.12 tells us that flop doubling and flip-flop doubling are "stro1,:--
copically equivalent": when observed with a suitable stroboscopic flashing, one bifurcati, 1
can be transformed into the other. So far we have favored the standard construction of Poi::
car4 maps in our analysis of secondary bifurcations. In IVan4], Vanderbauwhede employs tlh.
operator setting (1.23), (1.24),

F(f,p, A,) (A, = 0, (1.23,P

instead. As in (1.25), symmetry comes in as the isotropy H" < G x S1 of periodic solutir' '

(1 with (minimal) period 1. Reparametrizing C by k(r) := (kT) we obtain an equival.nt

solution -k of (1.23) with related isotropy. This reparametrization lends itself to investigatir)
e.g. perid doubling bifurcations. Using an abstract Poincar6 type map all bifurcati,,ii -f
table 5.2 are then recovered (except of the freezing). In fact these bifurcations can all 1,k.
viewed simply as & symmetry breakings of Alf. Moreover, the equivalent cases of fl
doubling and flip-flop doubling are not distinguished by this approach.

H-w,,ver, it is nt attempted in 'Van4! to prove genericity in the sense ,f thc-r.,-i , I I
Rather it is assumed a priori that the nontrivial eigenspaces of the critical eigenvalue are,
dimensional This gives rise to the Z2 symmetry breakings. We follow the more classi, :1i

mindrel Poincar map approach, mainly because we are lacking a perturbation ther t"
appl. transversality theory directly to the operator setting (1.23). The obstacles might n-.
be hard t- .. r. v II,( But pr,ably, i-easuring the total ditli, uIty, the tA: appr.,achf- % i

provide equal variants
Sfinish this secti,,n with ati easy corollary, at last Re, ;ill frmnu I 2. (1.2m that H4 ,i

H can I,-e rel,resente, by integers. We relate these integer. fr thise cases -f the-,revt;, ' I
wh,.r, H 1I. using th, same isonorphisni frrnl II tf, the c rrespon.ing y.I, gr lI

6.13 C orolilary
I'nlor th a.. unupt: ,us 'f thes rery 5 I1, let ( , . z. ) be A ge', ,,larv tifiur, iti . with Ii 1 i

Le ,I , I( II l|en the lunars: ,rbt' ,f 4 . f dehnrlt,'n 2 4 fhet,

Ht 'r

it' [ r . a' fre',.urlg In .11H IIIthe e 4

H,
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Proof:
The cases G = H = can be read off trivially from table 5.2. The freezing is also

covered there. Case c.1.1, the turn, is likewise trivial because e e. In the remaining cases
we note that

26(h) 1/m = e(h) (mod Z) ,

and therefore
26 e (mod IHI). (5.15)

This proves the corollary.fl

S . -. ., - , .- . . . . .. * • '.A
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§6. Generic global theory

§6.1 Outline

With the local generic results (theorem 5.11, corollary 5.13) of the last section at hand, we
can now aim at a proof of our main generic global results for G = Z1,, n < oo: a proof of,
theorems 2.6 and 2.7. To prove these theorems some information on generic global bifurcationl

diagrams is condensed into an equivariant orbit index P. For 0 in the finite cyclic case n < oc
see §6.2, definition 6.1. For G = 7Z see §6.6, definition 6.4. The orbit index 4 indicates
which branch to follow at secondary pitchfork and doubling bifurcations. It turns out to be

a homotopy invariant, quite analogously to the case of no symmetry which was discussed in
§3. We recall that the case of rotating waves, G = Z.o, is somewhat special because we
may continue rotating waves through a freezing, cf. table 5.2 and theorem 2.6. Therefore
we discuss the case of finite cyclic symmetry C = Z,, first. In §6.3, proposition 6.2, we
prove homotopy invariance of the orbit index 4', and in §6.4, proposition 6.3, we relate 4 to
the center index or at a generic center. These propositions then enable us in §6.5 to prove
theorem 2.7, and a "grasshopping" reader may read this proof immediately, skipping the
proofs of propositions 6.2 and 6.3 - at first. In §6.6, proposition 6.2 accounts for homotopy
invariance of iP through freezing and we conclude this chapter with a proof of theorem 2.6.

Below, our definitions of the orbit index 0 may appear to come out of the blue. Why
should this particular index work to prove any global results? Couldn't we come up with
a "better" index, tomorrow? Admittedly, our generic local results could yield other globa"
results as well, e.g. somewhat more topologically minded ones. For a brief discussion see
§9.3. Here we favor the following properties of the envisioned global bifurcating continuum

H = G = Z,, remains fixed aloihg Z; (6. .a)

once Z remains bounded, then the minimal periods blow (6.l.b)
up - not just any periods;

any ) # 0 leads to global bifurcation, not just odd M; (6.l.c)

cf. theorems 2.6 and 2.7. Our definition of the orbit index 4 is the result of staring at the
local bifurcation list (table 5.2) long enough to extract these global properties from it.

Throughout this section, G = 71, is a (finite or infinite) cyclic group and f, satisfying

(2.13), is generic G-equivariant so that theorem 5.11 holds.

§6.2 The oibit index *

To define the orbit index 0 we switch from the Poincar6 map point of view, adopted in p5,
to the operator setting (1.23) with (minimal) period as an explicit parameter. Recall that

F(f, A, p(p)(r) = _l-(r) + f (A, (r)) 0 (6.2.a)

with 1 of (minimal) period 1 if-

Zo = tp) (G.2.b)
solves '
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i(t) P(A, x(O) (1.1)

with (minimal) period p. Further, eigenvalues YJ E C of the linearization of (6.2.a) are called
Floquet exponents of (.); their eigenfunctions y(r) satisfy

(Dfr. y)(r) = - -y(T) + D.f(A, C(r))y(r) = ry(r). (6.3)

Note that y is required to have period 1, here. Floquet multipliers as used in §3.3 relate to
Floquet exponents by exponentiation: /i > 0 is a Floquet multiplier of x iff 1 is a real Floquet
exponent of and

IL ep" (6.4)

with the same algebraic multiplicities; for more details see e.g. [Ab&Mars, Hart]. So far the
cassical Floquet theory.

Period doubling bifurcations arise from real multipliers /L near -1, i.e. from complex
exponents j7. The following observation relates negative p to real 17. For a E {±,-} let

6' := {y E C°(R,X) y(r + 1) = ay(r)}, (6.5)

so I' are the periodic functions, and y E e- are "anti-periodic", but periodic with period
2. Note that

DtF : .a a , (6.6)

is an unbounded Fredholm operator with domain 'afnCl(E,X) and with compact resolvent.
Moreover, p < 0 is a Floquet multiplier of x iff

= - e y (6.7)

and Y' is a real eigenvalue of D F on e-. Again, the multiplicities of A and r7 coincide.
Remember our interest in periodic solutions x(t) with symmetry (H, K, E), H = G = ,.

We now restrict our attention to finite n, for a while. As in §5.4, (5.11.a, b) let h E H generate
H such that 1

e(h) =

where m = IH/K I. In particular h0 := mh generates K. For a,b E {+,-) we define the
following subspaces of a. Given H,O let

e'4: the set of y E C°(I,X) such that

y(r+1) ay(,), and (6.s.a)
p(h)y(r) = by(r + e(h)). (6.8.h)

A direct calculation shows that eba does not depend on the particular choice of h E H which
satisfies (5.1 l.a, b). We omit the details. We claim that by restriction

DE :. e' -- . (6.9)
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Indeed, HC = C and y E 6,2 imply

p(h)(D F y)(r) = - 1
P

- b- (r + 9(h)) + D.f(A, p(h)(r))p(h)y(r) =
P

6 ( - I !p(-T + e9(h)) + Df(A, (Tr+ e(h))) y(.r + e(h)))
p

= b(DF" y)(r + e(h)),

hence DF - y E eb". This allows us to define

Ob: the number of positive real eigenvalues j of D(F on (6.10)

be , counting algebraic multiplicities;

cf.(6.2), (6.3), (6.8), (6.9). Note that a" is finite because positive real eigenvalues of D F on

a relate to real Floquet multipliers y with ap > 1, by (6.4) and (6.7).

With these preparations we can now define the orbit index 1A for finite cyclic groups G =
'yl.

6.1 Definition
Consider G Z, , n < oo, and let (A, x(t)) be a periodic solution with symmetry (H, K, e),

rescaled to with minimal period 1. If H = G, then we define the orbit index 1 of x to be

(-1) + if a+ and a- are both even,

)- (-) if a- and a- are both odd, (6.11)

0 otherwise,

where the o' are defined in (6.10) above. In other words,

9.
1P (A, X) + (1o~o).(i)

If H < G we put O(A, x) := 0.
For the case of no symmetry, i.e. G = {0} as discussed in §3, the orbit index 0 reduces

to the orbit index of Mallet-Paret & Yorke [M-P&Y2 introduced in §3.4, (3.11). Indeed,
= a and t"' = {0}, by definition (6.8.a,b), because h = 0, e(h) = 0 in that case.

Relating eigenvalues 17 of DfF back to Floquet multipliers, by (6.4) and (6.7), this implies

that a'* = a+ and a. = a- whereas a- = 0. Thus (6.11)' reduces to definition (3.11)' of
the orbit index 0 with no symmetry present.

§6.3 Homotopy invariance ._

The next proposition formulates homotopy invariance of 0 for both finite and infinite cyclic
groups G, though we have not yet defined 0 for infinite G. However, with definition 6.4 of 0
for G Z oo below, the proposition will remain valid and we just postpone the proof in that
cast.

4."°
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6.2 Proposition
Let G = Z n < oo, f generic with a periodic solution (Ao, zo(.)), and fix E > 0 small

enough.
Then for any 0 < 6 < bo(e)

S = > '  (6.12)
= 0-,

where the sums range over all orbit indices 0 of periodic solutions (A, x(.)), with the indicated
values of A, which remain in an c-neighborhood of (Ao, xo(-)). Geometrically, these solutions

are on the branches emanating from (Ao, xo(.)) to the left respectively right.

Proof (n < oo):
We study all possible generic secondary bifurcations from (Ao, xo()), case by case. Type 0,

turn, and the two pitchforks are easy cases which we handle first. The doubling cases require
some notational preparation and are tackled afterwards. We treat only flop doubling and
flip doubling, since the third case of a flip-flop doubling is equivalent to a flop doubling by
lemma 5.12. Indeed, interchanging h and h' there does not affect the orbit indices 0 because
the spaces e a remain unchanged. Throughout we may assume H = G for the symmetry
(H, K, e) of (Ao, xo(.)). Otherwise 0 = 0, locally, and the proposition holds trivially.

If (A0 ,xo(.)) is type 0 then the o, remain invariant mod 2 as A increases through Ao.
Indeed, a' cannot change by eigenvalues of D F on e, passing through zero, because (At), xo)
is type 0. Thus or can change only by conjugate complex pairs of eigenvalues of D F on ell,,

becoming real, or vice versa. This does not affect am mod 2. Hence 0 is the same to the left
and to the right of the bifurcation orbit and (6.12) holds.

If (A0 , xo(.)) is a turn, then we find a corresponding branch (A(s), (s, ),p(s)) of solutions
of

F(f, A(s), (s, .),p(s)) - 0

with A(0) = A0 , (O, t/p(0)) = xo(t), such that

DA(O) = 0 and yo := D, (O,.) € span (0, ).

In particular, differentiation with respect to s yields

DF(f, A(O), (O, ), p(O))yo = c(0o,

for some real constant c. Moreover, H9 (s, .) = (s,.) implies

Y3 E +

Thus yo E t' is 1 generalized eigenfunction of DfF for the Floquet exponent 0, i.e. for th.

(nontrivial) critical Floquet multiplier +1 at (Ao,zo). Following the local branch thrugl

(A0 ,x o), the transverse crossing condition (3.7.b) for the critical Floquet multiplier imphes

that a' changes by I at (A0 , x0). By condition (3.7.a)', all other a, remain unchanged- 'l'us
the indices 0 have opposite sign at the two periodic solution for A on the one side of A,. Th-,
sum of 0 for A on the other side of A0 is empty (zero). Again (6.12) holds.

If (Ao,Xo()) is any of the pitchfork cases (flip or flip-flop) then /H < H = G on the
secondary branches, by table 5.2. This implies # = 0 on the secondary branches. It is
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therefore sufficient to show that 0 remains unchanged along the primary branch. Indeed, one
eigenfunction yo(r) for the critical Floquet multiplier +1 lies in e+: by virtual symmetry,

proposition 4.3 and corollary 4.6, there exists yo E ker D F on 6+ such that the pair (, Yo)

has symmetry (I, k, b), cf. table 5.2. In particular, Yo span O and

p(h)yo i yo(e(h)).

Because the critical nontrivial Floquet multiplier +1 is simple at the pitchforks, we may
conclude

p(h) yo -y,(e(h))

from equivariance of DF with respect to H9. Thus Yo E e_+ as claimed. Therefore 0P

remains unchanged along the primary branch because only a+ changes (mod 2), and a+ is -

irrelevant for 0.
To complete the proof it remains to consider the doubling cases (flop and flip). Their treat-

ment requires some more preparation. For definiteness, we consider the geometric situation
of figure 5.7, first, assuming that the secondary branch (A(s), x(s)) bifurcates to the right
of A0 , i.e. A(s) > A0 . Note that the critical multiplier p near -1 on the primary branch
ZA yields an eigenfunction of D F(A, A) in e. if (AO, zO) is a flop doubling. Again, we use

virtual symmetry and table 5.2 here. Then only a- changes by 1, while all other a' remain

unchanged, as A increases through A(,. In contrast, at a flip doubling a- changes by 1 and all
other a' remain unchanged. In any case, O(z,) = 0 for A on one side of A,, while 0(zA) * 0
on the other side. Let us assume for the moment that O(zh) : 0 for A < At) near An, again
for definiteness. We postpone comments on the remaining cases to the end of the proof.

Let c resp. c denote the rescaled periodic solutions ZA resp. z(s). A = A(s) on the
primary resp. seccndarv branch with minimal period normalized to one. cf (6.2.t) and fig.
6.1-.

A.

IFig. 6.1 D,,u|,lnr bifurrsti,,go:.

- "o

'..:

9,"

",.,:..L,-'.-''-''.''-'" F" - . .1'.. "'.t'I. ". ..u ....-.a, .',', ,"5" , -" . " .. ." . . - . . . .- . -
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We would like to discuss eigenvalues of

DCF(A, ) + D.f(A,$ )

following A = for A / A0 on the primary branch and then = along the secondary
branch. Unfortunately p jumps to f = 2p at (Ao, xxo).

As a remedy we lift A , < A 0, to an orbit ,\ with non-minimal period 1 and minimal
period 1/2, defining

(r) : ,(2r) for A < AO. (6.13)

By this rescaling, p gets replaced by 3 := 2p along the primary branch and

ld
A DF(A, - d- + D.f(A, .X) (6.14)

now depends continuously (but not differentiably) on A near A0 in the uniform operator
topology of £(CiC).

To analyze eigenvalues of DCF (leading to ,(z0_)) as well as of D F (leading to,

(x(s)), A~(s) A + 6) we introduce two more spaces which we call 24'[ and 4. Let

2 the set of all i c C"(?, X) such that ((.15)

y(r) = y(2r) ,for all r E R,

for some Y C- t " ;
Al' the space defined analogously to C' but using

the syninietry (H7, -, &1 of the seccndary bran 1,

instead of (H, K.6).

Thu. 24 i. the lifted spa,e e',' whereas ' is the space "" assciate! t tht s. ,
symmiei try. Likewise let ¢i, (i?) denote the lifted generalized elgensp-ace f" ., a F

ext,,nerit v? and 4'(i) the generalized eigenspace of v as an elgenvalue of lrf , .,

Otvi,

dim 2
1") dim I(,(,

for any Y. Note that the spaces e''(,7).2 4 fl(.} "(P?) depend on A becausf, the% rer- i

€., &.. ,respectively

It is a first benefit of these spaces that an exchange-of-stability f(,rniula h jJs If 'A f A

the lifted branch . through the bifurcation point ,. More precisely

dim &Dt7?) -~ dim 4"(,?)*

rernains invariant a A decreases through A, Because we have a ssumeJ that fi' - ' .
A A . w, have theref' re provel homntopy invariance of 0 i we can on] sh '

I~ T*2 ( -

2 ""
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at A b 0 -. To achieve this we claim that for any choice of a, b E {±, -} and /E IR-

dim ( dim . - 2ea"  (6.18.a)

t ~ 2a' 2e&+(y, ) ,) if a +
ba f-I (aib,* } = { e 2eL- (r) if a =- (6.18.b)

where the sign ± in 2 6:b(7) is + for a flop and - for a flip. The congruence = here and below
is understood mod 2. Accepting both claims for the moment, we can prove (6.17) as follows.
Summing over Y > 0 in (6.18.a, b) we obtain from the above

>07>0

: ~dim e(77) +dim e(7 7 ) a+ +4or-, and
n1>0

+ = a- 0.

Because (5(x.o_) $ 0 we also know

Together, this implies (6.17) because

a+ + 0- +- - a + +,a

f,,r any l, £ {b,-}. It only remains to prove (6.18.a,b).
T, prove (6.18.a) we lift the cylic group H9 = {(he(h))jh E H} : G x S1 to a covering

H" := {(h, O)129 - e(h) (mod Z) G x S1 .

. .... W.- cnsider , with A < A0, the linearization DZF(A, ) commutes with the

, f 1 ' . Indeed

I d
- (h)(- t9) + Dzf( ,p(h) A (r - t9)) p(h) (,r - t9)

A12r) iM l,.ies

,.; p(h)lA(2r-e(h)) = (2r)

t.,;,,,,,,. with DF(Ai), the eigenspaces 4b() are all invariant under
li" t., rreidi-ible representations of H all have real dimension either one
.. ., -S 1 is compact abelian, cf. [Brb&tD, §11.8]. The representation

-* ~ ~ ~*n
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defined in (6.1.5) above. Indefi, a' a-c ui~t, f t t ? , .. 4 , .! I'-

whereas b' accounts for the action of (h, 'i)

j3(h, - (r) p(h)y(2r - 9n(2-j t .

2m m

Because all other irreducible representations are two-dimensional, decr-misitir, Mt, ir..
cible representations implies (6.18.a).

We prove (6.18.b) next, separately for a flop and a flip doubling at (,,, Xr).

Case 1, flop doubling

Let E e&a(i7) n %'#. By table 5.2 we have h h , 9(h) 1/,h 1.'2rm. T, ,:

(+1) = a (T)

p(h) (r) b (r + 0(h)) b (r +
2mn

by E On the other hand E 2 ,, i.e. ,(r) y(2r), y E e6, implies
1 -

(r + ) =
+2

p(h) (r) = p(h) (r) = p(h)y(2r)

- b'y(2r + e(h)) = b'y(2r + I) b',(r +
m 2m

Comparing the two calculations we immediately observe that ea() n flt,, = (0) unless

a = (a')2 = + and b = b'. If a = +, b = b then y is a generalized eigenfunction of

DfF(A, ) in e?,' with eigenvalue q/, by the usual rescaling argument. Vice versa, any such

eigenfunction y rescales to an element E n ( e,)n2Cb, in that case. Summarizing, we obtain

2 g'2 ea'_,) i , V =b
, = {2~(}) otherwise.

This proves (6.18.b).

L ' Z _'. Z Z 
=  
.' '/' ' ' # , .* ." " # .* _P 2 . " ,'. " =' .'_ '. * .' .% , o' . t . '= ." * % ., ' .v % * ' . . L , _ . ' % ' ' .. % * . ' . % ' *

p ,i',a',€ €/¢. , ¢;,¢Z3,t 'da,¢., L , , , ,,d, ',d d~d ,,' ,; " "., ; " " " , " "."" " ' ',.. . .. / " .
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(as . flip doublhui "
1 ' - i : t '* ,, 2 L. , ': ' ' . 1: .' ! I. rvs I r,, A " ,r, t!,, * . . '

in

,, h, ,,Tj I " • h jI I .

2mm

I k'

,,h /j )- , 'Y . . (2,) -+
(tI')&v'y(2 7 + (k'm 2)&(h))

k'm*+2

2m
• ''y(r - _! k'

rn 2

(I'll, ll - )
m

,) 2,' = if a = + b a{O} otherwise.

Again, this proves (6.18.b).
The above considerations prove homotopy invariance of the index 0 assuming bifurcation

to the right of A(,, and O(A, Z) 54 0 for A < A in the doubling cases. Replacing A by -A,
if necessary, it is actually sufficient to prove homotopy invariance only for those remaining
doubling bifurcations where 0(A, zx) = 0 for A < A0 near A0 and bifurcation still occurs to
the right, as before. As we have noted before, this implies O(A, xh) # 0 for A > A0 , because
only or- resp. acl changes at a flop resp. flip doubling while all other ca remain unchanged.

++ - b

In short hand: o- changes by 1 while e.g. a,or remain unchanged. Again, the sign ±
is + for a flop and - for a flip. Evaluating all a' at (Ao - b, we thus conclude from
P(Ao + b,zA0 +b) $0 that

O(,o + b, X +6) = (_1)a+,, (6.19.a)

Evaluating all , at (A o - 6, o-6) we obtain from exchange of stability that

L

+i) )5- + + (-1)'+o) , (6.1.b)

as before, with A0 + 6 = A(s). Because (6.18.a, b) remain valid

&+ a++a and

+j = 0. (6.19.c)
still hold. Also, P(Ao - 6 ,zo-b) 0 implies

LN 6
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Fr,,i, (6.19.a-d) we finally conclude
q A,* ,z(s)) = (-l)1< = (-I)r+ + -

4

= -(-j),l =

This completes the proof of homotopy invariance of 0 in all generic cases with finite cyclic
symmetry. 1

Z6.4 Orbit index # and center index

The next proposition relates the orbit index 4, defined in (6.11), to the center index 4r
at a generic center. Again the formulation is valid for both finite and infinite cyclic groups
G with 45 from definitions 6.1 and 6.4. But we postpone definition and proof of the case
G = Z to 6.6.

Proposition 6.3
Let G = Z, n < oo, f generic with a generic G-center (Ao,zo) and bifurcating local

branch (A(s), x(s, .)), 0 < s < e, of periodic solutions with symmetry (H, K, O) and with
representation r = 0 at the center (A0 , z 0 ) (cf. lemma 5.1).

Then for any 0 < s < c the orbit index 0 satisfies

,(A(s), x(s,)) = E J(Ao, zo) sign (A(s) - Ao) 5 0, (6.20)

where T (A0 , z 0 ) denotes the center index of (Ao, xo) (see definition 2.3).

Proof (n < o)
We model the proof in some technical analogy to the prof of the homotopy invariance

proposition 6.2. We consider the case A(s) > A0 of bifurcation to the right, first, postponing
A(s) < A0 to the end of the proof. Rescaling the minimal period p(s) of (A(s), x(s,.)) to 1 we

obtain the branch , of bifurcating periodic solutions

CA(r) = X(s, rp(s)) with A = A(s) > Ao.

Again, we can extend this branch , E C°(IR, X) continuously to A < A0 defining

CA (r) := Z A for A < Ao near Ao, r E R,

where (A, xA) denotes the stationary branch through the generic center (Ao, zo). The proof
of proposition 6.3 will consist of a careful study of the eigenvalues r of the linearization

I d
D4F(A, A) := - + Df(A, CA) (6.14)

pA dr

as A increases through zero. Here we put

p(s) for A = A(s) > A0 ,
= 2r/f(A) forAA <AI,



whert ,(A) : ,3(A) denote the eige-ivalues ,,f D,f(A,r1A) near :Inl(A,, i, I
eigenvect(r yA. N,, te that D(F(A, ',) depend-s continluusly on A near A,, i h,. ,

operator top,logy £(C, C").
To relate and - we defin, the saces as in ((. .,z, ,) with the sv i.try ( .ii H.-

(G, K, r) of the bifurcating branch; for e = rcf. Ieiiiiiia 5. 1. We o .-,rv,, that th0 I i I iriz.,t .

(6.14) niaps each space 6"' into itself. Denoting the sum of multi;pli<citit:,f Tig/nvalue.-, ii

of D, (A, in e , by = oj(A), to emphasize their dependence on (A, ),we cl.ir fr

all 0 < 6 sinall enough that

4i(Ao -6) 'if X, - (1
u4o'+4 3) a-(A -6)-t 1 ,Ifx' -- ,

, 6) E (Au - 6) ,for all (a, b) + ( ,) (6.21..

Here and below, _ indicates congruence mod 2. Accepting (6.21.a, b), for the moment, the

relation (6.20) between 0 and [ follows, by definitions 2.3 and 6.1 of ' and 0, once we show

that

-6) 0 for each b {-,-}, (6.22.a)

0 - 6) - E"(A ) • (6.22.t)

We still remember, of course, that we consider the case A(s) Au > 0. It thus remains to
prove (6.21), (6.22), in that case.

We prove (6.22) first. Because ,(r) is G-invariant and independent of -r for A = A 0-6 < At,
the group G x S1 acts on any generalized eigenspace 4'a(v7) of D F(A, A). In particular, S'
acts by time shift. But the only irreducible representation of S1 with real dimension 1 is
the trivial representation, and all other irreducible representations have real dimension two.
Thus the can be obtained mod 2 from the corresponding multiplicities of the restriction

of D(F(A, C,\) to the spaces
ean X,

where X C C'(I, X) stands for the constant functions in C°(R, X). But obviously

,C-nx X {0),

by definition (6.8) of 47, which proves (6.22.a). It is equally obvious that

DCF(,\) = f(,z\) on =nX =X 0 ,

which proves (6.22.b).
We prove (6.21) next. Real pairs of eigenvalues becoming conjugate complex, and vice

versa, does not change any O' (mod 2). To prove (6.21) we therefore need to discuss only the
behavior of the critical (algebraically and geometrically) double Floquet exponent 17 = 0 as A
increases through AO. This Floquet exponent is related to the eigenfunctions associated to the
purely imaginary eigenvalue ±i#(Ao) at the generic center (Ao, zo), cf. (2.4). By the proof
of lemma 5.1, these eigenfunctions of q? = 0 belong to the space e+. This proves (6.21.b),

already. To prove (6.21.a) we perturb Ao, a+ (Ao) to A0 ± 6, o+(Ao ± 6). As A decreases from
A0 to A0 - 6, i.e. along the stationary branch, the critical Floquet exponent satisfies

= (A) .

% .
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Tog,-ther, (6.23) anl (6.25) in iply (6.21 .). This proves relation (6.20) between 45 awl if
A(s) > A., f,,r the bifurcating branch.

In cas. bifurcation occurs to the left, A(s) < All, just replace A by - A. This reflecti, n
in A reverses the signs of A(s) - AO, of X r and, consequently, of (A1 , z). But 0 rvliaiIS
unchanged and (6.20) remains valid. This completes the proof of proposition 6.3.E

§6.5 Proof of theorem 2.7 for finite G

With the help of propositions 6.2 and 6.3 above, we can now prove theorem 2.7 on generic
global Hopf bifurcation in the case of finite cyclic symmetry G = Z". This case will also
serve as a paradigm for G = Z, later.

Proof of theorem 2.7 (n < co)
Recall that we assume G = Z, , n < oo, and that the nonlinearity f is generic G-

equivariant so that theorem 5.2 on generic centers and theorem 5.11 on generic secondary
bifurcation both hold. Moreover we assume

= 0 (2.17)
rEd

for some binary orbit d E D(n), cf. definitions 2.3-2.5.
Similarly to the proof in the case of no symmetry (cf. §3), we define equivariant snakes

S C A x X. Let Z* C A x X be the set containing all G-centers (AO, x0) with representation
r E d, all periodic solutions (A, x(t)) with symmetry (G, K, e) such that

e E d and 0 5 0

for the orbit index 0 of (A, z(.)), and containing in addition the bifurcation orbits from table
5.2. Any maximal connected component of Z* which contains a center is called a snake. If

%"".
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s, ur;,. ()tl.rkis. just replace A by - A, reversing the sign of :1. L,,,, ally near an; . '
traject,,ry of type U), we nay orient the curve S of periodic trajectories such that

0 A increases (G.2 )

along S. Note that 0 is locally constant at such trajectories by homotopy invariance proposi.
tion 6.2. Near secondary bifurcations (A*, xj), exactly two of the emanating branches belou1g
to S, again by homopoty invariance proposition 6.2, and because e remains in d, cf. cor -.
lary 5.13. Moreover, the orientation ( 6.28) can be e, 'ended consistently through (A*, z.
The snake S cannot loop back onto a point of itself, by this construction. However, S is
bounded together with its minimal periods. Thus S terminates at another center (A'X,zt).
The orientation (6.28) of the entire snake S makes the source (A0, z0) the starting point of
S, by proposition 6.3. Again by proposition 6.3, the end point (A, 4o) of the oriented snake
S then must be a sink, as was claimed above. This completes the proof of theorem 2.7 in
case G = Z, is a finite cyclic group.C

§6.6 The case of G = R/Z

We now return to the case of infinite cyclic G = R /Z Z,,. First we define an orbit
index 0 for concentric and for rotating waves, which in fact coincides with the definition
in the no-symmetry case given by Mallet-Paret & Yorke IM-P&Y21. Then we show that
propositions 6.2 and 6.3 remain valid for this orbit index and for G = ZW. Finally we prove
theorems 2.6 and 2.7 for that case.

To define the orbit index 0 for G = Zoo we recall the operator setting F(f, A, f, p) = 0
for periodic solutions z rescaled to e, cf. (6.2), (6.3). We also recall from (6.5) and (6.6) the
spaces V', a {+,-}, given by y(r + 1) = ay(r), which are invariant under DCF(f, A, ,p).
Define

a a  the number of positive eigenvalues 1 of DfF on ea, (6.29)
counting algebraic multiplicities.

*V • 0 . • .' or IIIv. . . . . .
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Proof of propoiion 6.2 ((, 7Z ):
We considr type (), turns, and doublings first. Because 0 coincides with the orbit index

(3.11) of Mallet I'aret & Y,,rke by the remarks above, hoinotopy invariance of 0 follows frni
IM-T&Y2, Ch,,,kM-P&Y2;.

Alternatively we may invoke proposition 6.2 for finite G putting G := {0} artificially. That
is, we ignore all grou , structure which is actually present. In this perspective the doubling
bifurcations for concentric as well as for rotating waves in table 5.2 become flip doublings
with G= H = K = {0}, m = 1. Any way, homotopy invariance of 0 holds for type 0, turns
and doublings.

It remains to prove homotopy invariance of 0 at a freezing (AO, Xo), cf. table 5.2 (b.3).
From §5.3 we recall the setting (5.2-5.7) and in particular definition 5.3 of a freezing. We
denote the symmetry of the freezing (AO,xO) by (G,K,±e). We also recall the following
expression for the linearized flow IPt for the local branch (A, x,) of rotating waves

D.9p(f,A, zA) = p(1/) expj-p(aR - Dzf(A, x,,))] (5.5.b)

where R denotes infinitesimal rotation. Let X + resp. X- denote the representation subspaces

of the + resp. - representation of the cyclic group K = {0, /9,..., (e - 1)/e} on X, i.e.
p(1/ 9 ) = ±1d on X1. We transcribe a' from definition (6.29), (6.30) of the orbit index 0
into Floquet-multipliers j, i.e. into eigenvalues of D, 'lp. For a, b E {+,-}, A 0 A0 let

6(A) the number of real eigenvalues /, of
Dz Wp(f,A, z,)Jx : Xb - Xb

with ap > 1, counting algebraic multiplicity. (6.31)

Because K commutes with DzPp and all other representation spaces of K except the +-

representation spaces have even dimension in any eigenspace if D. IXpp we conclude

0oaA &a ( A)+04()(o 2)

INW-
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4/(A,. . :) . 4;'(A,, e) (v'od 2). (',2; _

p 1 :. i r ,. all fr, ii (T) ',,) atd the detl h ,-I, ,,f X ' that

D, ,,= b el, 'p( aR -+ Df(A, )),

No hul',s the ';4'(A) f,,r Df*, reniain unchanged (reid 2) if we replace DIP'r on X 'Ly

I' erpI D, f(A,zA~

f',r A A,,, i.e for a 0, the only eigenvalue on the unit circle of this operator on X* is th,

trivial sinle eigenvalue b - + I with eigenvector RA,, because the spectruin, of Dzf(A.. r'')

consists -f only a simple eigenvalue zero, cf. (S.7.a). Similarly, there is no eigcnvalue oh the

unit irc, when we consider X This situation persists for A near A(, by a perturbat i ,"

ar¢imi rit. Therefore (6-32) holds, and the pruof of proposition 6.2 is coiplete.Z

Proof of proposition 6.3 (G - Z :

F'or rotating waves, 0 and 4: b, th coincide with the orbit and center index of Mallet-Paret

& Yorke M-P&Y2, evaluated in X. Thus proposition 6.3 follows from JM-P&Y2,, see also

!Fie"), lezinia 4.3. Replacing X by X1' the previous two sentences also hold for concentric
wave.-"

Alternatively, we could resort to the proof of proposition 6.3 with G = {} again as in the

proof of proposition 6.2 (G = Z ).

Any way, proposition 6.3 is proved for G = Z.oo. -

Proof of theorem 2.7 (G
With propositions 6.2 and 6.3 being proved for G = Z,,, too, the proof of theorem 2.7

given in §6.5 for finite G = Z,, applies verbatim, replacing n < oo by n = oo. This proves

theorem 2.7 for G = . 0

Proof of theorem 2.6:
Again, we employ the proof of theorem 2.7 for finite G = Z, replacing n < oo by n = oo.

This time, however, we call a snake $ glcbal only if it is unbounded in R x X. If a global

snake exists we may put Z := S and theorem 2.6 is proved.

Otherwise, each snake S is bounded. But the minimal period on S may be unbounded.

From table 5.2(b) we recall that for rotating waves this may occur only at a freezing. Note

that # does not change at a freezing, by proposition 6.2. However, 9 does change sign.

Following the oriented bounded snake S from source to sink, as in the proof of theorem 2.7,

we can therefore only conclude that
)1d + -d = 0. (6.27)' 5'

rEdU(-d)

Still this is a contradiction to assumption ell

,Wd + ROO 0. (2.15)

This proves theorem 2.6.0

I r5V-.
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§7. General global theory

§7.1 Outline

The generic theory which we have developed so for suffers from its characteristic but very
restrictive genericity assumption (2.13), cf. theorems 2.6, 2.7 and their proofs in the previous
section. Proving theorems 2.9, 2.10 we dispose of this awful genericity assumption altogether.
However, the notions of virtual symmetry and virtual period as presented in definition 1.2
and in §4 now gain their full weight.

After a little preparation on elementary set topology we first prove theorem 2.10 and then
theorem 2.9 by generic approximation. Afterwards we prove corollary 2.13 which states that
"everything" also works for analytic semigroups. We use this proof to briefly summarize the
long line of theoretical reasoning which we have pursued so far, and which comes to its end
in this chapter.

§7.2 Convergence of continua

To motivate our excursion into set topology let us recall our basic strategy for a proof of
theorems 2.9 and 2.10, cf. §1.5 and §3.5. We are given a general, not necessarily gener"
nonlinearity f E 7 (see (1.36)) satisfying assumptions (2.20.a-c), in this chapter. We appro-
ximate f by generic nonlinearities gi E 7, for which we can apply theorems 2.6, 2.7. This
gives us global Hopf bifurcation for gi in form of a continuum Zi. Naively, we would like to
pass to a "limiting continuum"

C = "lim"zi

which should provide global Hopf bifurcation for f itself. Because life is not all that simple,
we are forced to some meandering.

Let us define a limit for any sequence Si of subsets of some metric space. Following
Whyburn [Why], we define

lir sup Si {z: z = lira zi, for some sequence zi, E Si , ij 0oo} (7.1)

io_!1 (i )
where dos denotes closure.

7.1 Lemma [Why]:
Assume that

(7.2.a) U Si is relatively compact,
(7.2.b) each Sj is connected, and
(7.2.c) there exists a converging sequence (zi)901 with zi E Si

Then lim sup Si is nonempty, compact, and connected.

%
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Proof:
Obviously lira sup S, is nonempty because it contains lira zi. By [Why, 1.91 lir sup S, is

connected. Being an intersection of closed sets, lira sup Si is closed. By assumption (7.2.a)

it is therefore also compact. This completes the proof.0

§7.3 Proof of theorem 2.10

We are given a cyclic factor Ho/Ko L- &n,, of the group F, and a binary orbit d E D(n)
such that M+d

H0 .K0  0 O.

To construct a global continuum C C A x XKO of H0-centers and periodic solutions of f, we
first construct a sequence Ck of ever larger continua for f with the desired virtual symmetries.
Each Ck will be bounded,but all Ck will contain a common center

z = (P,Xo)

of f. For k sufficiently large, Ck will not be contained in the set of centers of f. Rather, Ck
will contain some periodic solution with large norm in A x XKO, or with large virtual period.
Putting

C Uck
k

will then finish the proof.
Let us first fix a large constant co > 0 throughout the proof such that the following

conditions (7.3.a-c) all hold.

The set of centers of f in A x XKo is contained in the open (7.3.a)
ball Bco C A x XKO around (0,0) with radius co.

Any purely imaginary eigenvalue ±i at any center of f in (7.3.b)
A x XKo satisfies

21r/1#31 < co.

Lemma 4.10 holds for co, i.e. the set VP(co) of those cen- (7.3.c)
ters for which all virtual periods are less than co is dense
in the set of all centers.

Note that (7.3.a, b) can be satisfied by assumptions (2.20.a, b) on f. For (7.3.c) we need the
analyticity assumption (2.20.c) which enters into lemma 4.10.

To construct Ck, k > co, we choose a generic approximation

f = ig . (7.4)

More precisely, the gi E .7 are assumed to be generic in the sense of definition 1.3 so that
theorems 2.7, 5.2, and 5.11 hold for the action of the cyclic group

G Ho/Ko - Z,, n<oo

on X K O. Convergence in (7.4) is understood as uniform C'-convergence on bounded subsets
of A x XKo. Moreover, we may assume that assumptions (2.20.a, b) and likewise (7.3.a, 6)

A-,&
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still hold if we replace f there by gi, for any i. Indeed, all genericity requirements oil 9,
concerning centers outside of B,,, are satisfied automatically if no such centers arise by thc
perturbation gi of f.

Denoting the global equivariant Hopf index for f resp. g, by 1d resp. (
this implies that for all i > io (say, for all i)

+t~d +g) ~d %

H0 ,K0 (g,) = NHo K-(f) $ 0 (7.5)

Indeed, gi --+ f uniformly in C 1 on the bounded set B,0 and, with the above properties
of gi, (7.5) follows from definition 2.8 of d Ko* By (2.27), NKO relates to the generic

equivariant Hopf index )1d:

HONd (gi) - (gi) + Nnd (gi)

Without loss of generality, we may thus assume that, for all i,

0. (7.5)'

For each gi, theorem 2.7 provides us with a global continuum Zi C A x XKo of generic H0 -
centers with representations r E d of Ho/Ko 5 G, and of periodic solutions with symmetry
(Ho, K,e), K > K 0 , e d. Cutting off Zi suitably beyond a ball Bk or for minimal periods
> 2k we may elaborate on this continuum as follows. For any i and any k > co, we claim that
there exist connected compact sets ("snakes") Si.k C clos(k) with the following properties -"

(7.6.a-d):
Si.k contains exactly one center (7.6.a)

of gi, and periodic solutions with symmetry (HO, K, e), e E
d;

the minimal periods p of the periodic solution vary conti- (7.6.b)
nuously on Sik, except for possible jumps by a factor 2;

p < 2k on Si,k (7.6.c)

one of the following two conditions holds: (7.6.d)
(i) Si,k hits the boundary of Bk or

(ii) there exists a nonempty, compact, connected subset S!%C

Si,k and elements (A-., &-.k), (Ai,k, Zi,k) with minimal pe-
riods p,p, such that

co < : < 2co
k < p < 2k

and all minimal periods p on s$k satisfy

p co.

Indeed, Sijk are subsets of the global snake Zi which bifurcates from the center (Ai, zi). By
the generic bifurcation diagrams of theorem 5.11, minimal periods can only jump by factors 2.

I =-!

' p1w
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Finally Z, is a global continuum and, by (7.3.b), Z, does contain minimal periods 1, C c,, 2c
Thus (7.6.a-d) can be satisfied.

We fix k > co and construct Ck. Passing to a subsequence of t, if necessary, we may assume
that

lira (A,, z.) (A0, X)

exists. Note that (A0 ,x 0 ) is a center off. As in (7.1) we define

Ck lim sup S,,k. (7.7)

Note that all elements of Ck have the virtual symmetry properties desired for C. Indeed,
this follows from virtual symmetry corollary 4.6 together with Si.k _ cIos~k and boundedness
condition (7.6.c).

We claim that Ck is compact and connected. We apply lemma 7.1. Assumptions (7.2.b, c)
hold by construction. Trivially Uj Si,k 9 closBk, being bounded, is relatively compact. Thus
Ck is compact and connected.

Next we claim that C, is not contained in the set of centers of f, for k > k0 > co large
enough. We have to consider two cases. .,

Case 1 (7.6.d) - (i) is satisfied for a sequence ij ---+ oo (which may depend on k).
Then C1 hits the boundary of Bk, but this boundary does not contain any centers of f, by

(7.3.a) and k > co.

Case 2 (7.6.d) - (ii) holds for all i > io(k).
We give an indirect argument: suppose Ck consists only of centers. Discussing the virtual

periods on Ck we will obtain a contradiction. Replacing i by a subsequence, if necessary, we
may assume that (Aik, xik) converge for i -4 oo. By lemma 7.1 again,

0 "- limsup' S!

is connected and consists of centers of f, only. Because all centers lie on one-dimensional
branches, by assumptions (2.20.a, b), the set C' may be viewed as an interval. Now note that

C' VP(co) = 0

because any element of C' has some virtual period > co by construction of C' and by corollary
4.6 on virtual periods. The set VP(co) was defined in (4.18). Because VP(co) is dense in
the set of centers, by lemma 4.10, the interval C therefore consists of only one single center
(A', z). Here we use our analyticity assumption (2.20.c). By (7.6.b) and (7.6.d)-(ii), any
interval it, 2t] _ [co, 2k] contains at least one virtual period of (A', z'). Thus(,' ) has at
least 2

Jo different virtual periods provided that

V5'

2 °co < 2ko < 2k.

We derive a contradiction to lemma 4.8. Let jo be a uniform bound for the number of
different pairs of purely imaginary eigenvalues at centers of f. By lemma 4.8, (M4, x') has
then less than 2Jo distinct virtual periods, contradicting the above. Therefore, Ck Ck does
not consists only of centers. This closes case 2.

:,
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Finally, we define the continuum .4,

C J Ck.
k>ko .;

Note that C is connected since the Ck are and since (A0 , z) E Ck, for all k. Following the
reasoning in cases 1,2 above we see that for any k > k0 there exists a nonstationary periodic
solution (A, x) E C such that [(A, z) = k, or such that a virtual period of (A, z) is > 2-2j k.
Thus C is indeed global. Recalling that all solutions in C have the desired virtual symmetries
completes the proof of theorem 2.10. 0

7.2 Remark
We observe that analyticity assumption (2.20.c) can be dropped in theorem 2.10 if the set -

of H0-centers in XKO is known to be discrete. Obviously, the above proof goes through in
that case.

§7.4 Proof of theorem 2.9

With the proper modifications the proof follows the same scheme as the preceding proof of
theorem 2.10. We construct a sequence of ever larger bounded continua Ck with a common
center (Ao, zo) and define

C U Ck,
k

again. The main difference lies in the treatment of (virtual) period. Recall from §5.3 and in
particular from (5.7) that X is on a rotating resp. frozen wave iff

-QRX + f(A, X) = 0, RXi 0, (7.8)

for some a / 0 resp. a 0. Here R is the infinitesimal generator of H0 /Ko Z,,,, on X K ° .
Also recall that for a rotating wave

( e ) - 1l.

where p is the minimal period and (HO, K, O), K > K 0 , is the symmetry, as usual. The
analogous statements hold with f replaced by gi, of course.

By assumption (2.20.b), again, we may fix a large constant co > 0 such that

the set of centers of f in A x XKo is contained in the open (7.9)
ball B,0 g A x XKO around (0,0) with radius co.

Further we choose an approximation

f = lim gi

by generic gi, as in the proof of theorem 2.10, such that (2.20.a, b) hold for gi as well. By
uniform Cl-convergence on bounded sets, this implies

-xd -Yd
=OXK(0 H0 K( U 0 %

ll

J .
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for i > i0 (say for all i), and hence )d(g) 3 0 without loss of generality..
Cutting off the global continuum Zi which theorem 2.6 provides for any gi, we find a

compact connected set ("snake") Si,k _ clos(Bk), for each i and k > k0 > co large enough,
with the following properties (7.10.a-c):

Si.k contains exactly one center (7.10.a)

(A,xi;) E Bco,

and rotating or frozen waves, with symmetry (HO, K, 6) or
(H 0 , K,±e), K > Ko, e E d;

jai < k and 16i <_ 2k on Sik for a as in (7.8); (7.10.b)

one of the following two conditions holds: (7.10.c)
(i) Si.k hits the boundary of Bk, or

(ii) Sik contains a rotating or frozen wave (i.kY .k) with
symmetry (HO,Ki,k,ei,k) or (HO,Ki.k,±ei,k), Ki,, >V
Ko, such that It&kI E dn {k + 1,k + 2,...,2k).

Indeed, Si.k are subsets of the global snake Zi which bifurcates from the center (Ai, xi). We
choose i, k large enough so that (7.10.a) and (7.10.b) do not contradict each other. For (7.10.c)
we use that Zi is unbounded. Note that d n {k + 1, .. ,2k) consists of exactly one element.
Hence lei.kI is independent of i and, passing to a subsequence, we may assume

ei.k = 0k > 0.

Likewise Ki.k =: Kk is independent of k. We need the bounds (7.10.b) to construct limits
Ck, applying virtual symmetry corollary 4.6. We need (7.10.c) to make C = U Ck global.
Conditions (7.10.a-c) are analogous to conditions (7.6.a-d) from the proof of theorem 2.10.

Assuming again that
lim (Ao, ) = (Ao, XO)

exists we obtain compact connected sets

Ck := lim Si,k,
S- 00

as before. By the second part of virtual symmetry corollary 4.6, Ck consists of rotating
or frozen waves and of centers with the desired virtual symmetry properties. This uses
S. 9 dos Bk and the bounds (7.10.b). Note that case (4.9.d) cannot occur because stationary

solutions of f in X R are nondegenerate if linearized in XK, by assumption (2.20.a).
We show indirectly that

C := U Ck

is unbounded in A x XKO. Suppose C is bounded. Then Si,k satisfies case (ii) of (7.10.c)

for all but finitely many i, provided that k is fixed large enough. Thus (Aik,.i,k) exists,
satisfying

-ai,k,i,k + gi(A,,k, fi,k) = 0
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with aik = 0 (frozen wave), or with ai.k = (Pi.kk)- (rotating wave). Passing to a subse-
quence, if necessary, we may assume that

(ak, k, Xk) "= lr (Ci,k, .k, -.i,k)

exists, satisfying
-Ck) k +- f(k, k) = 0. (7.11)

Because (0k, 2k) E Ck and C = U Ck is assumed bounded, we may even assume that

2 ,) := lim(Ak, 2k)

exists. Moreover
lirn ak 0,

I-.00

because ai,k = (Pi.kk) - ' ,A > k, and because there exists a uniform lower bound on
minimal periods pi,k on bounded subsets of A x X, which depends only on a uniform bound
for the Lipschitz constants of the gi. Thus f(\, ) =0.

Suppose that
RZk 5 0 for k large enough. (7.12)

Multiplying (7.11) by IR'tkl-'R and denoting IRek-1,Rzk by gk we then obtain from (7.11)
the linearization

--tkRgk + Dzf(Ak,Xk)gk - . (7.13)

Choosing a convergent subsequence

lifl 9k E XKo\{O}
k

we conclude that

- D, f0,
because ir ak = 0. Because (A, ±) is a stationary solution of f, this contradicts the nonde-
generacy assumption (2.20.a).

Thus C is unbounded provided that(7.12) holds. Now suppose (7.12) does not hold, i.e.

,Rk = 0 for arbitrarily large k.

Then hk E XH is not a rotating or frozen wave but, by virtual symmetry corollary 4.6,
(0k, k) is a center with some virtual symmetry at least (HO, Rk, 4k). As usual, this implies
that some virtual symmetry (/k , kk, k) of (Xk, 2k) satisfies

KkOHO = k.

Now lemma 4.8 on virtual symmetries of centers implies that

Kk = KknHo KjnH0 ,

where Kj = r(.,,y } for some eigenvector yj as in lemma 4.8. On the other hand

1141 = l kI > k. (7.14)

Because the set of all k-centers is compact, cf. (2.20.b), and because the total multiplicity
of purely imaginary eigenvalues is finite at any fixed center, (7.14) is impossible if we choose
k large enough.

By this final contradiction, C is indeed unbounded and the proof is complete.O

1:
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§7.5 Proof of corollary 2.13

We briefly summarize the modifications which are necessary to prove theorems 2.6, 2.7,
2.9, 2.10 for an analytic semigroup setting with (2.32.a-d). Mainly we use that compactness
of the resolvent induces compactness of the semiflow.

In the proof of virtual symmetry corollary 4.6, we construct the Fredholm operators F
slightly differently from (4.1):

F t- _+ 1d A(,\i) .fi(,k'.0

As spaces we take H -F ' : (R, X). Note that we may assume the resolvent

ld
- A )

to exist. The resolvent is compact, hence Fj is indeed Fredholm.
The local bifurcation theory of §5 remains unchanged in the semigroup setting. For a proof

of genericity (§10) in the case of no symmetry see [Fie2]. The details for the symmetry case
can be completed along those lines, following §10. In particular, the transversality theorem
10.2 is already adapted to this treatment.

Using Floquet theory in the semigroup setting, our construction of the equivariant orbit
index 0, its homotopy invariance, and its relation to the center index 0 given in §6 remain
unchanged: these are all local considerations based on the results of §5. Because this esta-
blishes the same generic global pictures as in the finite dimensional case, the generic global
theorems 2.6 and 2.7 can be proved as in §6.

The first modification in §7 concerns the proof of the compactness assumption (7.2.a) of
lemma 7.1 on the sets Si := Si.k. But this follows because, for gi -" f, the set of points
on periodic or stationary solutions in some fixed ball Bk is relatively compact, again by
compactness of the semflow. The second modification concerns the limit # limk in the .

proof of theorem 2.9, cf. (7.13). In the semigroup case we obtain

-Ck IRk + A(Xk)gk + Dzf(k, tk)gk = 0, (7.13)'

instead of (7.13). Equivalently,

-Yk = A(k)-'(-kRk + Dzf(k,k)09k)

is a relatively compact sequence by compactness of the resolvent A(Xk)-. Thus we may pass
to the limit 9 and conclude

A(X)Y + Df( ,f)y = 0

at the stationary solution (1, f):

A(A)f + f( , )= 0.

This contradicts the nondegeneracy of (A, f) as in the earlier proof of theorem 2.9. With
these remarks, corollary 2.13 is proved.,

" - -1 1 ' 4
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s8. Applications

§8.1 Outline

We ilustrate our main theorems 2.9 and 2.10 for rotating and discrete waves with a pro-
totypical example: reaction diffusion systems with Brusselator kinetics, TNic&Pri]. First
we consider a ring of n identical well-stirred Brusselator cells which are coupled symme-
trically by diffusion along the sides of an ?-gon, cf. §8.2. Such 'Turing rings" 17ul have
attracted considerable interest from both the experimental and the mathematical point
of view, see e.g. fAle3, Ale, Ale&Au2, Aro&Doe&Oth, Ash&Oth, Cro&Field, Go&St3,
Schr&Hol&Kub&Marek, Schr&Marekl,2 Stu&Marek, Swil. Below we use the D,,1 (dihedral)
symmetry at such syvtems to find global continua of discrete waves. Local bifurcation is
studied extensively in jGo&St3, Go&Scb&St, SwI]. We compare our global results to those
of Alexander & Auchmuty [Ale&Au2I. As a second example, we consider the Brusselator
system with diffusion in a three-dimensional ball, i.e. under 0(3) symmetry. We find global
bifurcation of rotating waves, and of discrete waves with tetrahedral symmetry. Local bifur-
cation with such symmetry, among others, is analysed thoroughly in iGo&Sch&St, Go&St I].
The tetrahedral waves thave not yet been observed experimentally, to our knowledge.

Admittedly the Brosseh-tor is not the mtost realistic model for the Blouscw-Zhabotinskii
reaction, and one might prefer other models (Oregonator, FKN-model etc.) to compare
with experiments, Ae g. IfieKd 7TY4. Ty2j. We choose the Brumwlator as the simplest
prototype, expecting simillar waves but posibly different stability properties for other models.
We conclude this section in §8.4 with further examples (hypercycle, graphs of oscillators,
heterogeneous cataysis1 fluid dynamics) which are amenable to our theory. We only sketch
these applications phenomenologically, omitting any technical details.

YU. Coupled awIlaters

The a-gon of diffusively coupled.Brnsselatiors is iven by the following differential equations:

02(Z,+,. __-. 2  ,_13 ) + f1 (Z,, zjj.)
X* 2(,. - 2zjj + zX-12) + f2(MiZ,2J) (8.1-i)

for i (modni), or in more condensed form

0f i = 02(4z)i -+ f(;i). 8

Berex; = (zj, i, 2 ) R lR+ insthe concentration vectr in the i-th celz = (z, . E

(Az)i : ,l-c jj

is the "discretized Laphcmza" decibig diffusive coupling beten neighbinig cells and a 2 >
0 is a coupling constant. The Brusselatar kinetics

f(U1,U2) (fbf2 (ujs 2 )
is given by

V -b4I~imu
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2 (UI, U2 ) bU 1 UU 2  (8.2)

Finally, A > 0 is a real parameter describing essentially a quotient of diffusivities for xi I and
Xi, 2 . By definition of A, all stationary solutions of system (8.1) are independent of A. Thus
any stationary solution z gives rise to a "trivial branch" A P- (A, x) of stationary solutions.
In particular, there is a unique

homogeneous stationary solution z0 = (xz°,..., xz), i.e. a stationary solution with x ° =

-. z. This solution is given by

X?=... = =(1, b). (8.3)

The associated trivial branch is
A '-. (2,X).

Before going into Dn-equivariance of system (8.1), let us briefly analyze the eigenvalues p_
of the linearization L of (8.1) at this homogeneous stationary solution (A, Z°). This linear
analysis is quite similar to Turing's, cf. [Tul. Note that p E C is an eigenvalue of L if and
only if for some pLA E spec(-a 2 , )

0 1\,

Here spec(-a 2 A) denotes the set of real eigenvalues of

__ 2 ,3 R 2 n ., R 2 n

and B is the linearization off

B (f(1 o).=

In fact the algebraic multiplicity of an eigenvalue p of L equals the sum of algebraic multipli-
cities of A as a solution of (8.4), summing over those pAj E spec(-a2,A) for which (8.4) holds.

Indeed a2 ,A commutes with the linearization of the nonlinear part of (8.1) at z 0 , which is a
block diagonal matrix with n identical 2 x 2 blocks B. This proves the above claims.

Writing out the characteristic equation (8.4) explicitly, we obtain

2j, + ((Ap + I - b), + (p+ 1)).u + ()AA + 1/p,, + 2 - b)Id 0. (8.5)

Thus (A, z ° ) is a center if and only if

P4+I
A = b - 1 - > 0 and (8.6.a)

(P4 + I/P4 + 2 - b)p 4d > 0. (8.6.b)

At each such center, the purely imaginary pair p(A), 2(A) crosses the imaginary axis from left A.

to right as A increases because

d P > 0. (8.7)
~Re p(A) = 2A2  > 0 87

I-

+.- -r+' .' " ' ': " " -" t",L - TYa*.*h*-' .'- *.p.% *-= **9* -
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With this elementary eigenvalue analysis in mind, let us now consider the symmetry aspect
of system (8.1). The dihedral group D, is generated by a rotation t9 and a reflection x such
that

(0) LM Z,
(.c) _ x (8.8)

cf. e.g. jSer, 15.31. Equation (8.1) is equivariant with respect to the representation p of
F := D., acting on :=(x1,--- ,Z,) E R2" by

i =ad).(.9

(= ... ,-i

To find discrete waves in system (8.1) we apply theorem 2.10. As a cyclic factor Ho/Ko - n
of r = Dn we take Ho := (0) - Z, and Ko = {id). Then we choose some binary orbit
d E D(n), d c Z/nZ, cf. definition 2.4. Let r d (--d) denote an element which is closest
to 0 (putting r = 0 in case d = {0)). We claim that all assumptions of theorem 2.10 are
satisfied i the coefficients a2 and b in system 18.1) are chomen such Itai

i -+ tnsiZw1tiu ) c. ip . 'd. (8.10)

Let us first check assumptions (2.20.a-c). Note that A = (0, oo) here, X = RI2n, and XHo =

{(xl,...,z.) 1- =-"= z,, E R 2  isthe set ofhomogeneous states x E X. In XHO there
exists a unique stationary branch (A, x°), cf. 18.3). This branch has only nonzero eigenvalues
by the chwrateristic equation (.,becu= cnditiaui (edo) impfik.

in cae st > 0, whereas in case 0 . O we have

+ 1#4.A+ 2 -  ) 'A  = I > 0.

The set of centers in Ax XE. is bounded since A, defined by (8.6.a), 'M positive for only finitely
many pA- A&Aalytic dependence of The linearization on A is obvious, so that assumptions
(2.20.a-c) indeed hold.

It remains to check the conditian

M 0 (2.28)

on the global equivariant Hop! index X. Writing out I as in definition 2.8, we obtain

= (-.1)E:,(AO). X E ~ (LI

where the net crowing numben 4 an evainated for A E (0, oo) iaead of A (-oo, oo), cf.
(2.24) =d n ark 2.11. By (8.7), egeahmm 4s cam au the imaginary axis only from left

%?
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to right as A increases. Hence the x0 are all nonnegative, and X0 is positive if any center
with representation 3' occurs at all. We claim

x0 > 0; (8.12)

then N 96 0 is immediate. To find a center with representation r of Ho = (0) S Z,, we
decompose XKo = X = R 2 , into representation subspaces

o<j!_n/2

as in (2.22). Using e.g. [Ser, §2.6] we find that X, is spanned by the real and imaginary parts
of the vectors

E ezp(-21rikr/n) ek,' , t= 1,2, (8.13)
k=1

with ek., denoting the unit vectors in R2n. A short calculation shows that the restriction to
X, of

-C23 = - a2 (p(6) - 1 - 2 id + p(6))

acts as multiplication by the eigenvalue

pA = 4a 2 sin2 ( rr/n). (8.14)

Going back to condition (8.6.a) for a center, we obtain indeed a center with A > 0 in the
representation space X, because

b -1 - j = b - I - 4a2 sin 2 (rr/n) > 0

by r,,ndition (8.10) on a2 and b. This proves that X' > 0 (and in fact X' = 2 if r $ 0, n/2).
C nbequently

N+d0.
Ho.Ko

Thus theorem 2.10 applies to the ring of n coupled Brusselators and we obtain a global
continuum

C _ (0, oo) x X

of discrete waves. We claim that theorem 2.10 actually controls virtual symmetry on C to be
given precisely (not just "at least") by

(Ho, K,e), eEdu(-d),

in case d 5 {0). Indeed suppose that (Ho, K, 0) extends to a larger symmetry (, k, 6).
Then necessarily A = Dn = r, because r itself is the only group strictly containing Ho.
Because /I/ is cyclic, this implies k > Z, = Ho. Hence K = K n Ho = Ho, i.e. e =

0, d = (0), which proves the above claim. Periodic solutions with 9 = 0 are homogeneous

z1(t) =...= (

Their symmetry is given by
(Dn, Dn, 0).

" -- . -. .%- . ..- % .. :.. .. :.. %.. . .. I . % . %. A
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Let us return to a nonhomogeneous periodic solution r(t) with virtual symmetry (HO, K, e),
e # 0. Assume x(t) has no virtual period except for the minimal period itself. Then
(H.u, K,e) is the symmetry of x(t), by lemma 4.11. In particular this holds if x(t) is hy-
perbolic. Here we have reached our goal, set up in question (1.7): we have found periodic
solutions with prescribed symmetry, in a global sense.

In accordance with remark 2.11 we note that the continuum C is also called global if it stays
bounded and just extends to arbitrarily small values of A > 0. For system (8.1), however,
this phenomenon should not occur. We sketch a reason. If A > 0 is very small, then z(t)
rapidly approaches the set

r, 1r?,2  bri,1  for all 0 < i < n,

to within a small distance (use e.g. [Hopp]). Afterwards, the dynamics is equivalent to that
of

Xi.l = C(2 (Xi_. 1 - 2x;i + xi+,,) + 1 - xi.1

which tends to equilibrium z = x0 . Therefore C is unbounded, or contains arbitrarily large
virtual periods.

As a very concrete example we pick n = 1986 = 2 . 3 • 331. How many global equivariant
Hopf indices :td do we get for H0 = Z, and K0 = {id}? Equivalently: how manyH0 .K0
different sets d U (-d) occur? At the end of §2.3 we have found

ID(n)l = 24 for n = 1986.

Observing that d = -d for any d E D(n), we thus obtain 24, possibly different, global
equivariant Hopf indices for 1986.

Let us compare this example, at least phenomenologically, to the result of Alexander &
Auchmuty [Ale&Au2] mentioned in §1.2. For a more in-depth discussion see §9.4. Alexan-
der & Auchmuty assume some "oddness" for X%, roughly, and obtain global continua (in a
somewhat different sense) of periodic solutions (A, x(t), 0) with

=,+1 (t) x ri + (1/n) f), (8.15)

where kp is some multiple of the unknown minimal period p of r(t). Identifying H0 with
Zn via 6 = 1/n such solutions have symmetry (Ho,K,1), in our notation, with

0 -ki (mod n) (8.16)

because

r,(t + (kl/n)p) = xi+(t) = ( p(1/n) r(t - (9/n)p) )i+'

= X(t - (e/n)p).

For example, pick some I which is relatively prime to n. Because Alexander & Auchmuty
have no control on the minimal periods p of the solutions, k may be anything. In particular,
O can be anything, by (8.16). In contrast, we have some control over e as we have illustrated
with the 24 different Hopf indices for n = 1986. On the other hand, if n is a prime number
with maximal multiplicative order of 2,

ord;,(2) = n-1, 1
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then LD(n)I = 2 and we do not gain much more control over e than Alexander & Auchmuty
have already. This is expected to happen for about 37% of all prime numbers by Artin's
conjecture [Sha, §32]. In these "worst" cases, our condition N # 0 is only slightly better than
a condition like X odd.

Picking Hu = Z,, :5 Dn, so far, we have not encountered reflection invariant waves like
H = K ( c), or (6K), which are sometimes called standing waves. In that case, our global
results are much weaker, and are more reminiscent of symmetries in stationary bifurcation.
In fact, such waves can bifurcate into H = (K), K = {id} through a flop, cf. §5. And if
H = K = (Kc), then the actual virtual symmetry may be much bigger than just ((x,), (K.), 0).
For example it might be given by

(Di, D, , 0)

where ii is a divisor of n. Spreading some optimism: a generic theory for global Dn-equivariant
Hopf bifurcation seems feasible and might help here.

We conclude our discussion of Turing rings with a quote from Turing's original paper JTu,

§1311, written in 1951. The term "wave" theory basically stands for his analysis of the
linearized equations:

The "wave" theory which has been developed here depends essentially on the assumption
that the reaction rates are linear functions of the concentrations, an assumption which is
justifiable in the case of a system just beginning to leave a homogeneous condition. Such
systems certainly have a special interest as giving the first appearance of a pattern, but they
are the exception rather than the rule. Most of an organism, most of the time, is developing
from one pattern into. another, rather than from homogeneity into a pattern. One would
like to be able to follow this more general process mathematically also. The difficulties are,
however, such that one cannot hope to have any very embracing theory of such processes,
beyond the statement of the equations. It might be possible, however, to treat a few particular
cases in detail with the aid of a digital computer.

§8.3 Reaction diffusion system

A Brusselator reaction diffusion system with 0(3) symmetry is given by

X, Q2 AzT+ i(x), (E)

a'X 0(8.17)8z = 0 ( an)

Here the domain 42 denotes the unit ball in _R3 , z = z(t,) = (z, z2)(t, ) E R+ x R+ are
concentrations, f(x) is the Brusselator kinetics (8.2), A > 0 is a real parameter describing
essentially a quotient of diffusivities for xz and z 2 and a2 > 0 is a diffusion constant. By
standard theory [Hen], assumptions (2.32.a, b) are satisfied on the Sobolev space

X H2 (12) x H2 (12)

Therefore (8.17) generates an analytic semigroup on X and, by corollary 2.13, we may apply
theorems 2.9 and 2.10 to this reaction diffusion system, once conditions (2.32.c,d) on the
group action are checked.
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As before, we note that the stationary solutions are independent of the parameter A > 0.
In particular, there is a unique homogeneous, i.e. - independent, stationary solution

- (1,) (8.18)

with associated trivial branch (A, z°). This is due to Neumann boundary conditions. The
linearized stability analysis along the trivial branch now proceeds verbatim as in the cou-
pled oscillator case, i.e. equations (8.4)-(8.7) remain valid, if we just replace Pdj by 'i 4 E
spec(-az2 A) everywhere. Indeed we obtain (8.17) from (8.1) if we just replace the discretized
Laplacian 3 by A with Neumann boundary conditions.

Let us now consider the symmetry aspect of the reaction diffusion system (8.17). The
system is equivariant with respect to the representation p of r = 0(3) on z E X given by

((Ox)() := C1 0 ) (8.19)

Indeed d with Neumann boundary conditions on the unit ball 12 commutes with this repre-
sentation, and so does the nonlinearity i. Therefore equivariance assumption (2.32.c) holds.
For a general background on A, spherical harmonics, representations of 0(3) and local bi-
furcations we refer to [Go&Sch&St, Go&Stl, Ihr&Go, Smo&Was3, VanS]. Taking a ball as
the domain 1? provides a special case of an axisymmetric domain. Global Hopf bifurcation
for axisymmetric domains (rotating and frozen waves) was treated by Alexander &Auchmuty
[Ale&Aul], and we comment on their results at the end of §8.3.1. For a numerical simulation
in a disc see [Ern&H-K]. For another example on the circle see [Doe&Ker2].

8.3.1. Let us try to find rotating waves in system (8.17). We need a cyclic factor
HOIKo - zo = R/z of P = 0(3). Such a factor is given by H0 = SO(2) and K 0 = {id}.
We postpone a discussion of other choices of H0 , K 0 , for the moment. Note that R is given
by an expression

=x 2r(- 2 - f IX + af X

in suitable coordinates = ( 1, 2, 3). Thus R : X, - X is bounded if we pick w > 1/2. In
other words, assumption (2.32.d) holds and theorem 2.9 can be applied.

We select any nonzero binary orbit d E D(oo), cf. table 2.2:

d = {21r10<j<oo}, rodd. (8.20)

Let ju' denote the smallest eigenvalue of the radial boundary value problem

2 r(r + 1)
u"(R) + Rju'(R) -)R2 = -. u(R)

U,'(0) u0'() = 0 (8.21)

Note that r is the first positive maximum of the spherical Bessel funcion jr, see
[Abram&Ste, ch.10]. We claim that all assumptions of theorem 2.9 are satisfied if the coeffi-
cients a2 and b in system (8.17) are such that

a2 < b < 4. (8.22)

Checking assumption (2.20.a) we immediately notice a pitfall. Even Xr = XOzs) may contain
many stationary solutions, possibly degenerate, besides the trivial branch (A, z° ) of homo-
geneous stationary solutions. Indeed any radial solution lies in Xr, and any axisymmetric

S

.1
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solution lies in XSO( 2), up to conjugacy. So we will follow remark 2.11 and apply theorem
2.9 only in the subset Y of A x X which has all axisymmetric stationary solution branches
removed, except for the trivial branch (A, z0 ) itself. Then assumption (2.20.a) holds, as in
the Dn case. Similarly assumption (2.20.b) persists to hold for the reaction diffusion system
(8.17).

Again it only remains to check the condition

tHo,Ko $ 0 (2.28)

on the global equivariant Hopf index (definition 2.8). By the same reasoning as in the D,
case it is sufficient to show that some center with the nontrivial representation r of SO(2)
occurs. In the light of our assumption (8.22) and of condition (8.6.a) for a center it is therefore
sufficient to show that

A a2 2A E spec(-a 2 ,A), and (8.23.a)
the representation r of SO(2) occurs in the eigenspace of (8.23.b)

Writing out A in spherical coordinates (8.23.a) is immediate. Moreover, the representation
of 0(3) on the eigenspace of iud comes from the representation of 0(3) on the space Vr
of spherical harmonics of degree r; dim V, = 2r + 1. Of course, SO(2) acts on 1'r. The
decomposition of V into irreducible representations of SO(2) is given by

V, = Wo E W 1 ... W, (8.24)

where dim Wo = 1, dim Wk = 2 for k > 0. This is the Cartan decomposition of the irreducible
representation Vr of 0(3) for the maximal torus SO(2). Knowing spherical harmonics, this
decomposition can be obtained explicitly; see e.g. [Br6&tD, §11.10, Go&Sch&St, §XIIJ]. In
the decomposition (8.24), the group SO(2) acts by representation k on Wk. Putting k = r
this proves (8.23.b), and hence )I is nonzero.

Thus theorem 2.9 applies to the Brusselator system (8.17) in the unit ball and we obtain
a global continuum

C C y C (o, oo) xX

of rotating and frozen waves. Note that C might terminate at a nonhomogeneous asisymmetric
stationary solution because such solutions are not contained in Y/. By theorem 2.9 the only
other possibility is that C is unbounded in A x X. In fact we do not expect C to extend down 7
to A = 0, by the same reasoning as in §8.2. Note that our solutions have virtual symmetry
at least

(S0(2), K, e), 9 = ±23 r for some j. (8.25)

Solutions with such symmetry may be visualized as rotating or frozen spiral waves with 2. r
arms. Strictly speaking, however, our symmetry analysis does not distinguish spirals from
other geometric objects. Also, we only count identical arms as contributing to 2• r: the
symmetry point of view may amount to a "numerical arms reduction". Agladze & K(rinsky
IAgl&KriJ have created spiral waves with 1 to 4 arms in a Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction,
experimentally. They use a setting with 0(2) geometry, which could be treated analogously
to the above lines. However, these spirals do not seem to appear in a rigidly rotating fashion
- we comment on a possible explanation in §9. Numerical simulations showing several arms
were performed by Rovinsky [Rov], unfortunately in a D4 geometry (12 is a square) which

<1
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somewhat resists a rotating wave analysis. For further discussion see the survey [Win] by
Winfree.

Can the symmetry
(SO(2),K, e), e = ±2jr (8.25)

extend to a larger virtual symmetry? Let Z2 := {id, -id) _ 0(3). Then the symmetry
above could extend to

(c e SO(2) , Zo E K,9) (8.26)

in the obvious way. This extension corresponds to solutions z with

Checking a list of subgroups of 0(3), cf. e.g. 1Ihr&Go,theorem 2.8, Go&Sch&St,§XIII), we
see that (8.25), (8.26) with K finite exhaust all possibilities for Zoo factors in 0(3), up to
conjugacy. Thus (8.26) cannot be extended if e $ 0, and (8.26) is the only possible extension
of (8.25). Picking H0 = Z2 E SO(2), K0 = Z we can proceed analogously to the above
discussion to obtain rotating waves with virtual symmetry (8.26). We only have to replace
condition (8.22) by the slightly stronger version

+ a A +  < b < 4

because -id E 0(3) acts as (-1)" on V, when r is odd, while -id E 0(3) acts trivially on
V,+. Let us also recall again that the word "virtual" can be dropped e.g. for hyperbolic
rotating waves, by lemma 4.11.

Comparing our results to those of Alexander & Auchmuty [Ale&Aull, our remarks of §8.2
still apply. Analogously to §5.3, they solve

-aIR + A(A)z + f(A,x) = 0 (5.3)

and obtain a global continuum of triples (a,A,x) under some "oddness" condition on the
crossing numbers X,. This yields rotating, frozen, or concentric waves - but no control on
9. At the expense of introducing virtual symmetry we can recover and extend their result.

8.3.2. Next we turn to tetrahedral waves. We choose H0 = e ED T and K0 = Z'
D2 . Here T < SO(3), called the tetrahedral group, describes the symmetry of a regular
tetrahedron ( T Se A4 is the group of even permutations of 4 elements given by the vertices
of the tetrahedron). It contains D2 which consists of rotations over 7r around the three axes
joining opposite mid-edges of the tetrahedron (D 2 Z Z 2 9 Z2 is the Klein 4-group). We
note that

Ho/Ko ~

is cyclic. For a reference see Jlhr&Go, Go&St1J. In [Go&Stl local Hopf bifurcation with
tetrahedral symmetry was observed for the first time.

We pick the nonzero binary orbit

d = E D(3)

and assume that condition (8.22) holds for r = 2, i.e.

I+ < b < 4. (8.22)"
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As usual, conditions (2.20.a-c) then hold with A x X replaced by Y (i.e. all nonhomogeneous
stationary branches in XHO are removed). Moreover

€ 0
HO,Ko 0

because a center occurs with a representation r E d of Ho/Ko L Z 3 . We claim that such
a center comes from the representation of 0(3) on the five-dimensional space V2 of spherical
harmonics of order 2. Indeed we obtain from [Go&Stl,§15, Go&Sch&St,§XIII] the following
dimensions of fixed point subspaces

dim VT 0

dim VD2 = 2.

Thus T/D 2 S' E 3 acts nontrivially while Z' acts trivially on V2 , and our claim can be
proved along the previous lines.

Checking the list of subgroups of 0(3) (Ihr&Go, theorem 2.8] we see that such symmetries

(Ze T, Zc e D2 ,e), e E {±1) (8.27)

cannot be extended. Thus we obtain a global continuum C C Y of tetrahedral waves with
virtual symmetry given by (8.27). Again we do not expect C to extend down to A - 0.

In the special setting of our reaction diffusion system (8.17) it was natural to give the
weakest condition, (8.22)", which still guarantees bifurcation of tetrahedral waves. This
condition involves the representation of 0(3) on V2, the spherical harmonics of degree 2.
However, tetrahedral waves also bifurcate from all centers which involve representations on
V, r > 4. Their symmetry (no "at least", no "virtual" this time ) is given, locally, by

(Z'7DT,Z"ED 2 ,09),E { ±I) for even r>4, (8.28)

(Z' DT, D2 , e),eE (±1) for odd r> 4, (8.29)

Using the language of Golubitsky & Stewart [Go&Sti], the reason is the following. For
the action of r x S1 on the eigenspaces of purely imaginary eigenvalues associated to V,
the symmetries (8.28) resp. (8.29) turn out to be maximal isotropy subgroups for each

r > 2, r 0 3. In our discussion in §9.2 we will show that there is always bifurcation, locally,

for any maximal isotropy subgroup (theorem 9.1). This proves our claim in the example.
In our case, the dimensions of fixed point subspaces belonging to (8.28), (8.29) are at least

two. In contrast, [Go&Stl, §151 compute those r for which the dimensions of these isotropy
subspaces are exactly two. Therefore they get bifurcation of tetrahedral waves only from V
with r = 2,4,5,6,7,9. In this respect, our global results are stronger even when applied only
locally.

ma
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§8.4 More examples

In this section we indicate various examples to which our theory applies. However, we
do not elaborate on any of these examples. We only describe the natural symmetry F of
the problem and, occasionally, give candidates for H0, K0 , Ho/Ko. These choices suggest
certain types of rotating or discrete waves which may relate to observed phenomena. To
corroborate the suggestions it is necessary to first select suitable one-parameter models of
these phenomena. Then one may compute the global Hopf index as in the previous examples.
This can be done, in principle and it may require numerical analysis in some of the problems
described below. Surveying our examples, we also collect hints on open questions, which we
discuss in the next section.

8.4.1. Our first example is theoretical and not too specific. Centered around the pa-
per by Golubitsky and Stewart [Go&Stl] there are many local results which are related to
applications; see e.g. [Go&St2, Go&St3, Mon&Rob&St, Rob&Swi&Wag]. A fair amount of
work is spent on finding, for given representations, isotropy subgroups of F x S' with two-
dimensional fixed point subspace. As in the example of tetrahedral waves above (§8.3.2) this
dimension restriction is not necessary to prove local Hopf bifurcation for maximal isotropy
subgroups. This will be established in theorem 9.1 below.

8.4.2. A second, still general class of examples are Hamiltonian systems

- Hq(p, q)

- Hp(p,q) (8.30)

with F-invariant Hamiltonian H(-yp, -yq) = H(p, q), for all vY E F. For a background and
more general settings see e.g. [Ab&Mars]. Special examples are the spherical pendulum,
F = 0(2), and a circular ring of Hamiltonian coupled oscillators, r = D" jvG&Val]; see also
jvdM]. Adding dissipation, (8.30) becomes a one-parameter family

= -Hq(p,q) + AHp(p,q)
(8.31)

= Hp(p, q) + AHq(p, q)

and theorems 2.9, 2.10 yield a global version of the Ljapunov center theorem with symmetry.
For a detailed local analysis see jvdM, Mon&Rob&St]. We note that N = 0 in the 1 : -1
resonance analyzed in [vdMJ. In the case of no symmetry, the dissipation trick was already
used in (Ale&Y1J.

8.4.3. A famous example, which contains symmetry for conceptual simplification, is
Eigen's hypercycle [Ei&Schu, Hof&SigI. It consists of a circular loop of mutually reacting
enzymes. The symmetry is r = Z,, and we may take H0 = Z,, and K0 = {0}. Waves with
such symmetries might be interpreted as generators for biological clocks; symmetry breaking
(flip, flop) is related to frequency doubling. A local Hopf bifurcation analysis, disregarding
the symmetry aspect, was performed in [Hub].

8.4.4. The example of a Turing ring, §8.2, can be generalized as follows. Consider a finite,
directed or undirected graph 9, i.e. a set of vertices together with a neighboring relation which
defines the edges. Given i E 9 let J4 _ 9 denote the neighbors of i connecting to i. Let each
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vertex be occupied by an "oscillator", i.e. by some ODE kinetics E(z,), E CI(RN, RN).
Fix a coupling function c = c(zj, xi), cE Cl(jN x RN, RN) and consider the system

ii = (xi) + E c(rj,xi) - F c(,x,zi), i E . (8.32)
jE No j: iEWi

For similar settings see e.g. [Ash&Oth, Stu&Marekj. Disregarding symmetry aspects, global
Hopf bifurcation for such networks has been studied by Alexander JAle2].

Let now r be the symmetry group of the graph, i.e. the set of permutations Y of 9 such
that X(i) = "y(Xi), for all i. Then (8.32) is equivariant with respect to r. Choosing an
appropriate parameter A we may apply our global theory. Oscillations in crystal lattices
come to mind as an example for infinite graphs 9. Imposing spatial periodicity this reduces
to (8.32). Of course, generalizations going beyond the particular form of (8.32) would be
possible. -

Linear coupling c(zj,zi) = Xj - zi in an undirected n-gon leads to the Turing ring (8.1)
of §8.2. If we consider electric coupling of cells [Cro&Field] then logarithmic expressions for
c are more appropriate. Working with convolution type integral equations, instead of ODEs,
we may also treat neural nets as in [adH, Fie4].

As a side remark we note here that graphs (8.32) may oscillate stably where the individual
f does not, see [Sma3, How, Ale3j. This effect occurs already for just two symmetrically
coupled oscillators. Two coupled oscillators can also show apparently chaotic dynamics [Ale4,
Cro&Field, Schr&Hol&Kub&Marek, Schr&Marek2], a phenomenon which we attempt to
relate to global Hopf bifurcation briefly in §9.5.

8.4.5. Our next example concerns the simplest exothermic reaction A -+ B in a po-
rous catalyst pellet. See [Aris] for an account of the work of Lee and Luss on oscillations,
including a numerical simulation in one space dimension. For an analysis of the problem
without symmetry, including the related problem of isothermal oscillations with Langmuir-
Hinshelwood kinetics, see [Fiel, Fie3]. Including symmetry 0(2) resp. 0(3) for a cylindrical
resp. spherical catalyst pellet it should be possible to find effects like rotating hot spots
(Ho = SO(2), K 0 = {id}). This example will certainly require some numerical input to
compute the global equivariant Hopf index M'. For a relation to two-parameter problems see
again §9.5.

8.4.6. Continuing with PDE examples we mention problems on S1 , i.e. with circular
symmetry. The simplest such example, with SO(2) symmetry, is the scalar parabolic equation

t= €+ f( , Z), X(ES 1 E = R/. (8.33)

Due to the scalar nature of this equation the dynamics of rotating and frozen waves can
be analyzed in great detail, including instability of rotating waves and heteroclinic orbit
connections between them, see [Ang&Fiel. The methods used there (maximum principles,
invariant manifolds, and some topology) are entirely different from our present approach.
Still (8.33) is an illustrative example to visualize our present results on global bifurcation of
rotating waves z = z( - cf), because such rotating waves are just periodic solutions of the
second order equation

ci) = X"+ f(z,').

A system with SO(2)-symmetry is given by the ring laser [Ren&Hak]. Besides rotating waves
one also observes periodically "modulated" rotating waves. These correspond to invariant tori
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bifurcating from the rotating wave, see e.g. [Ren). For a local analysis of .'O(2)-synimetric
systems, including such tori, see [vG&M-P&Tak]. We encounter this bifurcation again in
fluid dynamics, cf. 8.4.7, and we revisit it in §9.6.

8.4.7. Concerning fluid dynamics we mention Benard convection and the Taylor expe-
riment, cf. [Go&Sch&St]. In Benard convection, one of the observed stationary solutions
consists of hexagonal rolls covering the plane [Go&Swi&Kno, -Satl]. In (Rob&Swi&Wag]
periodic solutions are discussed in such a hexagonal configuration. The associated equiva-
riance group r is a semidirect product of the torus SO(2) x SO(2) with the dihedral group
D 6 . In fact, the torus comes from translations in the underlying hexagonal lattice and D0 is
the symmetry of the hexagon. In (Rob&Swi&Wag] the simplest Hopf bifurcation with this
equivariance is discussed, locally. It occurs in real dimension 12 of the eigenspace. All fixed
point subspaces for maximal isotropy subgroups (cf. §9.2) happen to be two-dimensional
in that case. In view of remark 8.4.1 above our global results therefore do not improve on
this local bifurcation question. On the contrary, the uniqueness and stability results on the
bifurcating branches given in [Rob&Swi&Wag] are beyond our grasp. Only some very weak
result on exchange of stability enters into proposition 6.3 on the coupling between center
index 0 and orbit index P. The weakness is that stability implies 0 = +1, but not vice
versa. Of course, our global techniques are not confined to those "simple", low-dimensional
singularities which can be understood thoroughly after sufficient imput of ingenuity. Still,
the singularity approach is preferable whenever it is viable.

In the Taylor experiment on fluid flow between rotating cylinders we encounter F = 0(2) x
SO(2) equivariance, if we look for patterns which repeat periodically with a certain fixed r
characteristic height. Rotating waves occur with various symmetries (HO, K, e), e.g. as wavy
vortices, twisted vortices and spiral cells; see [Go&St2] and the references there. In [Go&St2]
a simultaneous stationary and Hopf bifurcation is analyzed, in 6-dimensional space. Our
previous remarks apply.

8.4.8. Going beyond rigidly rotating waves there is experimental evidence for torus bi-
furcations from rotating waves, again, cf. [Go&St2], [Rand] for a mathematical account. In
Taylor flow such tori may figure e.g. as "modulated wavy vortices". One idea to find torus
bifurcations of this kind by purely local techniques is discussed in JvG&M-P&Tak, §41. They
consider generic 0(2)-equivariant Hopf bifurcation with the usual 4-dimensional eigenspace.
As [Go&St 1], they obtain bifurcation of two branches of rotating waves (related by reflection) %
and of a 2-torus of standing waves (related by rotation). Perturbing the reflection symmetry
slightly, two generic SO(2)-equivariant Hopf bifurcations appear consecutively. They gene-
rate the two rotating wave branches. The 2-tori may persist, bifurcating through a secondary %
bifurcation from one of the rotating wave branches. Note that this example also illustrates %
nicely how a generic SO(2) equivariant bifurcation picture arises out of an 0(2) situation, in
harmony with our presentation in §5. Another idea to study torus bifurcations by local tech-
niques is that of mode interaction. Considering 0(2)-equivariant Hopf bifurcation, Chossat
& Golubitsky & Keyfitz [Chos&Go&Key] have studied the local bifurcation behavior at a
center with eigenvalues (modes) ±i, ±iw and w irrational. In normal form, they obtain rota-
ting waves, bifurcating 2-t and even 3-tori, already in the case of a 6-dimensional eigenspace.
For more results on mode interactions leading to tori see e.g. IChos&Dem&Io, Dal, Da2,
Da&Arm, Da&Kno, Go&St2], and the survey in [Go&Sch&St]. Of course, one would like
to analyze such tori not only near steady states. Let us also revisit here the experiments of
Agladze and Krinsky [Agl&Kri] on multiarmed spirals in the Belousov-Zhabotinsky medium.
The repeated connection and disconnection of arms in the core of the spiral, which they
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report, might be due to a torus bifurcation from a rigidly rotating multiarmed spiral which
has thus lost stability. We will return to the torus problem from a theoretical point of view
in §9.6.

Concerning tori, let us finish this section with a surprising example due to J. Swift [Swil.
The tori which we have disussed so far all come from rotating waves, i.e. from an SO(2)-
factor in the equivariance group r. In contrast, Swift considers a Turing ring of 4 coupled
oscillators, as in §8.2 above, with D4 symmetry. He detects some open set of one-parameter
bifurcation problems in this context, for which a 2-torus bifurcates locally, directly from the
stationary solution. This torus occurs due to only a discrete symmetry D4! In a much more
degenerate situation, such a possibility has also been observed by Alexander & Auchmuty
[Ale&Au2I. Finding such tori certainly goes far beyond the scope of our present theory.

%I
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§9. Discussion

§9.1 Outline

We finally put our results into a variety of perspectives. In §9.2 we draw a local conclu-
sion from our global results: locally, there is always bifurcation for any "maximal isotropy"
H 9 (theorem 9.1). Then we discuss, or rather circumvent, stability questions (§9.3). We
believe that this question, if asked globally, should be addressed numerically but we see some
obstacles. Anyhow, generic results may prove to be a useful tool. Returning to results of Ale-
xander, Auchmuty, and Yorke on global Hopf bifurcation in §9.4, we compare the topological
approach with the genericity, singularity theory approach followed here. Basically we find
the genericity approach more flexible, at least for periodic solutions. For example, it is closer
to the goal of finding continua with arbitrarily large minimal period. Such continua may lead
to homoclinic solutions or to openly chaotic phenomena. In §9.5 we link this circle of ideas to
the open question (9.7) of homotopy (non-) invariance of our global equivariant Hopf index
N. In systems without symmetry, obstruction to homotopy invariance comes from stationary
solutions with a multiple eigenvalue zero. Recall that we have excluded eigenvalues zero alto-
gether by assumption (2.20.a). In §9.6 we discuss eigenvalues zero imposed by equivariance.
We are led to a discussion of invariant manifolds of solutions, given by group orbits. This is a
generalization of rotating/frozen waves. For an example, we return to the question of 2-tori,
which bifurcate from rotating waves. Global bifurcation of such tori is open, cf. (9.13), but
not beyond the fringes of hope.

§9.2 Maximal isotropy subgroups

Paradoxically, one might think, global results in fact answer local questions. Here is an
example. We consider the F-equivariant Cl-system

= f(A, ), (9.1)

x E X - RN A E R as usual, and assume

AA,0) = 0 (9.2.a)
spec Df(0, 0) = {±i) (9.2.b)

where spec denotes the spectrum and i is assumed to have
geometric (and algebraic) multiplicity N/2;

sign Re(spec Df(A,0) = sign A for A near 0. (9.2.c)

These assumptions are slightly more general than the basic assumptions (H 1), (H2) of Go-
lubitsky & Stewart [Go&Stl, §5]. Letting A := Df(0,0) we have the following action of
r x s , S RIZ, on X

ik(y, t)X0 := p(h)e- 2ffAdX0 . (9.3)
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Note that (H, K, e) is a virtual symmetry of z = 0 at A 0 if and only if

H" = {(h, e(h))I h E H} < Tx S (9.4)

is an isotropy group of some x E S \ {0) under this representation, cf. definition 1.2; moreover
q = 21r is the only virtual period by assumption (9.2.b). For completeness we note that
any isotropy group for the representation A has the form (9.4) with some homomorphism
e : H-,S 1 .

Following [Go&Stl, §12] we call an isotropy group E < r' x S1 a maximal isotropy
subgroup if no other proper isotropy subgroup of r x S1 contains E. Assume, for a moment,
that an isotropy subgroup E of r x S' is given with

,w'

dimRXZ = 2. (9.5)

Then [Go&Stl, theorem 5.1] states that local Hopf bifurcation occurs with symmetry ,E =

H6 , under slightly stronger assumptions than (9.2.a-c). Using (9.5), they also obtain uni-

queness of the bifurcating local branch. On the other hand, (9.5) implies that E is a ma-
ximal isotropy subgroup, by (Go&Stl, proposition 12.5]. Thus [Go&Stl] prove local Hopf
bifurcation for some maximal isotropy subgroups, namely for those which satisfy dimension
restriction (9.5).

But there are maximal isotropy subgroups for which (9.5) does not hold. Tetrahedral waves
as discussed in §8.2.2 are an example (F =0(3), H = ' 9 T, K = D2 or Z (D D2 ). The
symmetries which we have encountered there are always maximal because e does not extend
to groups larger than H. And dimension condition (9.5) does not hold for representations
which come from spherical harmonics V, of degrees

r>8 r even, or
r >11, r odd.

I am indebted to Marty Golubitsky, among other things, for asking me the following two
questions: "Does local Hopf bifurcation occur for all maximal isotropies? If so, why didn't
you say it in [FieS?" The answer to the first question is "yes". I prefer not to answer the
second question.

9.1 Theorem:
Let assumptions (9.2.a-c) hold and let E < F x S1 be a maximal isotropy subgroup for

the action (9.3) of F x $ .
Then E = H9, and there exists a bifurcating (local) continuum C C A x X with symmetry

(H,K,e). More precisely, C contains the center (Ao,zo) = (0,0), and C \ {(Ao, zo)) is
nonempty and consists of periodic solutions with minimal period near 21r and with symmetry
(H,K,e).

..
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Proof:
Assumptions (9.2.a-c) allow us to apply theorem 2.10 on a small neighborhood Y' of

(AO,zO) = (0,0) in A x X, cf. remark 2.11. Note that analyticity assumption (2.20.c) is
not needed here, by assumption (9.2.c) and remark 7.2 (§7.3). Assumption (9.2.c) further
guarantees that, on the small neighborhood Y,

id0

if we choose d such that e E d. Thus theorem 2.10 yields a global continuum C C
bifurcating from (\o, z0 ). Any periodic solution (A, z) E C has virtual symmetry at least

(H,K,eW) for some e' Ed.

We claim that we may assume 9 = 6 if the neighborhood Y is chosen small enough. This
holds by construction of C via generic approximations (cf. §7). Indeed, q = 21r is the only
virtual period of (AO, xo) by assumption (9.2.b). By virtual period corollary 4.6, this implies
the following. Given any small e > 0 and any large c > 0 there exists a neighborhood L/
of (AO, Zo) and a neighborhood U of f such that any virtual period q !5 c of any periodic
solution contained in Y/, for any nonlinearity g E U, satisfies

}q - l < £.

Choosing a generic approximation gi --* f, 9i E Z1, we recall that a generic continuum Zi _ 3/
bifurcates, for each i, as in theorem 2.7. By the remark above, all virtual periods on Zi deviate
from 27r by at most e. In particular, Zi does not contain any period doubling bifurcations,
and the minimal periods on Zi are bounded uniformly by 27r + c. Moreover, the symmetry of
the periodic solutions on Zi is always (H, K,9), because symmetry changes only at period
doubling bifurcations. Passing to the nongeneric limit, as usual, proves that we may assume
e9' = 19 on C.

From Iq - 21fi _c we also conclude that virtual period = minimal period for the virtual
period q associated to (H, K,9) on C. Thus lemma 4.11 implies, that the (true) symmetry
(/, k, 6) further extends the virtual symmetry, and therefore

A° > H E,

for any periodic solution (A, z) E C. Using maximality of E, this implies

H6  
= H1,

and the proof is complete.O

For detailed studies of (local) Hopf bifurcation from multiple eigenvalues in the non-
symmetry case see JAII&Y2, Ize&Mas&Vig, Kie]. These studies suggest results on local Hopf
bifurcation with symmetry which would be much more general than theorem 9.1, allowing
for resonances etc..

Theorem 9.1 does not address the question of bifurcation of periodic solutions with sub-
maximal isotropy E. In stationary bifurcation problems such submaximal bifurcations can
occur, see [Chos, Lau]. We expect similar phenomena in Hopf bifurcation.

SV-
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§9.3 Stability and numerics

Admittedly, maximal isotropy subgroups H9 with two-dimensional fixed point subspace
have the advantage that the bifurcation problem reduces to a standard Hopf bifurcation very
similar to the case of no symmetry. In particular the stability of bifurcating periodic solutions
can be calculated, e.g. for r = 0(2) jGo&Stl, vG&M-P&Tak) and for F = D, [Go&St3i;
see also [Go&Sch&St]. These computations rely on normal forms and apply only locally, of
course.

A special case, where stability information is fairly complete, is the scalar reaction diffusion
equation on the circle

Xt = XZ + f(x,x:) , X0 /Z. (9.)

If z = x( - ct) is a rotating wave and zC has 2j zeros, j _> 1, then the strict unstable
dimension of z is 2j - 1 or 2j, cf. [Ang&Fiel. In particular, all rotating waves are unstable.
This is a consequence of a more general observation for monotone systems, see [Hir2]. Due
to the very special (scalar) form of equation (9.6) one can even draw some conclusions on the
global dynamic behavior. See [Ang&Fie for more details.

In general, however, we have to resort to numerical pathfollowing schemes. Such schemes
follow solution branches and could, in principle, determine stability of any periodic solution
by an eigenvalue decomposition of the Floquet matrix. For systems without equivariance,
this has been done, see e.g. [Doe&Kerlj. For equivariant systems no such scheme is available
today. Why?

Most pathfollowings schemes can deal only with particularly easy bifurcation points like
turns, "simple bifurcations", pitchforks, period doublings; see e.g. [Deu&Fie&Kun, Doe&Kerl,
Kub&Marek, Kii&Mit&Web, Mit&Web, Rhe) and the references there. A practical reason
is the abundance of these bifurcations in one parameter applications. A theoretical reason is
their genericity in one parameter systems (possibly with Z2 symmetry). Recently, however,
higher singularities (cusps, swallow-tails, "B-points") have attracted more attention [Fie3,
Fie&Kunl, Fie&Kun2, Jep&Spel, Jep&Spe2, Kub&Marek, Kun, Rool, Roo2]. These singu-
larities are tied to multiparameter problems: k E Ri. Understanding these singularities and
their interplay computationally is crucial to efficient pathfollowing in several parameters.

Symmetry is a source of higher singularities, already in one-parameter problems. It causes
kernels of linearizations to become ever higher-dimensional. Understanding the relevant local
singularities is a prerequisite for a successful numerical analysis. "Relevant" may be replaced
by "generic" here. Theorem 5.11 gives a list of such generic singularities for secondary
bifurcations of periodic solutions with Zn or Zoo symmetry. Surprisingly, maybe, the critical
Floquet multipliers are always simple, ±1. Hence schemes like AUTO [Doe&Kerl] apply, see
e.g. (Doe&Ker2j. This would change already for generic secondary bifurcations with D, or
0(2) symmetry - not to speak of groups with irreducible representations of dimension > 2.

Our theoretically minded approach to higher groups uses generic approximations. They
perturb, unfold the contributions from higher symmetry slightly to produce a clean generic
diagram which could in principle be tackled by a pathfollowing routine. But this barely hides
the difficulty: how much should we perturb, quantitatively? Perturbing too little, the sin-
gularity persists numerically. Perturbing too much, the diagram becomes meaningless. This .

Scylla & Charybdis alternative is reminiscent of unfolding of stationary singularities by PL
methods (Peit&Priil. Viewing the dilemma from a different angle: the full-symmetry singula-
rity should be understood analytically, together with its lower symmetry unfoldings. Indeed
numerical discretization tends to introduce such lower symmetry perturbations automatically.
It remains to admit that we are far from a comprehensive answer to the problem. "..
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§9.4 Topology or singularity?

Let us examine the role of singularities and generic approximations in global bifurcation
results a little bit more closely. As a preliminary example we revisit global bifurcation of
stationary solutions

f(A, x) = 0

as discussed in §3. We have sketched there how homotopy invariance of Brouwer degree
and the global bifurcation result of Rabinowitz can be obtained by generic approximation.
Essentially, a generic approximation made 0 a regular value. If f is equivariant with respect
to r, it seems natural to consider f restricted to the spaces XK for each isotropy subgroup
K of F, up to conjugacy, and prove global results on XK [Cer, Cic, Pos]. This uses the
Brouwer degrees degK of f restricted to XK, for each isotropy subgroup K. Under additio-
nal assumptions, the collection of degK actually classifies the equivariant homotopy type of
f completely; see [tD, theorem 8.4.11 and also the classification in [Hau, theorem 4.51. The
additional assumptions are satisfied for equivariant self-maps of a sphere, e.g., if each irre-
ducible representation of F occurs with multiplicity at least 2. Then the collection of deg K

contains all information on f, from a homotopy point of view. Note that, working in XK,
we can only get global bifurcation of stationary solutions with isotropy at least K, similarly
to the periodic case. We conclude that the topology and the genericity approach to global
stationary bifurcation seem equally powerful.

We consider the case of periodic solutions, but without symmetry, next. We remember
that the classical approach of Alexander & Yorke [Ale&Y1] treats global Hopf bifurcation as
a two-parameter problem. Equivalently, [Izel] employs the setting

F(p, A, z) = -+ pf(A, z) = 0;

with parameters p > 0 (nonminimal period) and A E R on the space of continuous functions
x(-) of period 1. Here 1 need not be the minimal period. They obtain a global bifurcating
continuum in (A, p, z) by topological techniques: basically some homotopy theory and the
J-homomorphism; see [Alel] and, for the infinite-dimensional case, also [Ale&Fitz]. The
results in equivariant settings by Alexander & Auchmuty [Ale&Aul, Ale&,Au2] make use
of equivariance explicitly to reduce the equation to a bifurcation problem F = 0 with two
parameters. Afterwards, the results of Alexander [Alell apply and equivariance is ignored.
Using equivariance more intrinsically, Matsuoka [Mat, theorem 3] obtains a more general
result on local Hopf bifurcation but assuming a free SO(2)-action. Phrased in a local setting
like §9.2, Matsuoka assumes

x (01 $ 0.
dED(oo)

For further relevant topologically-minded multiparameter results, dim A > 1, we refer to
[Bar, Ize2, Ize&Mas&Pej&Vig, Ize&Mas&Vig] and the references given there.

We recall from §3 and fig. 3.3 that all the above approaches have a common drawback
because they treat A and (nonminimal) period p, alike, as continuous parameters. In fact the
"jug-handle" example, due to Alligood & Mallet-Paret & Yorke JAII&M-P&Y1I shows that
a continuum which is unbounded in the sense of Alexander & Yorke [Ale&Y1J may actually
look quite bounded to the innocent eye. The role of generic approximations at this stage is
twofold: it is possible to prove homotopy invariance of Fuller degree by generic approximation
[Chow&M-P and to recover thereby the result of Alexander & Yorke. But also the concept of
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"snakes" [M-P&YI, M-P&Y21 resolves the jug-handle difficulty, and generic approximations

lead to an alternative result on global Hopf bifurcation [Fie2l which cannot be recovered by
topological techniques so far. As we have mentioned in §3, the reason is the following. Using
generic approximations we may select continua in A x X along which the minimal period
jumps. Thus generic approximations have proved to be the more flexible tool, so far.

After this excursion into a world without symmetry we return to the generic equivariant
setting. Trying to imitate the jug-handle example we immediately notice a difficulty. Due to
theorem 5.11, e changes at period doubling bifurcations. This prevents us from closing up
the loop as in fig. 3.3. In the case of Z,-symmetry, n < co, we might attempt to construct
a j-jug-handle" as follows. Let m := IH/KI be odd and define j := ord (2) > 1 to be
the multiplicative order of 2 (modi m). Then the j-jug-handle should have the bifurcation
diagram of fig. 9.1, where a flip doubling is assumed at each of the j bifurcation points. Note
that after j flip doublings we arrive at

A (k'm + 2)j j (mod ,Z)

as a generator for the symmetry on the secondary branch, and we may replace h by h because

(k'm + 2)i - 2i  M 1 (mod m)

and K = (mh). We did not attempt to make this example explicit. In particular, we do not
know the minimal dimension of z for which it may occur.

'I.
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Fig. 9.1 A j-jug-handle, m = 7. j =3.
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Let us compare the j-jug-handle to the jug-handle. Differently from the jug-handle our
j-jug-handle has not only 1 but j "loose ends". And again each loose end has equivariant
orbit index 0 = 0, necessarily.

This phenomenon of several loose ends is intimately related to bifurcation from centers
with multiple eigenvalues. In principle, each of the three loose ends of fig. 9.1 might connect
to the same (nongeneric) center relating to different representations of H/K with nonzero
crossing numbers of the purely imaginary eigenvalues. In the terminology of Alexander &
Auchmuty [Ale&Au2] such a continuum would then be called global, due to the j-jug-handle
loop. But the N-index tells us, that some other unbounded branch has to exist. In fact,
following snakes, paths with 0 $ 0, we would never enter into the j-jug-handle loop because
all loose ends have index 0 = 0. Still, the absence of closed loops with just one loose end
might indicate a synthesis: a global bifurcation result which keeps (nonminimal) periods
continuous but does not consider a j-jug-handle as global. A similar refinement would be
desirable for rotating waves. Who knows?

From §8 we recall another argument for controlling minimal period rather than just "pe-
riod". In §§8.2, 8.3.1, we have seen why the results of Alexander & Auchmuty [Ale&Aul,
Ale&Au2J could not control symmetry because they could not control minimal period.

The remarks above should have spread sufficient doubts on whether our orbit index 0 is the
"right and only" choice. Suppose we want to recover the results of Alexander & Auchmuty
[Ale&Aul, Ale&Au2]. Then we should choose for 0 some equivariant analogue of the Fuller
index. But we are still lacking such an analogue.

Or we might be interested in a breaking of the orbital symmetry H at flip or flop pitchforks.
Then we should design an index which pushes us off the primary branch there, instead of
staying on it as our orbit index 0 does. Or we might be interested in starting from centers
with H < G in the generic situation: again the pitchforks spring to life. Going beyond our
Z, framework (n < oo), we might ask for a suitable orbit index in generic Dn - or 0(2)
- equivariant bifurcation diagrams. Each task might require a different index, regardless
whether it is analyzed topologically or via local singularities.

0-.

§9.5 Homotopy invariance

Any useful index ought to be homotopy invariant. Understanding homotopy invariance of
an index renders it more computable, more applicable. Here is an open question.

What are the obstructions, if any, to homotopy invariance (9.7)
of the global equivariant Hopf index NM? 

As we will explain below, we are deliberately vague here about whether to take the generic
Hopf index Nd (definition 2.5) or its nongeneric counterpart M=Od (definition 2.8).

We rephrase question (9.7). The index N is assigned to a one-parameter family of vector 4,.

fields f(A, x). A homotopy f,(A, x) of such vector fields may be viewed as a two-parameter
familyfA )

fI(A, r, x) f

of vector fields. Let us consider any closed loop (Jordan curve)

c C_ R2

.%
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in parameter space (A, -). Restricting the two-parameter family f to parameters in c yields
a one-parameter problem with associated Hopf index ) = )i(c) depending on the curve c.
Then homotopy invariance of N holds if, and only if,

= 0 (9.)

for any loop c. Contracting the loop c to almost a single point, this becomes a question on
singularities of equivariant two-parameter vector fields.

We relate question (9.7) to our assumption (2.20.a) that stationary solutions are nondege-
nerate (eigenvalues j 0). If assumption (2.20.a) holds along the loop c, then necessarily

Ho,Ko (C) = 0 (9.9)

Indeed, on any representation space XKO (cf. (2.22)) the number of pairs of eigenvalues
crossing the imaginary axis from left to right equal those crossing back in the opposite di-
rection, as we trace out the loop c through one full cycle. This indicates that any possible
obstruction to homotopy invariance of X is related to the occurence of eigenvalues 0. Note
however that (9.8) need not hold if stated for the generic equivariant index Md.For example
let n = 7, d = {1,2, 4} and choose a ,n-equivariant two-parameter vector field

= f( ,z) cz + h.o.t.(z) (9.10)

where e = A + ii-, z = xj + ix2 E C R2 . As usual, Zn acts on z by counterclockwise
rotation. The Zn-invariant centers are given by (E, z) = (0+i.r, 0), r $ 0, with representation

+1 for r > 0,
-1=for r < 0,

cf. (2.21). Choosing for c a circle in the (A, r)-plane centered at 0, we conclude from definition
2.5 that

d(c)= -1 0, (9.11)

because I E d = {1,2,4} while -1 d. We emphasize that nondegeneracy assumption
(2.20.a) holds along c. Consistently, N4,d(c) = +1 and

M±d I" 1 0) dc) = -I+1 0.

It is the generic Hopf index Nff(c) which is not homotopy invariant, here. Note that a double
eigenvalue 0 occurs for the linearization Dzf(0,O) at e = 0.

In the nonsymmetric case r = (id), homotopy (non-)invariance of the index X is un-
derstood, see [Fie3]. We briefly summarize the result. The only obstruction to homotopy
invariance of N in generic two-parameter families are B-points: stationary solutions with
an algebraically double and geometrically simple eigenvalue 0. This singularity was analyzed
locally by Arnold and Bogdanov [Arnl, Arn3, Bogl, Bog2]; the normal form was obtained
independently by Takens [Takl. In IFie3] an index B = ±1 is assigned to each B-point such
that

= B, (9.12)
int(c) 1%

.1 .'* ?~ *j,
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where the sum ranges over all B-points with parameters (A, r) inside the loop c. Note the
similarity between (9.12) and (9.11) if c contains only one B-point.

The significance of B-points, and of the open question (9.7), reaches far beyond the so-
mewhat academic topic of homotopy invariance of 1. To illustrate this let (A0, rO, x0) be an
isolated B-point, of index +1, c a small circle around it in parameter space, and suppose the
phase space X is a compact manifold. Then

X(c) = +1 0

regardless of how much we cnlarge the loop c, as long as no other B-point leaves or enters
the interior of c. In particular, global Hopf bifurcation occurs on c (more precisely: on
c x X). Because c and X are both bounded, this implies bifurcation of a continuum of peri-
odic solutions with arbitrarily large (virtual) periods. Mostly, we expect that virtual period
= minimal period. But how can minimal periods become unbounded? A first mechanism
is termination at a homoclinic solution ("blue sky catastrophe"). As the parameters vary a
periodic trajectory approaches a stationary point with some part of it, becomes a trajectory
which tends to this point in both time directions (homoclinic), and disappears. This happens
already near B-points, see [Arni, Bogi, Bog2] and also JArn3, Chow&Ha, Gu&Ho. Other
mechanisms how minimal periods become unbounded include period doubling cascades, flow
plugs, etc.. An example involving Schweitzer's counterexample to the so-called "Seifert con-
jecture" is given in [Ale&Y1]. So we get continuation of homoclinics, in the first case, and
necessarily complicated (chaotic?) motions in the other cases. Thinking of Sil'nikov's results
on horseshos near certain homoclinic orbits Jil], see also [Gu&HoJ, and of the "homoclinic
explosion" in the 2-symmetric Lorenz system, see e.g. [Spa], we can argue that continua-
tion of homoclinics may likewise lead to chaotic motions. Especially in equivariant systems,
continuation of homoclinics should yield interesting results as the Lorenz model suggests.

Returning to &,,-equivariant systems we should look for analogues of B-points. Such points
have been studied by Arnold [Arn2, Arn3] and, in case n = 2,3, by Horozov [Hor]. The case
n = 4 is not resolved completely. The normal forms begin as in (9.10). The normal form for
"B-points" with Dn - or 0(2)-symmetry can be obtained to any order from the results of
Cushman & Sanders [Cu&San]. The dynamics of the 0(2)-case are discussed extensively in
[Dal, Da2, Da&Arm, Da&Kno, Gu]. For a discussion of other codimension two bifurcations
we refer to [Chos&Dem&Io, Chos&Go&Key, Go&St2l. Though the results of Arnold and
Horozov [Arn2, Hor] were originally motivated by resonant bifurcation of tori, we expect
them to play a central role for global equivariant Hopf bifurcation in two parameters and for
understanding homotopy invariance of the index Y.

§9.6 Manifolds of solutions

In assumption (2.20.a) we have required the branches (,X, X(A)) E A x XHo to be nonde-
generate (eigenvalues nonzero). One might wonder whether the action of the compact Lie
group r forces degeneracies which make assumption (2.20.a) self-contradictory. Let z0 be
a stationary solution and Fr,0 = H0 its isotropy. Then, acting by F on x0, we get a solu-
tion manifold diffeomorphic to F/F,,. Restricting our attention to XHo, however, we are
interested in this manifold only as far as it intersects XHO. This part is diffeomorphic to
W(r 0 ) := N(Fro)/IFo, where N(f'o) and W(Fo) denote the normalizer and the "Weyl
group" of F,, respectively. Unless WF o is discrete, the (group-) orbit of x0 in XHO forces
degeneracies.
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Frozen waves are an example. Indeed, let r = s0(2) = R /Z, F 0 = Ho = Z. , n < o.
Then N(Fro) = SO(2),W(f'o) S- SO(2) = S 1 and we obtain a circle of stationary solutions,
a frozen wave (cf. definition 1.1, HO was called K there). By theorem 5.11, frozen waves
occur only for isolated parameter values in generic one-parameter systems. If

dim W(r) > 2

we obtain a higher-dimensional manifold. But we expect the flow on this manifold to be
nonstationary for generic /-equivariant one-parameter vectorfields. Then frozen waves are
the typical case, and are dealt with by theorem 5.11.

Still, we may ask for bifurcation of solution manifolds, given by the action of W(J'1 0 ), and
for the flow on such invariant manifolds. In [Go&Stl, §12], Golubitsky & Stewart ask for
a natural bifurcation context involving Wr.,0 = SU(2) E, S3. They observe that such a
bifurcation would require 3 additional parameters, besides A, for its description. Here is an
example. Let X :=R 4  K be the space of quaternions, and let SU(2) !- S3, the group of
unit quaternions, act by multiplication on X. Consider an SU(2) equivariant vectorfield

f(A,.) : X -- X.

Then f(A, 0) = 0. Writing :i = f(A, x) in polar coordinates, r = Ixj, we get

: = r. a(A, r),
where a is independent of the angle coordinates by SU(2) equivariance of f. Assuming

a(0,0) = 0 and the transversality condition DAa(0,0) 6 0, we obtain A = A(r), locally, such

that

0 = -a(A(r),r).

This constitutes a flow-invariant 3-sphere of radius r for the vectorfield f(A(r),.), bifurca-
ting from the trivial solution. Identifying this invariant sphere with SU(2) again, we see
that SU(2) acts transitively on it. In particular, the flow on it is determined precisely by
f(A(r), x*), where z* corresponds to id E SU(2). Because f(A(r), x*) has to be tangent
to the 3-sphere this leaves us with 3 additional free parameters which determine the flow
on that sphere. At the bifurcation point A = 0, these three parameters can be computed
from the linearization Df(0,0)x*. Replacing SU(2) by SO(2), this is precisely analogous
to Hopf bifurcation of rotating waves. The one free additional parameter there is the speed
of rotation, or the minimal period.

This guides us to ask another question: what is the global "bifurcation" behavior of solution
manifolds, obtained by the action of the Weyl group W(F o )? And what is the flow on this
manifold? For W(J'o) = SO(2) we have tried to answer this question in theorem 2.9.
We obtain global bifurcation results for rotating/frozen waves. They resemble stationary
bifurcation results, because they come from the action of the Weyl group. Factoring out this
action, conceptually, we may view theorem 2.9 as a global result on bifurcation of relative
equilibria for dim W(J'7 0 ) = 1. But this is only the simplest case, and dim W(r 7 o) > 2 is
entirely open to the public. However, we still do not know of a natural application for these
phenomena, other than the mathematical construction given above.

In §8 we have encountered examples of a different kind of solution manifolds: invariant
2-tori (cf. §8.3.8). They were bifurcating from rotating waves. Thus the Weyl group is
50(2), here, and its action foliates the 2-torus periodically. The dynamics on the torus may
be quasiperiodic, but equivariant with respect to the SO(2)-action, of course. En passant,

'-,
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we note that this action makes the rotation number depend differentiably on the parameters.
For rational rotation numbers, the torus consists entirely of periodic solutions. All these
claims are easy to verify locally near the rotating wave from which the torus bifurcates. Just
use a local Poincar6-section S to the rotating wave and the Weyl group action, and project
the flow on the torus onto S. The rotating wave then becomes a stationary point in S, a
relative equilibrium, and the torus bifurcation is a plain and simple Hopf bifurcation in S.
Thus the tori may be viewed as relative periodic solutions to the $O(2)-action.

Of course, this is a local argument. It leads to another open question:

What can be said about global bifurcation of 2-tori, foliated (9.13)
by an SO(2)-action?

Being unable to answer this question, now, we may happily generalize it. We may wonder

about global bif-ircations of relative periodic solutions, relative homoclinics, etc. for Weyl
group actions with d:rn W(ro) > 2. But our discussion, which has started out at blue sky,
is about to dissolve in catastrophic clouds. So we stop.

'.

p.
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§10. Appendix on genericity

§10.1 Outline

In this appendix we give a condensed but complete and, unfortunately, technical account
of the transversality arguments leading to the local generic results formulated in theorem
5.2, lemma 5.9, and theorem 5.11. For a general background on transversality see [Ab&Ro].
Due to technical complications, we will use notation more freely than in the previous sections
whenever misunderstandings can be excluded from the context.

The outline is the following. In §10.2 we present a transversality theorem (theorem 10.2), ?
due to Tromba [Tro], which is basic to the whole section. This theorem can be applied in an
analytic semigroup setting to yield genericity results [Fie2], and we indicate the appropriate
modifications. To apply theorem 10.2, we have to analyze codimensions of some varieties
of equivariant matrices with prescribed eigenvalues. The basic results are collected in §10.3,
proposition 10.3. The transversality machinery is then used in §10.4, illustratively, to prove
theorem 5.2 on generic Hopf bifurcation. Concerning secondary bifurcations, we first consider
case (c) of theorem 5.11, i.e. finite cyclic equivariance G = Z,1 of

= f(A, X).

In lemma 10.6, we construct the required perturbations, locally, for a given periodic solution
(A, z) with minimal period p and known symmetry (H, K, e). To justify this necessary
restriction, we then describe a localization process in §10.6 which provides the precise tech-
nical setting for our application of transversality. These long preparations pay off in §10.7
in our proof of lemma 5.9, which is an induction over increasing minimal period (as usual:
IAb&Ro, AII&M-P&Y2, Fie2, Kup, Med, Peix, Smal, Sot]), and in addition over decreasing
h = JHI. We finish this appendix in §§10.8, 10.9 by sketching simplifications and neces-
sary modifications of these arguments, which then lead to proofs of the simple assertions of
theorem 5.11 given in cases (a) and (b), G = Zc,. Refering to the usual period induction, . .
cases (a) and (b) could actually be proved first. But our ordering makes this section more
self-contained.

§10.2 Abstract transversality

We start with abstract transversality in an infinite-dimensional setting. Let U, J, Y be open
subsets of Banach spaces, and

jo

V = U Vj (10.1)
i=O

a finite dimensional variety in Y with stratification Vj. More precisely, let V be a closed
separable subset of Y consisting of a finite disjoint union of (not necessarily closed) em-
bedded Ck submanifolds Vj of Y (called strata of V), with decreasing finite dimensions
dim V,, dim V := max dim Vj = dim Vo, such that Vi, U Vi1+I U ... U V0 is closed for any %
il < jo. Let

R : x - Y
(f,w) R(f,w) (10.2)

be a Ck-map, k > 1. We collect some terminology.

-. 5
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10.1 Definition
We call R Fredholm, if it is Fredholm with respect to w E J, i.e. if the image im (DR)

is closed with finite dimensional complement and if D.R has finite Predholm index

i(R(f,w)) nut (DwR(f,w) -def (DwR(f,w))

for any f E U, w E 7 (cf. [Kato]). Here nul, def denote dimension of the kernel, codimension
of the image, respectively.

We call R proper with respect to V on a subset K of J, if R(f, w,) E V, f E U,wn w E
K, fn -- f E U together imply that some subsequence of wn converges to a limit in K.

We call R transverse to V at. (f, w) (in symbols: R i(f'w) V) if R(f, w) E V for some
implies that im DR(f, w) together with the tangent space TR(f.w)Vj spans the Banach space

of Y', i.e.

TR(f.W)V +im DR(f, w) = TR(f.w)Y.

In particular R i(f-w) V, if R(f, w) V. The related notations R(f, .) iw V, R i V etc. are

self-explanatory.

The following theorem is essentially due to Tromba [Tro] and the modification which we use
here is contained in [Fie2, §21. For a finite dimensional background we recommend [Ab&Ro],
again.

10.2 Theorem:
Let Z1, J, , R, V be as in (10.1), (10.2) above. In addition, we assume for the Ck-map R

that

R is Fredholm on R-'(V) with constant

index i = i(D. R(f,w)) E Z; (10.3)

R is proper on a subset K of J; (10.4)

R V ; (10.5)

k > max{0, i + dim V} . (10.6)

Then the set

9v := {f E U I R(f, .)ifV for all w K} -(10.7)

is residual in U.
If we assume moreover that

V is a manifold, or (10.8.a)

i + dim V <0 (10.8.b)

then Vv is open and dense in U.

A proof is contained in [Fie2, theorem 2.5, corollary 2.6]. The basic idea is to consider
manifolds V and the projection to the f-component

i : R-'(V)-.U.

By (10.5), R-'(V) is a manifold. Moreover, gv consists precisely of the regular values of
ir. Because ir turns out proper Redholm with the same index as R invoking the Smale-Sard
Theorem [Sma2] completes the proof. We omit all further details. .

From the definitions it is obvious that

9v = {f EU I R(fnv =

if assumption (10.8.b), i + dim V < 0, holds.

~~. .
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§10.3 Varieties of equivariant matrices

In a typical application of theorem 10.2, f will be the nonlinearity in

S= f(A,x). (1.1) X

We will define

R = (17o,D 7o), w=(A,x),

for a K-equivariant "PoincarP" map Ho as in (5.12), and then put V = {O} x 34f for some
appropriate set MK of K-equivariant matrices. To this end, we now define some useful sets of

such matrices and calculate their (co-)dimensions. "Useful" matrices are those which pertain
to our conditions on flips, flops, flip-flops and generic centers as given in §§3 and 5. To
fix notations let K = Ek,k < oo with real representations p+, and possibly p-, and with ,,-
complex representations Pr as irreducible types (cf. §§2,3). Let K act on RN r (not necessarily
irreducibly) by p. Writing spec(M) for the spectrum of a matrix M and mult(1o) for the
algebraic multiplicity of po (mult:=0 outside spec(M)), we define the sets

M(K, N) : all N x N matrices over K = R or C; (10.9)
MK(R, N) all K-equivariant matrices M E 34(R, N);

.4(p0 , in): all M E 4(R?, N)with mult(po) > m; m;
34K(Iom) : (Ao,m) n MK(R,N);

.M 1.0: all M E *MK(R, N) such that spec(M) contains

an eigenvalue po with Re p0 = 0; dk_

M2.0M : all M E M1.o such that

muLt(O) > 2, or (10.10.a)

the sum of multiplicities of po E spec(M) with (10.10.b)
Re uo = 0 exceeds 2 ;

M. 0(k) : all M E .MK(R, N) such that spec(M) contains

an eigenvalue po = 2iri. elk for some e E Z \ {0}

and fixed integer k.

M4, :all M E .MK(R, N) such that spec(M) contains

an eigenvalue juo with Itol = 1;

42,1 all M E M Ij such that mult(+1)+mult(-1) > 2, (10.11.a)

or
the sum of multiplicities of po E spec(M) with (10.11.b)

J =Oj 1 exceeds 2;

M'2, 1(k) all ME .MK(R,N) such that spec(M) contains

a primitive e-th root of unity for some 3 < e < k

and fixed k.

Note that these sets define algebraic varieties in the linear vector space .MK(I?, N). We
calculate codimensions in that space.

%%,
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10.3 Proposition:

codim .MK(o, m)= { m if po E R, (10.12.a)

12m if 'pO V R.

codimn M K (,s, mi) = codim M K ('U1 , mI) (10.12.b)

if the pairs {jsl, pl} are mutually distinct; and

codim j./ = j, codim M', = j (10.12.c)

whenever .Mp or .M'.> is defined. 1=._

For K = {0}, the proof could follow essentially Brunovsk [Bru]. For the convenience of the
reader we give our own account, including nontrivial K. Basically, the proof of proposition
10.3 reduces to an application of results by Arnold and Galin on codimensions of sets of
matrices, cf. [Arn3, §30. The next lemma takes care of K-equivariance.

10.4 Lemma
Let K act isotypically on RN by a real or complex representation p. Then we have

isomorphisms
K (RN .M(R,N) for p real, (10.13.a)

.MK(R, N) .M(C , N/2) for p complex. (10.13.b)

Proof of lemma 10.4
If p = P+ or p- is real, then K-equivariance is automatic by linearity. Therefore (10.13.a)

is trivial.
Suppose now that p = p, is complex. We decompose RN into irreducible subspaces, each

of which we identify with C such that

p(h) = ,2 ri r h  for all h E K < R/Z

acts as complex multiplication on each subspace. This defines an isomorphism t RN-
C N1/2 such that the following diagram commutes

R N RNplh).-,

C N12 C- N12/ .
ezp (2frirh) "N/2 .

We define a map

MK(R,-N) ,(CN12)

M & M : M&- 1 .
Pick some h such that ezp (iO) := ezp (21irh) is not real. Then

p(h:")M = Mp(h : ')
e~'A = Me i "

Thus MI is complex linear if and only if M is K-equivariant. Therefore MK(R, N) and
.M(C, N/2) are isomorphic, by M - M, and the proof is complete.o

- % . _ T -, . ,l,-w . : v *... a'. - , . - . --, , . ,, ' v : :, =
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Proof of proposition 10.3
To prove (10.12.a), we may restrict our attention to the case

N if Ao E R
M = N/2 if 10 R.

Indeed, we may use the equivariant eigenprojection associated to uo to achieve this reduction.
Similarly, we may assume that K acts isotypically on RN. Otherwise we decompose

RN into representation subspaces, then calculate codimensions for each restricted matrix
separately, and finally add up these codimensions.

Suppose first, that the action p of K on RN is real, p = p+ or p-. By lemma 10.4 it is
then sufficient to prove

codimR M(40, m) = N, (10.14)

where codimR is understood in M(R,N). From m = N and (Arn3, §301, assertion (10.14) is
immediate.

Next suppose that p is of complex type. By lemma 10.4 it is then sufficient to prove

codimc 34(#o, N12) = N12 ,(10.14)' ".

a,.-

where codim, is understood as complex codimension in M(C, N/2), this time. Indeed,
(10.14)' implies codimR MK(uom) N,

because real codimension in MK(R, N) equals twice the complex codimension in M(C, N/2).
Note here that the multiplicity of po for the complexification in M(C , N/2) becomes N/2,
regardless of whether u0 is real or complex.

Again, (10.14)' is immediate from [Arn3, §30]. This proves (10.12.a).
To prove (10.13.b) we just decompose any matrix near f MK(At, in) into blocks by the

eigenprojections associated to {p, pj}. Then the respective codimensions add up, proving
(10.13.b).

To prove (10.13.c), we consider the sets Mj.g separately. Consider M1.0 first. Certainly
codim M1.( > 0. Let M0 E MI.o have only one simple pair of purely imaginary eigenvalues .

Ao,10 i4 0. Perturbing Ao to uo + A, A E R, we see that codim M1 0 = 1, which is the
codimension of the stratum of M0 . By exponentiation, the codimension of M1.I likewise
equals 1.

Consider 2,0 (k), 3MI(k) next. Because these sets are defined via eigenvalues p1 I ?,
their codimensions are 2 by (10.12.a).

The set -M2.0 is the union of two sets given by (10.10.a) respectively (10.10.b). The set

given by (10.10.a) has codimension 2 in .MK(R, N), by (10.12.a). Next suppose that (10.10.b)
holds. The set

M3.0 := {M E -42,0 mult(Ao) > 2 for some 1Ao with Re AO = 0 $ Im A0)

has codimR _ 3 in MK(R, N). Indeed, the complex Jordan decomposition of M E '43.0
contains

".. o.
(MO l

or P0

I ~0 'la,.06
1 0o

. .-. - -_ . ,. . . . ,..,. .. -. -. - -
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As in [Arn3, fig. 109(b)], complex perturbations transverse to .M3 .0 are given explicitly by

Sor 0)

with A,A' E R, A2 ,...,Am E C R I m > 2. This yields codimR > 3 respectively > 4.
All elements of .M2 .o \ M3.0 yield codinensions > 2 or = 2, by (10.12.a,b). This proves
codim M2.o = 2.

The case of .M2 .1 is similar. Note that (10.11.b) is related to (10.10.b) by exponentiation,
yielding equal codimensions. Applying (10.12.a, b) the codimension associated to .M2 .1 is also
2, and the proof of proposition 10.3 is complete..

§10.4 Generic centers

With the basic transversality machinery at hand we now turn to genericity. We recall our
notion of genericity from §1.5, definition 1.3. Given some property e of stationary or periodic
solutions of

S --- f(A, x) (11)

we call e generic, if the subset

9 :={f E holds)

is generic in 7. Recall from (1.36) that 7 is the set of G-equivariant maps in C 4 (A x X, X),
putting Ho = G = Zn and Ko = {0) in (1.36).

Genericity can be "localized" as follows. Let
x = UB, "-

S.,

be a countabel covering of X with closed balls Bi, and define

9(0j) := {E 7: e holds for (.A,x) B. (10.15)

If g(Bj) is residual, for each j, then the countable intersection

is still residual. Thus it will be sufficient to prove that each g(Bj) is residual. This localizes
the proofs because compactness becomes effective on Bj. Also, to investigate g(8,) it suffices
to know f on a slightly larger open ball B, and we may use any cut-off procedure for f
beyond B. We choose not to mention Bj, V' henceforth, omitting the index j, and replacing

by .9(8) and .7 by the Banach-space.

" = {feC 4 (B',RN) I f(A,-jz) = "tf(A,z) for all - E G) (10.16) 

tacitly, to avoid notational complications.
As a first illustration of the machinery developed so far we prove theorem 5.2 on generic

H-centers.

%
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Proof of theorem 5.2:
We have to prove that, generically, H-centers are generic, cf. definition 2.2, for any H < G.

Fixing H, we need consider only H-centers (A, z) with isotropy G = H.
To apply transversality theorem 10.2 let

I:= . I :=XH x MH(/R, N).

Here MH is defined as MK, with H replacing K, of course. Let

.x {,,z)E(Ax XH)nB I G = H).

Note that .7 is in fact open, and isotropy on .7 is given exactly by H. For K we take any
closed subset

K c n '.

Finally we define R(f, w) : (f(w), D.f(w)), w := (A, x)

and V C Y should have the form
V := {o} X V',

with subvarieties V, of MIH(R, N) to be specified below.
Then all assumptions of theorem 10.2 are satisfied. Indeed,

R:7xJ Y

is C3 , Fredholm of index

HV

i= dim A - dim 4 1 (R,N) = I - dim )4(RA) ,

proper on K, and transverse to anything because the linearization *1

g D1 R(f, A, z) g = (g(A, z), Dxg(A, z))

S-- XH X H(R,N)
-"

is surjective. Here we use that the isotropy G, of x is just H. In case G, > H, surjectivity
would contradict the G-equivariance of g E r. Finally the differentiability condition (10.6) is
also satisfied:

k =3> 1>1- codim V' = 1- (dim .MH(R, N) -dim V)

= i+ dim V"

Applying theorem 10.2, we first take V' = MR(R,N). Then gv is open and dense, by
(10.8.a). Moreover, f E 9v iff 0 is a regular value of f. In that case f- 1 (0) is a one-
dimensional embedded submanifold, locally near any w E K.

Next we redefine U := gv and afterwards we pick a new V' := M2,0 . Then (10.8.b) holds
by proposition 10.3:

i + dim V = - codimV = -1 <0.

%.5%

'.5
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Hence the new gv is again open and dense, and

f(A, z) = 0 .Dzf(A, x) -M2.0  (10.17)

for f e gv, (A, x) E K. Now suppose that (A, x) E K is an H-center. Then D, f(A, z) does
possess some purely imaginary nonzero eigenvalues. By (10.17) they are simple, and 0 is not
an eigenvalue of Df(A, x). This proves condition (2.2.a) for a generic center.

Replacing U by gV, once more, we may pick a new V' := .M1.o. Because R hits V = {0} x V'
only in the stratum

4.0 \ -M2.0

of codimension 1, transverse crossing of the purely imaginary pair as in (2.3.b) follows for f
in the open dense set g'. In particular, centers are then isolated.

Finally, the curvature condition (5.3.c) can be satisfied by an explicit local perturbation
which was given in [Fie2j, equivariantly as it turns out. This completes the proof.[]

We define
94 (B) :the set of those f E I for which all centers in (10.18)

B are generic.

This set is residual, by theorem 5.2. Obviously, .o(B) is also open. We recall that condition
(2.3.c) ensures the branch of periodic solutions bifurcating from a generic center to consist of
hyperbolic periodic solutions. Denoting the flow of (1.1) through (A, x) by

t(f,A,z),

we express some uniformity of this hyperbolicity property for later use. IN

10.$ Lemma
Let fo E gc(B) and To > 0 be given. Then there exists an open neighborhood M(o of

{(A,x) E B I fo(A,x) = 0), and an open neighborhood Zlo of fo in go(B) such that the
following continuity property holds.

If f in U0 , and if z(t) = 1t(f, A, x) is any nonstationary periodic solution with minimal
period < To such that

(A,z(t)) Ao, for all t, %

then (A, z(t)) is hyperbolic.

Proof:
We argue indirectly. Suppose there exist converging sequences

fj - fo

(Aj, xj(t)) -. (AO, z0), uniformly in t,

with fo(Ao, zo) = 0 and with the minimal period of the non-hyperbolic periodic solutions
(Aj, x,(t)) being uniformly bounded by To. Then (Ao, zo) E B is a center of fo, by virtual
symmetry corollary 4.6. It is a generic center, because fo E 90(B). An application of the
implicit function theorem shows that this center together with the emanating local branch
of hyperbolic periodic solutions persists, uniformly for small perturbations fi of fo. This
contradicts the assumption that (Aj, xi(t)) is non-hyperbolic, for large j. Thus the lemma is
proved .0
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§10.5 Perturbations

To study genericity of secondary bifurcations of periodic solutions we consider case (c) of
theorem 5.11, first. In lemma 10.7 below, we give a rather local analysis of perturbations of the
uPoincar6 map" 170 (cf. (5.12)). Of course, this aims at the crucial transversality assumption

(10.5) in theorem 10.2. Even without any equivariance, the transversality assumption can
be expected to hold only for periodic solutions l#t(f, A, z) = x with minimal period t = p,
cf. [Ab&Ro] for a detailed discussion of this technical obstacle which is circumvented by
an induction over the ranges of minimal period (cf. also [AII&M-P&Y2, Fie2, Kup, Med,
Peix, Smal, Sot]. Including equivariance will require an additional induction over decreasing
h = JHI, for each level of minimal periods. A localization procedure which leads to suitable
sets J, K for an application of theorem 10.2 will be described in §10.6 below.

Assume now that G is finite, Xo(t) = Wt(f, Ao, zo) is periodic with minimal period pl,
symmetry (H,K,e), and h E H satisfies (5.11.a-c). Let S = {zo} + S', S' = (o(0))
be a fixed Poincar6 section. Then Ho = J-O(g, A, x) is defined locally, for (g,(A, x)) in a
neighborhood U x 7 of (f,(Ao,zo)) in 7 x (A x 5). We may identify S' with RN - 1. Define

R: x (J n (A x SK)) S' .MK(I, N - 1). (10.19)

R(g, A, x) := (Ho(g, A, x) - x, D.17o(g, A, x)).

10.6 Lemma :
Under the above assumptions, the derivative

DfR (f, \o, xo) S "-- S K x .MK( ,N- 1) (10.20)

is surJective.

Proof:

Except for the equivariance aspect, the proof is similar to [Fie2, §31. In step 1 below we show

that Df)7o(f, AO, z0): 7 SK is surjective. In step 2 we show that {0} x .MK(R, N - 1) _
im DfR(f, A0 , zo) to complete the proof. For these steps we will freely use the following facts
on the relation between 170 and the flow Wt:

170 (g, A, x) = h-'1P g.A.)(g, A, x), (10.21.a)

where r(g, A, x) is the "Poincar6 time" associated to the "Poincar6 map" 07o from S = So to
S1 . Because r(f, Ao, zo) = po/m, m := IH/KI, we obtain the derivative

Df17o(f, Ao, zo) = Psh-iDf 'po/m(f, A0, Zo), (10.21.b)

where Ps denotes orthogonal projection onto S' (along io(0)). Similarly

D/(D.lHo(f, A0, z0 )) g = Psh-'Df(D ,o/(f, oZ)ls) g, (10.21.c)

if we choose g such that
g(Ao,Xo(t)) =0, for all t. (10.22)

V-0
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Step 1 DfIlo(f, Ao, xo) : r __ S K  is surjecti
By (10.21.b) it is sufficient to show that

Df-po/m(f, Aoxo) 7 X K  is surjective.

Let

y(t) D/ IPt (f, Ao, xo) " g.
Then

(t) = D.f(Ao,xo(t))y(t) + g(Ao, xo(t))

Y(O) = 0.

Given E XK, define yj(t) (tm/po)P, and (t) E XK by

/ (t) = D.f(Ao, xo(t))yi(t) + (t)

for 0 < t < po/m. Next we construct a continuous map
Kk

{(O, Xo(t)) 10 < t < po/m) -- X

such that
t '- (AO' X0 ()

has compact support in (0, po/m), but is nevertheless close enough to §(t) in Ll((0, p/m), XK)
to guarantee

Iv(po/m) - = IY(Po/m) - Yi(po/m) < , (10.23)

where y solves the equation for instead of g. This is possible by variation of constants in
the linear equations for y(t) and yl( t ). We may extend to A x X such that 0 outside a
very small neighborhood of its already defined support in {(Ao, xo(t)) I 0 < t < po/m}. We
may even smooth , keeping (10.23) valid.

It is the point of our whole detour via H0 that this can be made G-equivariant on A x X.
Just define 1"

g(,x) := IK-
.yEG

to make g equivariant. By GZo(t) = K and the above construction of the support, g = g on
{(Xo, o(t)) 10 < t < Po/m}.

By (10.23), im Df Ipo/m(f, Ao, xO) is dense in XK. Because dim XK is finite, this implies
that Di1p/m(f, A0 , zo) is indeed surjective.

Step 2: {0}x MK(R,N- 1) g im DR(f, Ao, xo).
Restricting to g with g(Ao, xo(t)) = 0 for all t, fact (10.21.c) makes it sufficient to show

surjectivity of

g h-D(D 'po /m(f, Ao, xo)IS,) • E .MK(R, N x (N- 1)) (10.24)

S,
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for this restricted class of g, where MA(R,N x (N - 1) denotes the real K-equivariant
N x (N - 1) matrices (here RN = X, RN-1 = S' ). Let

st : DPt(f, AO, zo)S ',

st : {zo(t)} + S

Z(t) := O(D., (f , Ao, o)ISO,).g

A direct calculation shows that g(Ao, XO(t)) -= 0 implies

Z(t) = D.f(Ao,zo(t))Z(t) + D.g(Ao,xo(t)) ' (Dx t(f, Ao,xo)Is,);

Z(O) = 0.

Given E e Mh(R, N x (N- 1)) let Z1 (t) := (tm/po)Z, and define (t) E .MK( R, N x (N- 1))
by

2 1(t) = D.f(Ao,xo(t))Zi(t) + (t)
for 0 < t < pu/m. For some given small e > 0 we now choose g e C' in a neighborhood
of {(Ao,zo(t)) 10 < t < po/m) such that g(Ao,zo(t)) - 0 and t D.g(Ao,xo(t))fs; has

compact support in (0, po/m), but such that also Dzg(Ao, xo(t)). (DPt(f, Ao, zo)js,) is close
enough to (t) in L'((O,po/m), .MK(I,N x (N - 1)) to guarantee

Iz(p/m) - Zj(p/m)l = IZ(p/m) - Zj < (10.25)

As in step 1, g may be taken to be smooth. More to the point, g extends G-equivariantly as
before. Note that D.g(Ao, zo(t)) is defined consistently with the requirement g(Ao, xO(t)) 0
because io(t) 0 S' and K leaves both (io(t)) and S' fixed.

As in step 1, (10.25) implies surjectivity of (10.24) and the proof is complete. .

§10.6 Reduction to minimal period

Let G be finite. To construct the sets K, J for an application of theorem 10.2 we first
introduce plenty of notation. Let B C A x X be a closed ball around (0,0) of arbitrarily large,
but fixed, radius. Given To > 0 and fo E 9o(B), let NV0 be the neighborhood of stationary
solutions and UO the neighborhood of fo as in lemma 10.5. For f E Uo, 0 < ho < IG and
k > 3 we define the sets
Q(f, T, ho): all (A, x) E B \ No such that

@t (f, A, z) is periodic with minimal period p, symmetry (10.26.a)
(H, K,e), and ,t(f,A,x) E B for all t; and

p:5 T, or T < p < 1.5T and jHI ho (10.26.b)

P(f,T, ho) all (A,X) E Q(f,T, ho) such that

T < p _ 1.5T and IHI = ho. (10.27) -.

O k(f): all (A, x) E B with (10.26.a) such that

(A,z) is of type 0 k, i.e. no primitive e-th root of unity, (10.28.a)
S< e < k, is an eigenvalue of 170, or

.," .'..'..-., ,. : ,-:- % ...-........ ....,.: .: . .., ... ..-..-..-... ,.....- .-... .,. . , -,.,.. ..% -,.-...:- .- ,, .. , ,. € . ,. .,, ..-... ...
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(A, z) is one of the non-hyperbolic bifurcation orbits given (10.28.)
in lemma 5.9 (see also table 5.1, (c) and definition 5.10).

The set 0 k(f) is pronounced "okay of V. Finally define
CK (T, ho): all f E ito such that

Q(f,T,ho) OWk(f); (10.29)

g(To): all f C .7 such that

(10.28.b) holds for all periodic solutions (A, x(t)) with mi-
nimal period < To and with (A, z(t)) E B, for all t.

Suppose that l'1 (f,A,z) = z for some (A,,z) E Q(f,T, ho) and f < 1.5T. Then f need not
be the minimal period of (A,z), and likewise we have no control on JHI for the symmetry
(H, K, e). Anyhow, Q(f, T, ho) is compact. Indeed, passing to a limit, minimal periods never
increase and JHI never decreases, cf. §4. On the other hand, suppose that 1,(f, ,x) = x
for some (A, x) E P(f,T, ho) and f: < 1.5T. Then is the minimal period, and JHI = ho.
Unfortunately, P(f, T, ho) need not be compact, e.g. due to doublings where p jumps, and
due to pitchforks which break H. Hence theorem 10.2 does not apply to P directly. We will
use an induction, instead, to show that k(T,ho) is open dense in Ut0 . There is a uniform
lower bound, say 2r, on minimal periods in B ([Las&Y]). Hence f E Uo implies Q(f, -r, 1) = 0,
and therefore

.k(r, 1) = -0 • (10.30.a)

From the definitions, it is obvious that Q(f, T, IGI + 1) = Q(f, 2T, 1), and therefore

9k(TIGI +1) 9K 1T2 )T . (10.30.b)
3

The proof of lemma 5.9 reduces to the crucial induction step:

if 9k(T, ho) is open dense in Uo , k > T/r, (10.30.c)

then 9k(T,ho - 1) is also open dense in U0.

Suppose this can be proved. Then, in particular, for k > 2To/3r

9kTo, 1) is open dense in it0 .

Because all periodic solutions in ,No with minimal period < To are hyperbolic anyway, by
lemma 10.5, this implies that

g(To) ni U0 fl k 2,

k>2To/3r

is residual in U0. Because UO was a neighborhood of fo in the open dense set go(B), we
conclude that g(To) itself is residual. Because To was arbitrarily large,

00

n g(To) is residual.
ToI

By the "localization" described in §10.4, this proves lemma 5.9. Summarizing: the proof of
lemma 5.9 hinges on the induction step (10.30.c).

Before we prove (10.30.c), we collect some continuity properties.

-..e 4- .-' %
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10.7 Lemma:
For any fo E .7 and for any open neighborhood X of Q(fo, T, ho) there exists a neighbor-

hood U of fo such that

f E U Q(f,T,ho) C ). (10.31)

Proof:
Assume the contrary: there exists an open neighborhood X of Q(fo,T, ho) and sequences

fA -fo

(An, X) E Q(f, T, 1ho) \ JV,

P. <5 I.ST, (H., Kn, en)

By compactness we may assume convergence

(An, X) -- (Ao,zo) E B\(NouX),

Pn " Poo

(H.,Kn,en) (H.,K. Ioe).

Here we use that Hn !5 G and G is finite. For p, (II, K, e) of (Ao, xo), this implies

p < O.Spo < 0.75T ,or

p = Poo <_ 1.5T, H1 _ IHoo,

i.e. (Ao, zo) E Q(fo, T, ho) C X4. By contradiction, this proves the lemma. 0

10.8 Lemma:
Assume that fo E gk(T,ho) for some k > T/r and that 9k(T,ho) is open. Then there

exist open neighborhoods U of fo in gk(T,ho) and N of Q(fo,T,ho) such that for any f EU
the following holds

Q(f,T,ho) C X (10.32.a)

Q(f,T,ho - 1) n X 9 Ok(f) (10.32.b)

Q(f,T,ho- 1) \ N P(f,T,ho - 1) \ N. (10.32.c)

" % % % %
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Proof:
By lemma 10.7, (10.32.a) is clear. By definition, (10.32.a) implies (10.32.c). It remains to

prove (10.32.b). By compactness of Q(fo, T, ho) it is sufficient to prove the following local
version of (10.32.b):

for any (Ao,zo) E Q(fo,T,ho) there exist neighborhoods
U' of fo in 9k(T, ho) and A' of (Ao, zo) such that

f E U' Q(f,T, ho - 1)nX' C Ok(f)• (10.32.b)jue

But indeed the local bifurcation picture near (Ao, zo) E Q(fo, T, ho) g Ok(f) persists under
small perturbations of fo by the implicit function theorem.

However, note that (Ao, z0) may have Floquet multipliers which are primitive e-th roots of I
unity for some e > k. This does not introduce additional bifurcations within Q(f, T, ho) or
else the bifurcation orbit (Ao, zo) would have period

p 5 1.ST/k < 2,r,

by virtual period corollary 4.6 and lemma 4.8. But this is impossible because 2r is a lower
bound on the minimal periods.

Because secondary branches at the generic bifurcation points (Ao, xo) out of table 5.1 are
always hyperbolic, locally, we may thus satisfy (10.32.b)ltc by the implicit function theorem
argument mentioned above. This completes our proof. 0

§10.7 Proof of lemma 5.9

We have to show the induction step (10.30.c) from § 10.6. Because 9k (T, ho-1) g 9k (T, ho)
and 9k(T, ho) is assumed open dense, it is sufficient to show

for any fo E 9k(T, ho) there exists a neighborhood U of fo (10.33)
in 9k(T, ho) such that U n 9k(T, ho - 1) is open dense in
U.

By lemma 10.8, there exist open neighborhoods U' of fo in 9k(T, ho) and Nl' of Q(fo, T, ho)
such that

U,'n9k(T, ho-1) = {E U' IQ(f,T,ho -1) _ Ok(f)) (10.34)

S{f E U' I Q(f,T,ho-1)\)') _ Ok(f) }
- {fEU IP(f,T,ho-1)\)A') _ d k(f)1.

From §4 we conclude: for each (Ao,zo) E P (fo,T, ho - 1) \ JN' with associated p,(H,K,e)
there exist a neighborhood U/(Ao, zo) of fo in U' and a neighborhood J(A0, zo) of (Ao, zo) in

such that the following holds.

J(A0, zo) admits a fixed Poincar6 section S = (zo} + (o) 1  (10.35.a)
for all fE U (Ao, zo);

for each f E U(A0,zo), and foreach (A, z) E (P(f,T, ho - (10.35.b)
XAInJ(Ao, x0)), the symmetry of (A, z) is again (H, K, e), HI =

ho - 1, and the minimal period p lies in IT, 1.5T).
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Note that 170 = 170(f,A,z) is thus well-defined on Z(Ao, zo) x WJ(Ao,zo). Choose a closed
neighborhood K(X0, z0) of (,\O,z0) in .7(Ao,zo).

Fortunately, P(fo, T,h o - 1)\At' is compact. Weselect a finite cover k U int K(Aj, zj).
Applying lemma 10.7 a last time to the neighborhood

X* ~ ii Vu U i (\A, zi)

of Q(f, T, ho - 1), we obtain a neighborhood

U n=u(,,:,) g 1' C D(Tho)

of Jo in 9 k (T, ho). We claim that (10.33) holds for this choice of 11.
Given our interwoven construction ol sets, we mow harvest the =Irunc the loom". Detine

B -- (1o- z, DzHo)

as in (10.19) for 7 := J(.j,zj) nl (A x SK), U as above, / := SIK x .MK(R, N - 1).
We apply theorem 10.2 successively to various varieties V = {0) x V' given below; this
part will be similar to the proof of theorem 5.2. Of course, R is Fredholm with index
i = 1 - dim JM(K(R, N _ 1), proper on := (A,zj) n (A x SK), and C3 . Bence regularity
assumption (10.61 ]mis. To prove lransv.-saity cnn iin ifi.), .Jmst apply ienina 10.6.
Note that the assumptions on Do and in particular on the precise symmetry of any orbit
(f, A,) E U x K are satisfied by (1O..3"a,b) above. This was the m.ason for the whole
inductive construction.

To finish the proof, we look up codimensions in proposition 10.3. WithV' = MK{(1, N - 1),
110-fixed points in A x S-K are seen to be an embedded one-dimensional submanifold of A x SK.
Putting V' = .M2 j and V' = .' 2.1(k) next, the associated configurations of eigenvalues of
D.,7o are avoided because codim V' = 2. Putting V' = X 1.1 we get simple eigenvalues ±1
of D. 170 together with versaa aty wnditins. In particalar, the sepreentation of K on
the eigenspace has to be real one-dimensionaL This yields turn, 11op, tip, or fip-flop; except
for the curvature t oaditions.

Obviously the carvature conditions ae ep-- in the CA-topology. To prove density, we
construct a local perturbation of 1. 7or the tu n, we may perturb in XKC as in the case of 5

no symmetry, cf. IFIe2]. In all other case, equivariant Vjapunov-Schmidt reduction jVanl]
yields a one-dimensional kernel with an equation of the form

0 = z-a(A,z), ZE a,

and a(,\, z) is even in z, by equivariance. For an open dense set of 1,

.&(,z) = a()+2.~2 "L

ao( o) = 0, a2(Ao) 96 0, and the curvature condition is satisfied each time. We skip further
details.

Thus an application of theorem 10.2 proves that indeed

for an open dense subset of j E 21. On the other hand, Q(fT, - 1) n .P S 0 W() by
definition of N', cf. (10.32.5)Ic. This completes the induction step (10.33), (10.30.c) and the
proof of lemma 5.9Z0

The proofs of themrm LI (a, b) mill be even emier.

I *. ,-. % ." .' ,"v, . ' , ,*S.', S dai.s'', ', ,, .. . : , . ..-..-. . ..,,,.% , --. ., . -. -.,,,-, ,, .
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§10.8 Proof of theorem 5.11 (a)

We consider periodic solutions with symmetry (H, K, e), K = H = G = Zw. These
solutions lie in the flow-invariant subspace X G , where the action of G is trivial. Restricting
to generic bifurcations within XG we may therefore invoke the standard generic results on
the non-equivariant case JAII&M-P&Y2, Fie2, Med, Sot]. They tell us that, generically, only
turns and flip doublings occur within X G . Alternatively we could revive our proof of lemma
5.9 specialzing the induction over minimal period and symmetry to periodic solutions in XG.

Still there is something to be checked. In theorem 5.11 we claim that table 5.2 lists all
generic secondary bifurcations. We still have to prove that there are no symmetry breaking
bifurcTations from (Ao, xo) E A x X G to periodic solutions in X \ XG, generically.

To prove this we employ the period induction from the proof of lemma 5.9, cf. §§10.6,
10.7. We just modify the sets Q(f, T), P(f, T) to consist of periodic solutions in X G , only,
omitting ho = JHJ altogether. Similarly, 0 1 (f) should refer to periodic solutions in table
5.2(a) now. For generic f E .7 we conclude that the only relevant Floquet multipliers are
simple eigenlvalues +1 and -1, generically. If the corresponding eigenvector of the linearized,
G-equivariant Poincar6 map

D.,H(AO, O): St -* St

iies i. S'.- X G , then we obtain a turn respectively a flip doubling within XG . But if this
cigenvector was in S' \ X G then, acting on it with G = Z., the corresponding Floquet
maitipei could not be simple. Therefore we see only turns and flip doublings within X G ,

generically. This completes the proof of theorem 5.11 (a).0

§1.-9 Proof of theorem 5.11(b)

vWe Lonsidez rotating and frozen waves (Ao, xo(t)). By §5.3 they satisfy

-atxo + f(A, xo) = 0 (5.3)

with R o # 0. We will first analyze frozen waves (a = 0), showing that any frozen wave is a
freezing, generically. Because

a = (epf' (5.4)

fortating waves (ai # 0) it then remains to discuss generic rotating waves, with some lower
hmnd on jaf or, equivalently, some upper bound on the minimal period p. Again we will rely
on a (modified) period induction similar to §§10.6, 10.7.

Let us prove that any frozen wave (AO, xo) is a freezing, generically. From §5.3 we recall
the Ljapunov-Schmidt reduction

-aQzx + Qf(A, X) = 0 4* a = c(f, A, $) (5.3)Q

T(f,A,x) := P[-a(f, A,z)Rx + f(A, x)] = 0 (5.3)p

ar a frozen wave. We apply transversality theorem 10.2, again, with

.R(f,wt) := (a(f,A,:),T(f,A,x), D=T(f,A,x)), w :=(A,x). (10.36)

%,;
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Notes that a, T, and hence R, are defined only locally. By the usual compactness argument,
this will not be a restriction. We consider R as a map

R : (jr x A4 x SK)to --- R x S K x M4K(?, N - 1) , -

where K := G, 0 denotes the isotropy of xO, cf. §10.5, (10.19).
We claim that perturbation lemma 10.6 still holds, i.e.

D1 R(f, Ao, xo): 7 - R x S 'K x MK(R, N - 1) (10.20)

is still surjective. Indeed

D1 R(f, Ao, xo) . = (Df a(f, Ao, xo) g, Pf(Ao, xo), PDxf(Ao, Xo))

can be prescribed arbitrarily, choosing an appropriate G-equivariant g E F. First we define a
K-equivariant on (A x S),o, using a K-invariant C O cut-off in S near (AO, x0). In particular,
we may prescribe Df ot(f, A0 , xo) 9 because

(Dfa(f, A0, zo)' 9) QRzo = Q (Ao, xo) ,

and because QZxo = Rxo # 0 by construction. We then extend g globally, defining

g(A, x) = h)4(,\, p(h)-'x),

if the group orbit Gx hits S; g(A, z) :- 0 otherwise. Note that g is well-defined by K-
equivariance of 9 on S. This proves lemma 10.6 for R as above.

We apply theorem 10.2 to

V := x {0}x MK(R, N- 1),

first; all assumptions hold as usual. We conclude that for generic f the solutions (A, z) E
A x SK of

T(f,A, x) = 0

form a C4 branch (A, x\) through (Ao, xo), locally. Putting

V := {0} x {0} x MK(R, N - 1)

next, we see that
A --. a(f, A, XA)

has only simple zeros, generically. This takes care of transversality condition (5.7.b) for a
freezing. To show genericity of the hyperbolicity condition (5.7.a)' we put

V {0} x {0) x 1,o

Then
R(f,.,.)nV = 0,

for generic f, because assumption (10.8.b) holds:

i+dimV = - + I - dim MK(R, N -)+dim= '

= -~codirn M,o = -I < 0,

%1
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using codim M.1,0 = 1 from proposition 10.3. Therefore DT (f, Ao, zo) is indeed hyperbolic,
as in (5.7.a)', at a generic frozen wave. This proves that any frozen wave is a freezing,
generically.

Let us now turn to rotating waves (a 0 0). Before we can apply transversality theorem
10.2, we slightly modify the setting of our period induction §§10.6, 10.7. Working within
a large closed ball B, as in §10.6, we admit as elements of the sets Q and P only periodic
solutions (A, x) E B \ No with symmetry (H, K, e), H = Z,,, e $ 0, i.e. we admit only
rotating waves. Notationally, we replace

Q(f,T, ho) 'Q(f,T)
Q(f, T, ho - 1) O(f, 2T).

P (f, T, ho) by P(f,T)
P(f, T, ho - 1) P(f, 2T)

9k(T, ho) 9k(T)
9k(T, ho - 1) gk(2T).-

Of course, 0 K(f) then refers to bifurcations of rotating waves listed in table (5.2(b)). We
also replace the induction step : #A'p

if 9k(2T) is open dense in Uo, k > TIT, then 9k(T) is also (10.30.c)'
open dense in U0.

Then continuity lemmata 10.7, 10.8 hold verbatim, along with their proofs. The proof of
lemma 5.9 applies up to the "fruit of the loom". In particular, we emphasize that all rotating
waves in a small neighborhood X0 of the set of stationary solutions are hyperbolic, because
such solutions arise either from centers or from freezings. Moreover, there is a uniform lower
bound

Ia(f,A\X)I > 0
for any rotating wave (,\, x) E B \ No, as long as f stays in a small neighborhood U of fo.

We now modify R slightly, defining

R~f,\,x) 7(f,\x(fD.Afz))

with the usual local domain of definition. As before, perturbation lemma 10.6 holds. We
apply theorem 10.2 to

V (0)

first. Then

for generic f, because assumption (10.8.b) holds:

i + dim V I -codim M21,-1 < 0,

using codim M20 = 2 from proposition 10.3. We relate eigenvalues of DjT(f, 0 ,zo) at a
rotating wave to its Floquet multipliers by (5.5.b), putting t = p, ap = 1/e

Dzl7(f, A0, zo) = P p(1/9) ezp[ (-R + sDzf(Aox'))/0j]S- (10.37)

a "'. .' ....'.' ' '
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I
= p(1/e) exp(- Tz (f, Ao, xo))

Thus D.T(f,Ao,xo) M2o(k) implies that D2 II(f,,o, 0 ))Ie 1 , and hence DfI7(f,Ao,zo)
itself, does not possess an eigenvalue u which is an e-th root of unity, e < k, except possibly
for those coming from an eigenvalue 0 of DT(f, AO, zo). Taking

V := M0 X M2.0, V := {0} x M.O,

successively, such an eigenvalue 0 has to be simple. In particular, K = {0, Ile, (e - l)/e}
acts by p± on the one-dimensional eigenspace. Taking

V := {0} × 1 (I,N- 1),

the case of p+ corresponds to a turn, because the zeros (\, z) of T(f,-) yield one-dimensional
submanifolds of A x SK, generically. The transversality condition (3.7.b) is satisfied generi-
cally, by the above choice V = {0) x M1,0 . The curvature condition (3.7.c) is generic by
an explicit perturbation, as discussed in the discrete case. The case of representation p-

corresponds to a flop for T(f,.,.), generically, i.e. to a flop doubling of rotating waves, by
analogous arguments.

Finally, we conclude from our formula (10.37) for the linearized Poincar6 map that the
above bifurcations, turn and flop doubling, constitute the only bifurcations of rotating waves
(aside from freezing). In particular, symmetry breaking bifurcations to periodic solutions
with symmetry (/I, k, 9), H < H = Z., are nongeneric. Indeed, in any of the above
bifurcations, the local branches are determined uniquely by an application of the implicit
function theorem. And all these branches consist of rotating waves, only. This completes the
proof of theorem 5.11(b), the proof of theorem 5.11 as a whole, and the opus.'

I.' 0

I "
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